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AN X-RAY STUDY OF Tl'IE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF CERTAIN 
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STRUCTURAL. DETERMINATION OF 4 :· 4' • DINITRODIPHENYL 
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1
:tt8(N02) 2] BY TliE METl'IOD QF DOUBLE F.OURIER SYNTHESIS • 
. .Contents• 
Thi.s work can be d.ivided into three main parts, the treat-
ment following in .the same order: as given below. 
(r· ,e-140) 1) The complete determination. of the cry.stal structure of 
. ' 
4 : 4' ... Dinitrodiphe:nyl ( c12H8 (.No2) 2 ] • The single crystal 
rotatio.n method. _develop,ed by Schiebold and Polanyi, was used. 
The method of the D.ou'ble Fo1:1rier Series, first dev.eloped by 
'Vi .L.Dragg in 1929, was used to dete.rmine the complete structure. 
Through the lack of the necessary apparatus no absolute intensity 
'. 
measurements could be made, and as -no integrating photometer was 
availab~e~ a scheme had to be devised to express the intensities 
of all the reflections recorded on the rotation photographs on a 
relative scale. Intensity measurements represent the ,fundamental 
difficulty in this wo.rk and.limit the accuracy that can be 
obtained. The structure we.~ projected ,on two crystal planes, and 
~rom the.projections the size ~nd shape of the molecules. and the 
way they pack to form the .crystal structure hav·e been determined • 
. c
12
B8 (N02) 2_ is a comp~e.x ~tructure with no: symmetry centre. The · 
The crystal can be r.ef'erred to .(()rt.horhomlfic axes, but strtictur:ally 
' \ .• 't • ' ' ' \ ' • ~ 
it is monoclinic and belongs to the space-group Pc. 
•\ ' ' 
(2) 
I. 
(P·IJ+I-11+-q.) 2) The second part of the work deals with the determination 
of the unit cell of Leucodrin (c15n16o8) and Dibromoleucodrin 
(c 1~14o8Br2). The space-group of both these organic compounds 
has been determined uniquely, and is given by the symbol P2,2,2, 
in the Hermann - Maugin notation. In both cases there are four 
molecules to the unit cell. 
(p.l~~o -1<.2) 3) The last part of the work gives the determination of the 
unit cell and space-group of Ammonium-gallifluoride, {I~4) 3 Ga r 6 , 
and outlines a possible structure for this compound. X-ray 
investigations showed the existence of two impurities in this 
supposedly pure compound. One of these impurities was identified 
as Ammonium-Silicafluoride (NH4) 2 Si r 6 • The second impurity 
appears in small quantities as a monoclinic crystal and may be 
some hydrated form of (NH4) 3 Ga F6• 
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CRYSTAL STRUC~JRE BY X • RAY INVESTIGATIONS. 
Preliminarl Details. 
Methods and Apparatus. 
The method of the rotating or oscillating crystal, first developed 
by Schiebold and Polanyi (1), was used during the course of this 
research. The crystal fragment was placed in a narrow beam of 
monochromatic X-radiation, and rotated about an axis perpendicular 
\ 
to the X-ray beam while the exposure was taken. The crystal could be 
given a complete rotation or an oscillation through a limited range. 
The diffracted beams which flash out when the crystal planes come 
in a position to reflect were recorded photographically upon a film 
bent into a cylinder around the axis of rotation. Characteristic 
Cui~ radiation was used, the Cui~ radiation being partly a~sorbed 
by the use of nickel foil. The dimensions of the crystals used 
seldom exceeded a fraction of a millimeter in any direction, and 
as a rule the crystals were completely bathed by the incident 
radiation. With such small crystals the diffracted rays gave small 
distinct spots on the photographic films. The times of exposure 
varied from 2 to 8 hours, depending on the size and nature of the 
crystal under examination and on the output from the X-ray tube. 
It was only from experience that the most suitable exposures could 
be established. The X-ray tube was operated at 35,000 volts peak, 
with ~ filament current of 3.8 amps, giving and annode output of 
between 5 and 10 milliamps. Such a low output from the bulb 
increased the exposures, but it WS$. a necessary precaution to 
increase the life of the tube as this was the only one of its 
(kind) 
. kind available. 
Fig. 1. $hows E\ diagram ·Of the circuit used• The apparatus 
employed can be regarded as standard for x-r.ay crystal ant\].ysis,, 
and only a brief description will be given. Unrectif.ied supply 
220 Volts, 60 cycles, WaS applied to an auto-tral'l.Sformer., the 
output of which; 130 voLts, was applied:to the primary of the H.T. 
transformer. This gave an .B.T. output of approximately 36 K.V .peak. 
The .filament transformer input was also 220 volts, 50 cycles, 
giving an output of approximately 10 volts a.c., with a filament 
current between 3 .• 8 a.nd 4.0 am~s • ·The output of the bulb as as rule 
was then between 5 and 10 milli-amps. 
W.S. Water control switch. 
H. High tensio%), switch. 
v. Voltmeter reading to. 150 volts. 
L. Red lamp • 
. G .• · Spark gap. 
M.A. Milli-ammeter reading up to·20 m.amps. 
A. Ammeter reading to 10 amps a.c. 
' ' 
S.C. Surg.e coils. These consisted of a few turns of stout wire, to 
cut out high frequency oscillations which on a few occasions gave 
rise .to heavy sparks .in certain parts of the circuit. 
The afmode aild. centre part of the tube were electically connected 
and j.ointly earthed. The tube was watercooledt the rate of flow 
being approximately 6 li tres of water per minute .• The camera, which 
, . I 
. was also earthed, was placed in close contact with the X...;ray tube, 
the central part of which was kept cool by ·a fan. For all· these 
experiments a rotation camera was used, the diameter of the cylinder 
(containing) 
~ . 
containing the films being 6 ems. ~ith this camera the crystal could 
be given a complete rotation or an oscillation of 5, 10, or 15 
degrees. The camera was complete with collimator and telescope for 
adjusting purposes, also two area at right angles by means of which 
the crystals could finally be adjusted to rotate about an axis 
parallel to the axis of the cylinder, and at right angles to tho 
direction of the incident radiation which was in the form of a 
narrow pencil after passing through the slit system. 
~ountiAS the 6rystals._ 
Only small, single crystals were used. For the purpose of 
locating single crystals a polarising microscope proved to be very 
helpful. By examining a collection of crystal specimens under 
polarised light it was often possible to tell whether any one 
crystal specimen was single, double, or had some extra bits stuck 
on to it. A fair idea of the directions of the crystal axes could 
as a rule be obtained, and very often it was possible to say at 
once what class the crystal under examination belonged to. An 
examination of the spots recor4ed on thr rotation photographs 
gave final evidence as to whether the crystals under observation 
were single or complex. Small crystals were mounted wit~ speck 
of canada balsam on a sharp point of an ebonite holder which fitted 
on the rotation camera. For mounting these tiny crystals a binocular 
microscope of magnification ten was found to be practicnlly indis-
pensable. Under such~ microscope the crystal to be mounted was 
shifted in the required position to the very edge of two glass 
slides placed one on top of the other. The ebonite holder, with a 
speck of canada balsam on it, was then carefully shifted along 
(until) 
until the crystal was touched. If the mounting was not considered 
satisfactory adjustments could be made by suitable manipulation of 
the crystal under the binocular microscope or by remounting. The 
mounting process was a matter of experience and after some time 
only a few degrees on the arcs of the camera sufficed to accomplish 
the final adjustments. For reasons to follow it was very useful to 
mount the crystals in such a way that the two adjustable arcs on the 
~-
camera gave as nearly as possible independent adjustment to the crystal 
axes. We shall refer to this as the crystall being mounted with its 
axea independent. In some oases there were brilliantly reflecting 
faces round certain zones. The adjustments of the crystal specimens 
for rotation about such zone axes could be done quickly and accurately 
by observin-g the reflected signals from these crystal faces through 
'-' 
a telescope fixed to the camera. In the large majority of cases, 
however, there were no such reflecting faces and the setting of the 
crystals had to be done by trial. Through experience the necessary 
adjustments could be made from considerations of the degree of slope 
of the layer-lines on the trial films. To facilitate these latter 
adjustments it was found very helpful to have the crystal mounted 
with its axes independent. 
For every photograph taken it was essential to know the 
direction of the crystal axes with respect to the incident X-ray 
beam. Where there were good crystal faces developed this could be 
done accurately by reflectiom from such faces once they had been 
identified. In most cases the setting was again done by trial 
using other properties of tho crystal, in particular its external 
appearance. The final adjustments for the directions of the crystal 
(axes) 
axes came from considerations of tho reciprocal lattice nets. To 
quote an example we can s&Y that a certain hkl spectrum will just 
come inside or outside the lunas on the reciprocal lattice net for 
a certain angle of incidence and rotation of the crystal. ~he trial 
film is then indexed to see if these hkl spectra concerned are 
absent or present as the case may be. In this manner we can make a 
fairly accurate estimate of tm direction of incidence. Great care 
must be taken not to use spectra for which the structure factors 
are zero. Such SllO otra cannot be recorded on the films and may lead 
to false conclusions if we base our observati a1 s on them. 
~he Reciprocal Lattice and its Applications for Indexing Rotation 
Photographs. 
It was first shown by Ewald (2) that the interference 
conditions take a very elegant geometrical form when expressed in 
terms of the reciprocal lattice. The vector to the point (hkl) of 
the reciprocal lattice is normal to the plane (hkl) of the corres-
pond!~ crystal lattice, while its magnitude is also the reciprocal 
of the spacing d(hkl). 
In fig. 2. let PO be a vector ~~~ , that is a vector of length 
~in the direction of the incident radiation wave-normal. Similarly 
let PQ be ~~~ , the corresponding vector in the direction in which 
the scattering is considered. Suppose PQ is in the direction of a 
scattering maximum, then it can be shown that PQ must be normal to 
q. 
one of the lattice planes, say to (hkl). The length of 0~ is 2 sin 9/~ 
which, when the diffraction conditions are fulfilled, is equal to 
d(h!l) from Bragg's (3) wellknown reflection law. OQ is therefore 
in the direction of a vector in the reciprocal lattice and equal 1D 
(it in) 
it .in magnitude •. Thus, if the vector PO i·s .drawn so that 0 'li~s ~t 
the •or~gin ~of the .,reoiproc~ lattice, Q must il'ie at another ;po'int 
· (hkl)' rit ;this .la.tt.ic·e. w~ .have . therefore . the following construotion. 
Let, a :ve~ctol," PO. of length.~. be .drawn in the direoU.on of the ·: 
inc.ident ·wave normal• 0 being· the origin of the reciprocal lattice. 
Wi.th P as centre,· and radius+ •. describe a sphere which of course 
passes through O• .~~en the interference conditions are ·1;lquivale.:nt 
to. the st·atement rthat no diffracted beam can arise unless another 
of the re.ciprocal lattice points., say Q, lies on this sphere. If it 
does., then· PQ i.s the dire.ction of the wave• normal of a possible 
o.i.fftacted beam. Tp~· :sphere used in this construction is called· the 
. ~ ' 
"sphere of J:eflection" (Ewald's Ausbreitungskugel). The use of the 
reciprocal lattice construction, in which the cons.ideration of an 
·., • :,. •' ,. 1 • \ L • 
array of pl~es is ·replaced by that of an array of pointsl' is a 
' • • . .. • • ' J 
great simplification in discus.sing many o£ the geometrical problems 
' : ~ ' • I : ' ' ' 
met with. in the ~~plication. of x~ray .. diffraction. 
It is evident from the .construction of fig.3. thatiJ for any 
. l. ! . . j 
arbi~rary angle of incidence and wavelength, no point of the 
recip~tQcal .lattice w.ill .in ge.neral lie on the. sphere of reflection, 
,. ' 
and so no diffr~cted beam will be produced. By .rotating the crystal, 
and theref.ore the reciprocal lattic~, po.ints may be brought on this 
sphere, and, diffraction can occur. In the rotating crystal method, 
as t~e crystal z:otates and the reciprocal lattice wit;h .it,, the 
reciprocal lattice poi,nts pass in .turn,through the sphere of :reflec-
tion; . and the ,spectra which fl~sh .out as they do so can be recorded 
' ~ I ' 
on a photographic film. 
'. ' 
Each ~pot on the f~lm represents a f)Pectrum and. corresponds. to. 
(a point) 
/0. 
a point on the reciprocal.lattiee1 and the. aim in inde.xing a fib 
is to find which rfJciprocal lattice point corresponds to e, given 
$.PO~. on the photograph. Suppose the. rotation of the crystal is 
about a. principal space lattice direction, say .:!; then the !* and 
p.. uee of the recil)rocal lattice .lie perpendicular .to the axis 
of rotation. All. reciprocal lat.U.ce points with.the same h index 
' - . . 
' . I 
thus lie in .a ~pl$lle. perpendicular to the az:i:s· of rotation., and give 
. . 
rise to .. spots on the film on the .same layer-line. The zero layer. 
corresponds to h= o, a1'ld the first, l.ine on either side of it ,to. 
0'\o'\A.. 
~::'1:1 and. so on• ·GW' index of .a spot is in this case easily deter-
mined.~· and tt r~mains to determine ·the other two.· Suppose the 
. . 
recipr:ooal lat tioe point to be ~eterred. not. to reciprocal axes,·· 
"· 
but to cylindrical &Xes• the ax~8 of rotation bei:ng the cylindrical 
a:xis. A point is. then fixed by co•o:rdinates.l-, the distance fr.om the 
axis·, l the ,distance parallel. to· the ad.s from a plane through the 
origin. at .right angles to the axis, .and <ilil the e.ngle which an axial 
. ' ·' . . ,,; . . . '. - ... 
;plane 'COntaining the point makes 1rith. a fixed .axie.l' plane taken as· 
' ... , 
!. ·, 
reference ;plane. As the crystal rotates and the.reciprocal lattice 
:with it, w continually changes, but'~ ·and 2 remain. constant. With 
the rotatio11 of the crystai each pofn~ in tur;n passes through any 
fixed plan~. containing the axis , .and E._ and 2. ar.e the rectangular 
co-ordinates. of the' point at which it passes .. through the plane.;· 
Such . an ··array· of point.s we call. a rotation cl;iagram. All the points 
in a rotation. diagram corresponding to rotation about· a space 
lattice axis lie in a .series of layer-lines of· COli•stant 2 1 Since 
2 , in the case we have considered of rotation about the .! axis 
is the a* spaeing of. the reciprocal lattice,, we have ~ -=- '7a for 
(the first) 
.f!o . .. . . e,.. 2>- . . l 
the ;~.ir.at layer•line~ . "l. :: a~: f,or the second ayer--line, and S\l. 
on• The :va1u.-et31 of 2 .thus give at once the: .lattic.e cell edge 
parallel t·o the fP!iS about. ~hich. the crystal l'otates.. To get, the 
l.. ~ • 
··~ ·.,. 
values· of 12. : and t from· the actual, photograph ,is a geometrical 
problem with a definite solutitnt, and certain graphical method,s: 
12 . 
have been developed which enable u$ to.· do ii .fairly quickly. Charts 
o£ this kind have been prepared b3t Be1~nal' (4) on transparent paper. 
These. charts ·are. superposed on any film taken with a Camera of the 
size for which the charts have been prepared..; and by interpolation 
between the ,cont.ours· the values 2 tmd 1 for. any spot on :the film. 
can be read off directly. 
Determination of Indices from 2 and l 
In' a ~·omplete rotation of the c~ysta:l ·~ given set of planes; 
represented by a. reciprocal lattice point and its inverse • intersects 
.any given plane 'through the axis .four times• and will. give four 
spots on the pho.tographic plate. It the rotation is about a zone 
axi.s then these four spots will be symmetrically placed around the 
-central.point o£'the photograph. !n.a complete rotation so many 
spots are recorded that it is .exceedingly dif'ficult, if not ".impossible~ 
to inde~ ·the spots from their 2 . and !_: values. The indelting can, 
however • usuaJ.ly be done if' only a limited rotation- between known 
. . . 
angular settings of the crystal is given • 
. Let us ta~e a definite e~~ple as' .~hown in fig. 3. Su:ppose · the 
crystal to be mounted so thei the c ax.is is the mtis of rotation, 
and let. the X-r~ beam be inc.ident at .right angles to the c axis; 
and . .in a plane ,containing the c and a axes. Suppose an anti-
(clockwise) 
anti-clockwise oscillation of 15 degrees to be given to the crystal. 
Any reciprocal lattice point that passes through the sphere of 
reflection during this oscillation will give rise to a spectrum 
unless the correaponding structure factor is aero. The number of 
spots on any given l~er-line which can be recorded is however 
limited, and they can as a 1~le be identified without any ambiguity 
from their t values. 
The first stop in identification is to draw the a* b* net of 
the reciprocal lattice to some suitable scale. A radius of 20 ems. 
for the sphere of reflection was found to be most convenient. ~his 
according to the convention we have adopted corresponds to ~ unit 
length. The sides of the reciprocal lattice net la*t =- .Ab~ siliO(. 
l1..4.J ... _ Aca Asin~ ~ ~ are then to be drawn on the scale 20 ems.: 1A, 
and we const1~ct carefully on a sheet of drawing paper a net having 
13. 
ovf-F.o«Jona.? Ql(eS the11 1 1 
these dimensions. Suppose we are dealing with/\(a*J =a and lb*J = T 
Consider now the zero layer-line, 2 ~ 0, for all of whose spots 
t = 0. In tig. 3., choosing any point on the reciprocal lattice net 
as origin o, from 0 draw a line OP 20 ems. long, the direction of PO 
relative to the reciprocal lattice axes corresponding to the direction 
of the incident X-xay beam relative to the crystal axes. lith P as 
centre and radius PO draw a circle passing through o. This circle 
represents a trace of the sphere o:f reflection on the plane c* =- 0 
of the reciprocal lattice. If we consider the lattice net to rotate 
about 0, in its own plane, the passage o:f a point throueh this circle 
corresponds to the formation of a spectrum. Obviously the same result 
is attained if we suppose the arc of the circle to be rotated about 0 
in its own plane, but in the opposite direction. Let s2s2, f1g.3. 
(be the) 
be the position of this arc when rotated through15 degrees from its 
original position ~.s,. Then all the lattice points lying within the 
lunes between the two positions of the circle can give rise to 
reflection during the 15 degree oeelllation. The corresponding spots 
will be on the zero layer-line of the oscillation photograph. Those 
in the lune marked L corresponding to spots which lie to the left of 
the centre, and those in the lune marked R to spots which lie to the 
right. The distance of any lattice point from 0 ie directly equal 
to €_ • Thus i~he value of t for some spot on the film is deter-
mined by the Bernal chart, it is usually possible to tell di•ectly 
from the reciprocal net which of the lattice points corresponds to 
the reflection; for as a rule there will be only one point within 
the lune which has the right value of t . There ~ occasionally 
be some ambiguity when two points within the lune are nearly equidis-
tant from the origin and, if necessary, the decision between the two 
points can be made by giving the crystal a rotation which will 
include one but not the other. This was often found to be of great 
importance in the space-group determinations. 
For the higher layer-lines we can proceed in a similar way. The 
reciprocal lattice points intersect tho sphere of reflection now no 
longer in the equator but in circles of latitude at distances ~,l2~ 
above the equatorial section, and smaller circles must thorefoee be 
drawn on the reciprocal not. Tho radius of these circles can be 
determined readily if the values of ~ for the different layer-lines 
are known. This is most simply done by marking off directly on the 
recipeocal net the shortening of radii for the successive layer-lines. 
A little consideration is needed in fixing the centres of those circles 
(representing) 
~- \. ' : . ; 
;, ' 
representing traces. ·Of the s~her,e of ref'lee1:.iof1 on the successive 
recipr.ocal l.attice layers, a.nd. we must dist~nguish between two 
• I I \ ' ,, ·• ,! 
cases. •i)·When the ru::is about which the crystal :rot.a~es· coincides 
·-.;~ l ' ' ' ; ' ' ' '• ' ' ' ' ' 
~ith the corresponding reci;procalla.ttic.e axis. This will be the 
I . . 'o ' ' ' • J I I' .J., 
castr·'for o:Z.thogoii~l axes t: or f01" rotation abo¥~ the ·t,' ax~s of' a 
monocli'~1c crystal, or the c axis <Jf, a hexagqD.a.l crystal, the centre 
of the circles ·will ()e the ,same for 1:1ll .layer•lines; ·and all .that 
is nece.s~ary is to reduce the r.a.dii approjlriatel~ for .the higher ones. 
2) When the reciprocal axi.s does not coind.de with the axis of 
rotation. This· occurs when a triclin:l.c cry.stiU ~s rotated about any .· ' . .' ' .. 
zone axis, or,whe~ .a monoclinic crystal is .rotated about the a or c 
~es. The .successive ~~ere of ~he reci~rooa.l la~t~ee do not then 
lie exactl;v one,a.'bove ~he other. Each successive layer is shifted. 
relative to the a]tis, a.lld so reJ,ative to the ce:nt:re of the circle 
~n whi~* thi,s l~er interse.cts the sphere of reflectiol'l. In such 
cases the same net is sti11 used but· tl1e origin is shifted by an 
. ' ; ., . ' . . , ~· ' ' • I • ., . . : . • ~ . . , 
, I 
:amoun~ ·equal t~ ~d .in a ,direqtio~ ,oppos.~~e. :t.,o, the. sh~~t of the, . 
' ' . I . I . ·,' 
successive reeipro..aal .lat.tice layers relative to the .orig.in, giving 
r ' • • '·• '' ,·. • • • ' ' '. • 
u.s. a new ~~recti on of in.cidence .•. :.Cn other; VfOl'ds, we cha.r.ge the 
direction o:f' .the ,incident X-ray b~am fo;r .. each successive reciprocal 
'' ''' ' ' , , .. I 
lattice lay~r, 'keeping the reciproc~l le.ttic~ .n~t filK·e~. 
Calibration of ~the Camera. 
I·t wa:s: necessary to know what' degree' of accuracy could be 
expected when ma:king measurements :o.:n t)le films by using Bernal charts • 
. For this purp.osc a compl'ete rotation photograph of a single Na:Gl 
crystal: was talt.en •. It was only after many attempt.s that .a suitable. 
small, s.ingle Na€1 crystal was located. The :struct\u'e and dimensions 
of Na:Cl is known very accurately. Bragg {5) gives a value a= 5.628 A 
rio. 
for thi$ face•cent.red cubic crystal. Using thi·s· value for :the cell 
l• ' ' (' - - • . • ' 
edges. a r~ciproc~ la.ttic~ net W(3.G carefully cons:tructed•· 
Cer~ain point.s .of the reciprocal lattice pass through the ~phere 
' Jo • ; • • I 
of reflec~io~, and ~ill give rise to spectra d'!-rine. thecom.plete 
rotation. The.se points are ev1dently those which lie ins1.de the to~e . . \ . ' ' ' ; ' . . . ' ' ' 
whi~h wou~d be obtf!-ined by.e.llowiJJg the. "sphere of .reflection" to 
. ' 
make~ ~omplete. rotation about.the same axis with respect .119 ~he 
' . ' ' f • ~ . ' • • ' ..:, 
latt~ce. It ·is evident that all possible tore13 of this kind, 
corresponding. to all possible axes of rotation and angles of 
incidenc;:, are contained within a. 9phere of c~ntre\o ·and radius. 2, 
using the . convention a.a*: b. bfc :. c .C*::. X • Thi:;; $phere is called . .. ' ' . . ', . .· 
the "lim~ ting sphere" • .It contains all the. lattice po.ints co.rres.-
, ·· t , ,· , I ' 
ponding to spectra Vfhich.c~; u~der an~ clrc~stances, be obtained. 
from the crystal when us:Lng rad.iation of wave.length A. 
• '• I·: i ' • • ·. ' ' . · · 
On this. net.,. choos5,ng a suit~'ble origin and pay.ing attention 
I , • • , .1 ' 1 ~. , . • t 
to the direction of'·the incident x-ray beam wtth respect to the crystal 
' " . -. . I 
axes;.a circle.of radius 40 ems. wa$ drawn passlng through the orig~n. 
. . ' 
'!'his circle represented a trace of' the "lim1tillg sphere•' on the plane 
' ' ,. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' . ' 
~ 
_!*-:::. 0 ror ·the . Crystal l'Qtating. about, the _! ~X~$ • for the higher 
layer-~ines .the nece~sary modifications as prev~ously described 
· · l · r • • • ' 
were made. The axes being .orthogo~ t)le origin::.was the ser,1e, and 
! • •' ' • <.' " ' . • . ' ... ;~·: /j. :• ; ·~· of ' L • ' 
it was only necessary to make the approp:d.ate changes in radii for .. 
' ·,··· 
. . ' 
irhe £ valu~s. ~or ,all the spectra recorded were z·ead off'· 
'I ~ ·~ ~ :. . . (: J j ' 1 '• i· 
directly using a Bernal chart,, and in every case a point (likl) on 
i 1 ! ;·,' . 
this n~t; corresponding to the value l of. a .spot on the film could 
'f . 
be idenU.fied.. The· agreement was ·satisfactory f'or in no case did. the 
t , , , r, . ' 
(diStances) 
distances as calculated from the Bernal chart measurements and those 
measured on· the reciprocal net differ by more. than 2 mmBe 
As a; further test the spacing of .Na.Cl \Vas determined from this 
£ilm. A u~rge nuntber of me.asurer.aents taken at· diff.erent parts of ·the 
film gave·· a mean val·v..e· ~ · = ··.274·. 
He""CG a· --· ~ - 1 .•• 5.273· 49.. --.... "' 5:•62 A which agrees well witl1 ·~the· 
.accepted value of . 5.628 A~ 
,.,. 
19. 
THE UNIT CELJJ AND SPACE • GROUP OF 4 4' - DINITRODIPRENYL ~12n8(N02)J 
Preparation ... , ~'·•:. ·.:.:;; . 
rhe crystals ot 4 ·: 4• - Dinitrodiphetcyl used in this work were 
'·· 
prepared by Dr. W.S.Rapson o£ the Chemistry Department of the 
University of Cap~own,. who used the method of Gull and Turner (6). 
Suitable crystals for x-rey examinatiou were obtained by slow 
evap.oliat.ion of its solutions in ethyl acetate. 
Crystallography._ 
the crystals so obtained were light amber in colour. and 
generally took the shape of thin elongated needles 01' flat plates. 
In spite of several attempts at recrystallisation it was difficult 
to obtain good, single ~rystals free fro~ flaws. In general there were 
no well defined reflecting faces which made accurate goniometer 
measurements very difficult. In a few cases these thin, long needles 
showed the i 011} prism faces routJ.d thEJ zone (100j. Goniometer 
measurement& gave the angles betnee:n such faces as 63° 32' and 
116° 30'. The directions of the crystal faces were chosen so that 
the angle between the (011) and {011) faces was 63° 32'. Crystals 
that developed these prism faces were of very nearly square cross-
section, making them suitable for intensity determinations ao the 
path traversed by the X-rays through such crystals was very nearly 
the same in all directions when the crystal was rotatir.r.g about the 
prism axis. 
Determination of the Unit Cell. 
One of the crystal specimens was mounted about the a axis, 
which in this case was the long axis of the needleYshnped prism. 
(Tho adjustments) 
~he adjustments were made by using the method of parallel light 
reflections from the prism faces until the rotation was accurately 
about the a axis. The angles between the pris~p faces [011} were 
known from previous observations, hence the crystal was set so that 
the incident X-ray ·beam was parallel to the b axis. Taking this as 
the initial direction a 15 degree anticlockwise oscillation uas 
given, allowing an exposure d 4 hours. For rotation about the b 
and c axes there wore no reflecting faces to aid in the preliminary 
adjustments. Here the method of trial and error was adopted and the 
final adjustments were made from a consideration of tm layer-lines 
on the trial films. In the latter two cases the directio:b of the 
tq. 
X-rays, relative to the crystal axes, was determined from considera• 
tions of the reciprocal lattice net. By consideri!l8 spectra which,- ·t>tr 
, could just come on the film, or just not come on; for a certain 
direction of incidence, SQl parallel to the a axis for rotation 
about c, the necessary adjustments could be made and the direction 
of inci4ence determined with a fair degree of accuracy • . ... 
All these photographs were taken with a Cu-tu~e, using 
characteristic Cu k~radiation, The k~ characteristic radiation 
was partly absorbed by a nickel filter. At a first glance all these 
photographs showed the presence of faint.layer-lines at a distance 
approximately halfway between the main layer-lines on the films. 
This ap~arent halving of the layer-lines suggested a doubling of 
the spacing in these directions. Closer inspection of the films showed 
that no such halving existed between the zero and first layer-lines • 
. This led to a careful examination of the radiation from the bulb. 
The F.&diation, after passing through a narrow vertical slit system, 
{was) 
was reflected from the polished surface of a. large Nalil crystal and 
then .recorded. o:u a film.. The film \i'hen examined showecl the Cu and 
. Fe .spectra, ;proving that iron was present as ·an impu:dty il'l the 
bulb .• Measurements on the .rotation photograp~s showed that these 
faint layer-lines uere due to Fe k~ radiation of' wa.veler.gth .1 ~934 A. 
In later films which were given longer exposures th.e f.> peaks of· 
some of the stronger Fe spots could be idont.if.ied., proving beyond 
.;20. 
doubt that we .were dealing with two types of characteristic radiation •. 
The presence of these Fe spectra called for extreme cal:'e when it came 
to assigning ind.ices to spectra Oll the zero layer-lines. The . Fe spectra 
c<>uld be easily !denti:tied_and discarded in the higher layer•lines 
but they often proved troublesome on.the zero iayer-lines and slowed' 
down th~ process of :ide~tification considara'bly~ 
Three f.ilms with rotation about the a, b, e.nd{c axes were· care• · 
fully examined in turn with a. l3ernal_ chart. The ~ · values1 wel:'e I . 
accurately measured and the axial. lengths d'et.ermined by ·substitution 
' . ' . )\ 
in the .formula a~ 2a.. • where -"' £or Cu ko<, :=.1.,539 A.· All the 
. ' 
spectra lay on both layer• and row-lines. ·This at once suggested· 
orthogo.nal axes. the crystal belonging to tne orthorhombic class. 
The size of the limit cell aa determined· from these. measur~nie:nts' .is 
given by 
' 
a -.: 3 • ?7 A • b ~ 9 • 56 A, c -:: 15 • 39 A • 
tnowi:n.g the size ·and sh~lJe of the unit. cell it was now possible 
to calculate ·the densit'y of this organic compound, and so determi·ne 
the number of m6lecules in the unit cell. The molecular weight, on 
If D is the density in gm/c.c.. then 
D = 1.65 ;){ 244..1 __,_. X n . gms/ce. 
3.77 X 9;,56X.15.39 
= 0.726 x n gm{ce. 
· where n is the number of molecules l)er unit cell. If n = 2; then 
D = 1.45 gms/ee. This value for the density is in good agreement 
with the value determined by the method of :floatation where D was 
found to be 1.4 - 1.5 gms/ce. • 
:1,(, 
Rectangular.rectprocal lattice nets were drawn for the three 
films taken with rotation about the a, l>, andfc axes, special attention 
being payed to the convention of positive and negative directions 
of the axes. By the use of Bernal charts these films were now 
indexed. For every spot recorded on the films thera waa a correspon-
ding reciprocal lattice point on the nets, and in general the fits 
were very good even for the highest order spectra. recorded. The :fact 
that all these spots recorded ware indexed on nets drawn with 
rectangular reciprocal ues, confirmed the earlier conclusion that 
the crystal. axe.& were orthogonal. More films were ta.k•n with the 
special aim o£ bri;ngir.g in spectra. ot the form hoo, oko, ool, as 
some of these spectra did not occur on the films previously taken. 
These films were again indexed without any ambiguity arising. 
A careful survey of the indices assiened to al.l these spectra 
l~evealed that the general reflections hkl of all types occurred, 
showing that the unit cell havin9these dimensions was primitive. 
Reflections hol Tle:re present only with :1 even. There lfere no other 
systerlla~ic absences. The condition hol absent with l odd .is the 
condition governing a glide plane\7ho:re •' by the operation of such a 
(glide plane) 
glil.ds plane,. there is an apparent halving of the spacing in the Q 
direction~ The only. symmetry co.ndition then is a glide plane with 
c'· .... 
a glide /2 parallel to the (010) plane. 
The S;ea.ce ::. Grou:e, •. 
., I,. ' . ' 
The o~thogon;U axes of this crystal su~ge~ted orthorhombic· 
symmetry. The only symmetry condi.tion found . from X-ray mtalys1s. 
· · ' · · . cell 
was one gU.d~ ~lane •. and the unit" was. primitive. This spaee•group 
' t j . : ~ 
ha.s :no place Ln. the orUi.orhombic class; as 1s evident when the, 
space-groups .given in 1•Internationale Tabellen zur llest!mm.u.ng .von 
! • l • '• • 
. .. . ( 
itr~stalletrukturen, E:r;ster .Band1* ar.:e examined. The ex$.sten(le .of 0ne 
plane implies a ,second. The space•group Pmc; is t.he f)nly possibility 
since an X-ray ~alysis cannot reveal the presence. of a mirror plane. .. . ; . ·' '. 
This follows from Fried.el's Law, which states,· that in ge~eral U~e 
··! . ' . ' . 
intensities of z:~flection for (hki) and (E:itf) wil.l be idenU.eal. 
This has the effect of adding a ce11tre .of inversion to. X•ray di££ra-
ti.on photographs • 
. .If we. assUllle this to be. the space·g~o.up then, with only 't,wo 
molecules to the. unit cell, the molecule must. sit on this mirror 
• . f. j • ' ' \ ' • 
plane. It was nec·essa.ry now to see hc>w the molecules. pack tiL a unit 
\ ' l'' 
cell ot.such dimen,ions as already determined. TP,e unit. c~ll ic 
' ·' '· 
only 3.[7 A in the a dllrection •. '~hia di~tanoe is very nearly the. 
thickness of the benzene ring. The closest approach 9£ .neighbouring 
\ '. I ' ' ' • • ~ ' ', • • , , ' ' 1 ;• ' • 
r1~s in: ~.u7h .compounds as have been, inves.t~aated is 3.6 to. 3~8 ,A. 
Xt we assume these distances ~:f' closest .approach between neighbouring 
I : l ' ' 
CB unite, we mus~ conclude that. the molecules must pack with the 
plane of' the benzena rings ·in, or ne~ly in, the. (100) plane, 
. '. • ' ·' ' ; j ' 1 
sugge.sting this { 100) ·plane as a possible mirror plane. This 
(earlJr) 
early deduction was later ve:r.i:£'1ed from packing considerat-ions. 
Solid cardboard models of the molecules were accurately 
constructed to scale. The dimensions nssmned for maJd.ng the models 
will be discussed und.er the h.eading dealing wlth the prellminary 
estimate of the structure {page 3o. ) .. When it came to packing two 
such molecules into the spac,e available, in such a way as to fulfil 
the condition implied by the glide plane, the-re ware only two 
possible ways of doing so. We shall consider these two possibilities 
irt turn. 
a) The molecules must pack with the "long uis" of the molecules 
parallel to the c direction of the crystal axes, and with the plane 
of the benzene rings lyir~ in the ( 100) c:ry.stal planes. We assume 
here the two benzene rings in the molecule to be co•pla~ar and the 
long axis of th6 molecule to be the link between atoms marked c4 
and C 4 (fig • 12} , such a link oonst i tuting a common. diameter .. 
between the two rings. With the molecules disposed. of in this 
manner there was a considerable amount of overlapping of the atoms 
which could only be overcome by giving the planes of the benzene 
ri.ng.s and N02 groups a big tilt about this long axis of the mole-
cule. The small spacing in the a direction seems to negative such 
big tilts. Any such tilts on the benzene rings immediately destroy 
the possibility of mirror planes if we remember that we already 
have a glide plane in the space-group and that we can only have 
two molecules in the unit cell. We must then discard this arrange-
ment as a possible wey of packing the molecules. 
b) The second possibility was to pack the ftlOlecules in such a 
manner that their long axes made angles of roughly 35 degrees 
(with) 
with the b axis of the unit cell, assuming the planes of the 
benzene rings again to lie in the (100) crystal planes. ~ith 
such an arrangement of the moleculea, obeying the space-group 
conditions, there was only slight overlapping of the atoms 
which could be done away with by giving the benzene rings or 
N02 groups a small tilt about the long axis of the molecule. 
This second way of packing the molecule• proved to be the more 
promising and economical as far as space was concerned. If •• 
assume thia to be the WaY in which the molecules pack then it 
is obvious that only the (100) plane can possibly be a mirror 
plane. If then the crystal'has orthorhombic symmetry the space-
group must be Pmc and the (100) plane must be the mirror plane. 
-
We shall return to this discussion of orthorhombic symmetry and 
how the molecules must pack in this case at a later stage. 
Refractive Index Determinations. 
As an aid in guessing a provisional structure, the three 
principal refractive indices of the crystal were determined. 
Crystals used for refractive index determinations came from a 
fresh deposit and generally took the form of thin, flat plates. 
Rotation photographs were taken with crystals of this shape, and 
from these photographs the crystal axes were determined. The 
axial lengths determined in this way were in very goo~reement 
with the previously determined values of a, b, and c. The~ and 
.£ direct5.ons were found to lie in the flat plane of the crystal 
plates. Such a collection of crystal plates, lyh.g with their 
axes in random directions, was exmined under a polarising micro-
scope. Careful examinatioa showed that the crystals showed no 
(straight) 
straight extinction, a phenomenon which would have been eXPected 
if the cryatals were structurally orthorhombic. f.e shall return to 
this important observation at a later stage. 
Small crystals in the form ot thin flat plates were immersed 
in solution& of oc - monobromonapthalin and paraffin of different 
concentrations. For higher refractive indices methylene iodide and 
sulphur was used giving values up to 1.78. Such crystals, immersed 
in drops of these refractive index liquids on glass slides, were 
covered with thin glass slips to give two flat liquid surfaces. 
~hey were then examined under a polarising microscope using sodium 
illumination. The concentration of the solutions was altered until 
the crystals became nearly invisible in the liquid. ~he Becke line 
phenomenon was used as an indication of the direction in which the 
concentration had to be altered in any given case. It was easy to 
determine the refractive indices along the a and b directions of - -
vibration since these directions lay in the flat plane of the 
crystal plates. To determine the refractive index along the£ 
direction one of these flat crystal plates was mounted on the 
sharp point of a holder with a speck of secotine which was found 
not to dissolve appreciably in the liquids used. By suitable mani-
pulation of the crystal, completely immersed in the liquid, the 
refractive index was determined along the _!! direction of vibration. 
This was a difficult process and only after numerous attempts were 
the necessary results obtained. The final results obtained for 
light vibrating along the three principal directions are given 
below 
«-: 1.49, {3 > 1.78, )) ? 1.78. 
(tho Values) 
The values of ~ and '() muy be much greater than 1. 78 which was the 
higheut refractive index of the liqu1ds available. There is sufficient 
evidence, however, that the cryst.als are optically negative and very 
stror~ly doubly refracting. 
We must now return to the very important observation that these 
crystals do not show straight extinction vthell examined \Tith polarised 
light. This observation contradicted the o1•thorhombic symmetry which 
was assigned to the structure at a first glance and called for very 
careful investigation. Such an investigation led to the following 
important .re.sul ts : 
1) The crystals did not show straight extinction when examined 
under polariaed light, and this in itself implied a lower form of 
symmetry than the ~parent orthorhombic symmetry assigned to the 
crystal at an early stage irl this work. A J,laper by N.F .H.He:r~y (7) 
dealing with the subject of non-straigl1t extinction phenomena was 
referred to. It was found to be irrelevant to the problem under 
discussion and threw no new light on the subject. The possibility 
of deali11g with complex crystals. or some close form of twtnniDg, 
was eliminated by first taking :rotation photographs of the crystals 
before examining them under polarised light. In this w~ it was made 
certain that we were dealing with single crystals only. 
2) A closer examination of the rotation photographs showed that in 
some cases there was a marked difference in the intensity of oorrea-
ponding spots coming ~n corresponding positive and negative l"'er-
lincs. This was only true for films taken with the rotation about 
the a and o axes. All films taken about the b axis were p~rfectly 
(symmetrical) 
symmetrical about the zero layer-line. This important observation 
was overlooked at the outset where we were mainly concerned with 
the distance apart of the layer-lines and with assigning indices 
to the spectra recorded. From these observations it followed then 
that the intensities of the general hkl and Kkl spectra were 
different. Also hkl and hki differed in intensity, whereas hkl and 
hkl were equal. All these observations were done visually but they 
were quite reliable and pointed quite definitely against orthorhombic 
symmetry. 
3) If the crystal had orthorhombic symmetry then, as has been 
pointed out already, the space-group can only be Pmc. From packing 
considerations it followed that the (100) plane must then be a 
mirror plane. Two cases now arise and we shall consider these in 
turn. a) Since there are only two molecules in the unit cell and 
we already have a glide plane in the space-group, the molecules 
must pack with all the C and N atoms lying in this (100) mirror 
plane, with the plane containing the oxygen atoms in the N02 group 
at right angles to the mirror plane, A little consideration will 
show at once that such an arrangement of the molecules is impossible. 
The 0 - 0 distance in the N02 group as determined by James King and 
Horrocks (S) for para- dinitroben£ene is 2.14 A. Bragg (9) gives a 
value 1.32 A for the ionic radius of oxygen. If we assume similar 
distances in this structure then it is at once clear that space does 
not allow the molecules to pack in the above mentioned way. Such an 
arrangement would require the a axis to be at least ( 2.14 + 2,64 ) 
= 4,7S A, a value considerably greater than the value 3.77 A 
already determined, b) The molecules must pack with all the atoms 
(in the) 
,J. 8. 
lrJ. tho (100) plane. Previous considerations showed that with such 
an arransement there was slight overlapping of the atoms, suggesting · 
a small tilt ~f the benaene .. riqa or N02 grou.ps. Suoh a small tilt 
would imtnedie.tely rule out uy m,trror ;plane$. FJJ'oill purelY packiJ,'lB 
considere.ti.ona then it does not. $eem possible to paek the molecules 
in this manner. Secondly, and .more important, if f:\11 the atOllS lie 
in t.hie (100) plane they will all soat.ter in phase along the .J! 
direction.- With auoh .eJl e.rraqement we should tben etQect V'tJ:ry 
strong· .low ord'r hoo spectra. the intensity falling off in a regular 
"93 for the higher hoo ·orders. A mere visual eot:IU)Q'.lson showed that 
the 100 sp~otrum was weak whea compared with ·some of the stro~er 
SJ)actra recorded •. whereas on this assumption it should have bean the 
strongest spectrum recorded. Also 200 was found to be complet.ely 
. . 
absent 1 and 300 came as .a weak spot on the film. fhese observations 
on intensities ruled· out auch an arrangement of the molecules. 
4) At .a later stage in t'his work a Fourier SJI1lthesis was made which 
trwolved the relative intensit.~· measurements .ot all spect..-a of. the 
.form hol. It was found that hol and, Jiol differed very greatl.1 .in 
intensity., and ·we should expect these to be the same if _the crystal 
wore structurally :orthorhombic. These relative .intensity measurements 
ot the ho1 planes completely conti:rmed the oonc).usions arrived at 
previously. 
faking all these facts into consiclere.tion we must conclude 
that the crystal cannot have orthorhombic symmetry. The eU.mination 
of any po.ssible Orthorhombic .symmetX')1 fixes the tapaoe-g!OUp ~S ci. 
or ])~ in .the .Bermann-Mausln nota.ti on, the crystal beloJ1181ng to the 
· Monoclinic Bemiedric _clase. 
(the ex1atence) 
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF THE STRUCTURE. 
Sources of Information. 
In deciding what is the probable structure of the crystal, we 
may use first our knowledge of the optical properties, and secondly 
the information as to the size and shape of the benzene ring that 
has been provided by the work of Mrs. Lonsdale (10) Robertson (11) 
and others. The crystal has two large refractive indices, which we 
can consider to be roughly of the same order, and one smaller 
refractive index. From this we can infer that the directions of 
vibration, ! and £ , fo~he two large refractive indices are nearly 
parallel to the plane of the benzene rings, the third direction 
' 
then being nearly at right angles to the plane of the rings. 
The benzene ring is known to ~proximate very closely to a 
regular hexagon of edge 1.4 A, and the closest approach of neigh-
bouring rings in such compounds as have been investigated is 3.G 
to 3.8 A. Dhar (12) gives a value 1.48 for the C - C link between 
rings in diphenyl. We shall assume this link to be parallel to the 
3o. 
common diameter line of the two rings and further assume the two 
benzene rings in the molecule to be co-planar. These seem reasonable 
assumptions to make at this stage of the analysis. The size and shape 
of the nitro group, and the distance C ~ N, were assumed from values 
obtained by James, Iing and Horrocks (8) in determining the structure 
of para-dinitrobenzene. Using these dimensions, solid cardboard 
models of the molecules were constructed to scale. When it came to 
packing two such models into the unit cell in such a way as to fulfil 
the symmetry conditions and to satisfy the demands of the refractive 
(indices) 
indices, very little space was available. 
Preliminary assumed Structure. 
Assuming the carbon and nitrogen atoms all to lie in the (100) 
crystal planes, the molecules could onl; be packed if their long 
axes, or the C - C links between rings, made an angle of approximate-
ly 36 degrees with the b axis, and if the line joining 0 - 0 in the 
nitro group was inclined at an angle of roughly 26 degrees to the 
plane of the benzene rings which, on our assumption, is also the 
{100) crystal plane. Such a twist of 25 degrees of the N02 groups 
is necessary to overcome overlapping of the atoms. The type of 
arrangement to which this reasoning leads may be seen from fig. 12, 
which represents the projection of th~inal structure on the be 
plane. More detailed work based on intensity measurements shows 
these preliminary ideas to be very near the truth. 
If this provisional structure was near the true structure it 
promised clear resolution of the atoms in the be plane. Accordingly 
it was decided to carry out a two-dimensional Fourier synthesis of 
the electron density projected on the be plane, viewed parallel to 
the a axis. 
! . 
FOURIER.SYNTBESitS AND IllS .APPLICATION TO CRYSTAL ST~UCTURES. 
Without assuming any symmet~y in the density distribution, the. 
nature· ot a ·crystal requires the structure to. be peri·odic ove.r a 
range defined by. the primitive translations, ,!, .!h .!• of the unit 
· cell• and hence the density, j(xyz), .can be represented by means 
3..l. 
of a triple Fourier serie11. The use of a Fourier series to represent 
the results of X•ra.y analysis was first suggested by Sir William 
Bragg (13) in 1915, and developed by Duane (14), Hav.ighurst (15) 
Compton (16) ~d others. The Fourier series that r.epresents the elec-
tron density (number of .electrons per unit volume) at any point 
(xyz) is given by the expre.sssion 
. _ +llO -f-<>0 +~ hx &x lz 
j(xyz) = f-L L l F(hkl) e 27Ti( a.,. b + /c) •••• ~ (1) 
-..o -'*'> -ao 
where V is the volume· of the unit ·cell,. a.; b, c the· translations. · 
It is. important to note that F{hkl) for any given plane is· 1n 
general a complex quantity, characterised 'by an ampiUtude and a 
phase constant. Experimental measlU"ement,s of intensitie.s determine 
the moduli· of the structure :factors, JF(hk.l)j • but give no informa-
tion regardil18 the relative phase relationships. The different 
reflections are· measured. at .different :times, with the crystal in 
different positions and so all information re~arding the phase 
relationsh.i.ps is necessarily' lost in.making the experiment. This 
question of phase rele.tionship.represents'the fundamental difficulty 
- in 1-rey · analysis~ and ill the general case the Pl"Oblem of determining 
the density, j(:xy:z} • from ·intensity measurements cannot be solved • 
. The constant. term in the above expression, f.or. which h = k =- 1 = o, 




volume V. We may think of F(ooo) as ahare.cteristic of e. spectrum 
of zero order, or radiation scattered in the direction of the 
transmitted beam. E~ression (1) ab.ove. suggests. the possibility 
of a direct method of crystal analysis. If the .. values F(hkl) are 
measured for a large number of reflection$, then the density 
. ' 
t~oughout the crystal ce.n be. ·calculated b~ . means of a Fourier 
series • and the centres of the atoms w.t~l . be .shown as pos.itions 
()f large density. X-r.ay measurements give the amplitudes but not 
the .Phases of the: olift'racted be.ams. Thi.s lack Of knowledge of the 
phases makes the Fourier method very dif.ficul t except in the case 
of cryste.ls .with a centre of symmetry. All the Fourier terms must 
be a maximum or a minimum at such a c.entre of symmetry, hence. all 
values of F(ltkl) must be real when such a symmetry centre is used 
. ' 
as origin •. The question of .sign still remains • but -t}Jis can often 
be settled by. a p.reliminary analysis of the $trueture using con-
.sidere.tions other thail optical which, as a 111le; will give one 
$ign or the other. 
Such e. triple Fourier .series is difficult to handle, and 
involves an enormous number of terms. The method of the Double 
' ._ . 
Fourier series, develpped by W.t.Bragg (17) in 1929, is muoh more 
useful in practice., far fewer terms are involved, and the calcula-
tions can be handled quite easily. If all the reflections around a 
crystal zone are measured, and a double series· formed, it gives the 
projected electron density per unit area on a suite.bl·e plane ,viewed 
parallel to a chosen direction. If the elec.tron density is ca.lculat·ed 
at a number of points over the projection, ·then by joining points .. of 
(equal) 
equal dentdty the contour diagram so obtained will g~ve a graP,hical 
representatio!l of the results. A1ooms are then shown as peaks 
surrounded by more or less concentric circle~ •. 
To· evaluate the Four.ier series. the Fourier coefficients, given 
by l'(hkl),.m~st be determine~. In the cas~ of-a small crystal element 
o£ volume. cLV, so stna-11 that its absorption of the incident X-ray 
beam .is. not .appreciable, the followi~ express.ion for the integrated, .. ' 
reflection can b.e, calculated 
.Eto. ::::;:; ·[N m·tc:. ~(hkl)J ~ \.3x .. 1+eos2·2e . I E .A 2 1 d.V · ••• (2) 
0 ' s ne 
• < ·,. 
wher.e N itr the number '.of unit ,cells· per unit. volume of the cryst~l, 
1+ cos2 2e 
and a polari.satio:n tac,tor caJ..cul~ted on the assumption 2. 
that~he incident be~ is unpol~ised as is usually the case when 
characteristic radiation is used. E is the total e;nergy reflected 
when the cry~te.l rotates with constant angular velocity w through 
the refleetj.ng po.si tion, and I
0 
the intensity per unit area Qf the 
incident ·radiation. For any given direct~on e that the .incident 
beam makes with the (hkl} .crystal plane·s, :the ,square of the modulus 
of the corresponding struc~w::e ·factor., ~~{hkl)j 2, i·s propo~tionial 
to the integrated re.fl·eotion, a quantity which can be determineci ·· 
exper1mentally. 
In the Ci\\Be of a crystal with a centre of symmetry we C841 then 
determine the values of. JF(hkl)/ exper1mental;Ly. If s~ch·a symmetry 
centre is taken as o~igin the values of . F(hkl), must be real. The 
question o£ sign must as a firs.t aJ>proximation be determined from 
properties other than optical such ·as packing considerations, 
(refractive) 
refractive indices etc. A preliminary projection of the structure., 
using only the higher Fourier coefficients, will in general lead to 
results nearer the truth. In this manner, by a series of successive . 
approximations, the true structuee can be derived at. 
In the case under examination of a crystal without a centre·of 
symmetry the phase angles must be determined from the calculated 
values of F{hkl); using an assumed probable structure, and then 
combined with the experimentally determined values of these structure 
factors. The exact procedure that was followed will be described 
briefly under the heading Fou~ier aeties and its Evaluation 
(page '81 ) • We have seen that in the general case F{hkl) is a 
comple." quantity,. characterised by an amplitude .and a phase con-
stan\, and experiment. can only determine / F (hkl) I· I£ Fe •io repre-
sents any complex quantity we can put it in the fer m 
Fe·id =- F cosa - iF sino 
. A ... iB 
Hence IFe-id"j -::. p 2+;2 , ani ~ = tan'"'1 B/A 
where A~ F cosd and B =- F sind" 
Going back to equation 1) we can put our structure factor in the 
fer m 
JF(hkl), - [rA2 + [B2] t 
where 0 tan -1 ~B ::;::- -I: A 
A-= to L. cos. 271(~+~ +12/c) 
B=- to ~ sin 27T(~+~ + 1"/c). 
the summation being understood to extend over all the equivalent 
points in the unit cell,. and fo being the atomic scattering factor 
(appropriate) 
appropriate to the plane (hkl). 
It was desirable to make a Fourier projection on the be plane 
viewed parallel to a, as the provisional structure promised clear 
; 
resolution of the atoms on this plane. We must then confine the 
series to two dimensions and.express the density per unit area by 
+00 +oo · ( !l + lz/ ) 
j(yz) = i ~ L. F(okl) e·2 Tfi b c 
-oo -ao . 
where A represents the area ot the cell face upon which the projec-
tion is made. 
To our knowledge only one other example of a crystal without 
a centre of symmetx-y has been worked out. This was done by 
Robertson (18) when determining the structure of resorei:nol. 
""' Reference to this paper and f\Other one by Robertson (19) which 
deals with structures having no centres of symmetry, gave some 
very useful hints when the projection of the crystal under exam1na, 
tion was started. 
INTENSITY D~TbRMINATION. 
Scheme f'or measuriAS Relative Intensities •. 
To evaluate the series for f(yz) it was necessary to determine 
the structure factors 1''( okl), for all the spectra havirJ.g indices 
of' the type okl arising from crystal planes bolonging to the zone 
[100]~ The limitation of not being able to make absolute intensity . ' 
measurements, through the laclt of the necessary apparu.tus, was 
realist:d at an early stage. The great advantage of making such ab-
solute intensity determinations will be discuss0d fully in a later 
section of this work. No integrating photometer was available for 
measuring the integrated reflections of the spectra recorded on. the 
rotation photographs. A scheme had to be worked out to measure the 
relative intensities of all the .spect:ra rourld this zone as accurately 
as possible. 
Aft~r many attempts a suitable crystal was finally cut and 
mounted about the a axis, ready to determine the 11ecessary okl 
spectr.a. The length of this crystal specimen in tho a direction 
was approximately 0.3 mms. It was of very .r.early square cross-
section, the dimensions along the b and c directions beillg just 
under 0.2 mms • .l!:xtreme care was exercised h, r.aaking the necessary 
adjustments, until the layer-lines on the trial films were perfect-
ly straight when the crystal rotated about the a axis. The 
direction of the incident 
(X-ray beam) 
37 
X•ray beam, relative to the crystal axess, was accurately determined 
" by the method of reflection from the prism faces. This direction was 
finally checked by using the reciprocal lattice net. The trial films 
showed that exposures of four hours were suitable,for the.conditions 
under which the bulb was operated. Observations showed that with the. 
crystal fragment· in position on the camera ~t was completely bathed 
in the incident x-rai beam during the exposures. 
For the first intensity photograph the X•rat beam was parallel 
to the b axis of the ~rystal. The. vernier reading on the camera 
was recorded, and an anticlockwise oscillation·ofl5 degrees given to 
the crystal. For the next film the crystal was. turned through an 
angle of 10 degrees ar.t.ticlockwise and a similar oscillation and 
exposure given. In this way it was insured that certain .spectra were 
common to each pair of successive fi~ms. U.sing these common spectra 
one film could now be standardised.in terms of the other. This was .a 
·. necessary preca.utio~because spectra on two successive films were not 
recorded under the same eond~~ions as is evident fromthe following 
reasons. a) It was impossible always to put the camera back in the 
same position, hence the position of .the crystal relative to the 
incident radiation may ~uy. slightly. These slight variations may., 
however, cause serious differ.ence.s in the intensi. ty of corre.sponding 
diffracted beams .• b) The electrical circuit could not be adjusted so .. 
\hat the bulb gave ·the same power ·OUt.Put from day to day. c) The 
conditions under which the films were devel,oped varied from time to 
time. d) Finally two films need not necessarily have the same sensi-
tivity and protection against scattered white radiation. 
In this way, with successive 10 degrees rotations, a. set of 18 
( ' 
(FILMS) 
\- -- '. ' 
3 '1. 
films was taken covering the whole 180 degrees round this zone axis. 
By the usual Bernal chart method indices were assigned to all the 
spectra coming on the .zero-layer lines, as these were the only spectra 
concerned for this projection. 
The next problem was to make relative measurements of all the 
Oil spectra. This was done by measuring the density ( amount of 
blackening) of-the spots on these rotation photographs with.~ 
microphotometer. The film was fixed to a carriage mounted on rails 
and driven by clockwork. This carriage moved very slowly in tront 
of a narrow, vertical beam of light, focussed on the narrow 
circular aperture of a photoelectric cell arrangement. The photo-
electric cell was connected to a very sensitive Moll galvanometer 
which threw a beam of light on the revolving drum, driven by the 
same clockwork as the carriage. The film was adjusted very carefully 
until the centre of the spots on the zero layer-line passed accurately 
ce11 
through the centre of the photoelectricAaperture when the carriage 
was slowly driven along in front of the source of illumination. This 
adjustment could only be accomplished if the layer-lines were 
perfectly straight. which in turn implied a very accurate setting 
of the crystal. The source of illumination was kept steady throughuut 
-all these observat. ions. As the film was slowly pulled along, spectra ..._.. . 
on the zero layer-line passed in turn through the light beam focussed 
on the photoelectric cell. The fluctuations in the density of tho spots 
caused irregular kicks in the Moll galvanometer. Theso kicks were recor-
ded as a continuous trace on a film wrapped ro~ th~revolving drum. 
By means of a shutter arrangement the "zero line" on all such traces 




when no illumination falls on the photoelectric cell. 
Figure 4. shows such a .specimen trace, or photome;ter curve .Each 
peak o:n the photomet-er curve corresponds to a def'ili.ite spectrum on the 
corresponding rotat.ion photograph. These peaks were given their proper 
indices. The .simplest way of doing this was graphically. The values 
in Bernal units, of spectra on any X•ray film were plotted against 
the distance in ems. of the peaks on the co:rresponding photometer 
film measured from the centre of the film~- A few peaks. due to pro-
minent X-ray spectra, can always be easily identified and the graph 
plotted~ Using this graph the peaks on all the photometer films coul,d 
then be readily identified, as the values for all the spectra were 
already known. 
Determination of_intensity curve. The next important step was 
to assign/intensities, on_an arbltre.ry scale, to all the peaks 
.. 
recorded on the photometer curves • .A. segment disc, maximum radius 
7 ems •• of 12 equal sepents. the radius of adjacent segments 
differing by 0. 5 ems., . was . co.ns tructed. out of . thick brass. The disc 
fig. 5.,was made to rotate rapidly infront of fl., film·holder, placed 
at e. distance of about.2 metres from the X-ray tube, where the 
radiation wa~assum~d to be uniform over a wide area. The film inside 
the holder wasprotected by a thick slab of lead with which it was 
, ·in close contact. A. rectangular slit 8 ems. long and 0.5 ems wide 
.was made in this lead slab, so that only this portion of the fiihm 
was exposed to.the incident X-radiation. The disc was adjusted so 
that the top portion: of the .narrow strip of film was always exposed 
to the radiatiori, when .the disc was rotating closely in front of the 
:·.' 
lead slit~ The.lower portion of the film was always completely 
E' '·! ! 
shielded). 
shielded from the X-radiation. With such an arrangement~ shown in 
plan in fig. 5., a series of steps, increasing ln density, was 
obtained when the film was devloped, the time of exposure ~~reach 
step being accurat~ly known. 
After many trials satisfactory exposure conditions wore finally 
obtained, Two such film strips, exposed for 2 and 4 minutes 
respectively, were taken side by side on the same piece of film 
under the same conditions. The X-rays were screened off for a short 
time, while the film was shifted in position for the second exposure, 
thus ensuring uniform radiation for both ex~osures. Also the tno 
strips were taken on the same film, hence the conditions of 
developing wvre the same. 
Photometer curves wer~ taken of the two film strips finally 
obtained, care being taken to get the zero line in each case, and 
to keep the conditions as far as possible the same. The curves so 
obtained(approached the zero line in a series of steps, the inc.rease 
in hcicht of successive steps decreasing for increasing exposures. 
Such a photometer trace is shown in fig. 6., showing two curves 
P and Q for different exposures and illustrating tho meaning of the 
measurements ho and h for any one step. Each step on this photometer 
trace corresponds to a definite and known time of exposure, the 
distance h0 corresponding to zero exposure. The distance h was 
accurately measured for each step, and the vulue {ho-h)cms. co.lcu-
lated. A graph of (h0 -h) in ems. was plotted against the time of 
exposure in seconds. 
While making this experiment it was found necessary to adjust 
conditions so that the highest step, corresponding to the largest 
(exposuro) 
4-1. 
exposure, did not approach the zero line too closely, and so make th~. 
corresponding distance h too small to be measured accurately. Such 
conditions could only be achieved by constant I trial, varyir~ the 
time of exposure, and the distance from the source of radiation. 
It was &dviaable to make •.he time of exposure so lons, that a 
possible extra revolution of some segment of the disc would not 
seTiously affect the intensities recorded. In other words the 
Jjumber of revolutions during the time of exposure rnust be large. 
The distance between film and source of radiation could always be 
altered to give the desired conditions. 
Meaaurements on the two final photometer curves so obtained 
" 
are given in the table to follow. 
Curve I (Exposure 4 \'lin.) Curve ~. (.!!.xposun 2 lllil'l.) 
ho h ho-h I ho h ho-h 1 
:::teps C!115 • ems. ems. set:. Steps C~flS • CL~S o cus. S(;Co 
1 7.10 4 .~o ~~ .f.(J ~0 1 7.1C t r:·c: 1 r::.l: H .. \ ,F .•• _ .. ,./ • c...- .. ~ 
., • 5() 4.CO 40 2 ".1..04 3.CC 20 t, ... •· 
o; 1.L(J 5.GO U.i ., 3.0F 4.01 ·~··r,. L ,; t .• ..-\.1 
4 o .m; C.!A f:(; 4. "• f\'r c,., ·c 4. 7::.' 40 
~ 0 .tiO 6.50 lC.C: 5 1.£'2 L.l< 50 •.. 
L () .~3 6.67 120 8 1.t2 [:. [,f' 6(1 
? 0.32 6.78 140 '1 1.25 [;.f.l.f; 70 
F Ci.~4 6.86 lCO t· 1.(1~ c.c: EO 
£; o.~o 6.~{) lf'(J 9 0.£0 C .2C ~0 
10 0 .lt' 6. ~~~ 200 10 (). ?'i c .3;·; 10(; 
11 0.16 6S4 };2(; 11 c.ce f.~4 11l· 
12 0.1~~' 6 .~:'7 240 12 (; .tL C.fE· u:o 
Using these values a mean curve,: shown in fig. 7., was drawn 
of (h;h) against I. Ciro.les. and crosses sl:1oW the points obtained 
. . 
from curves I and 2 respectively. We shall refer to this as our 
Intensity Curve~·· 
If conditions· were perfect then these two graphs should 
coincide •. The discrepancies found may be due to a number of factors 
such as a) Fluctuations in the ·intensity of the X•radiaticm. 
\b)· Unav~idable small errors in timing, .c) Possible variations in 
the ·light intensity · whef\.. ws:i.~g the micr,ophotome.t er. d). Rotation · 
.. 
· of .the· sector disc· sq~hat a· portion ~of·· the fllm may be e:x:posed for, 
say 274 revolut'ions. whereas· 27.5 revolutions· determine the exposure 
of. the rest of the film. This latter reason together with the 
timing were probably ~the main. causes. Numerous attempts were made~ 
! ' 
. without success:,. to establish complete coincidence between the two 
. ·t 
curves. The graph in ·fig• 7. shows.the closest approach to coinciden-
ce between two independent curves. 
This Intensity Curve·.; determined 
~ } 
experimentall.y,.wa.suse~ for .determining the intensity of the spots 
. "':. . 
on the X-ra,y photographs in terms of seconds of exposure. The 
photometer curves showed a continuous trace pf the background on the 
corresponding X•ray films, the spectra on ·the films being indicated b:~ . . . . 
st~ep peaks rising. above the background trace. This background trace · 
on the photometer curves was extended as a corJ:tinuous curve running 
through the bas·es .of the peaks. EXperience showed now to e.ttend 
thi.s continuous ba.c~round trace for stror.g low or<ier spectra..,,. 
A 
which sometimes came clo.se in on heavy streaks; In such cases the 
background was.often very high and a little considerat .'-4)n~~wa.) 
(necessarY,) 
• 
whereas for the higher order spectra it was a simple matter to extend 
the continuous backgr.ound trace. The ·values .h0 and h were accurately . . 
measured for every peak that represented a definite .spectrum. All 
, measure~ent~ were maQ.e from the zero line, h being the. distance to 
the top ~f 'the peakfa.nd h0 the distance to the background on which 
·:the peak· ocurred. from the Intens.ity Curve the values ho ·and h were 
determined in terms of seconds of expo sure ._The value (h .. ho) sec. 
the:n gives t)le .intens.ity of any peak on this scale o.f measurement .. 
. . . 
In this wa;y a certain value :of intensity, .expressed in seconds of 
e.xposure, Wfl.S det.,.,rmined for every Oll spectrum recorded, except 
for those sp~ctra that. we.re overexposed. S.uch sp_ectra will be dealt 
with at . a .later stage •. 
Spec~ra recorded on s·e;parate films were not subjected to the· 
same-conditions, so that the values of.intensity calculated for . ' '~ ' 
certain Oll $Pectra. ocurring on.one film, may be totally different 
' . . . 
, from those c~cu~ated for the correspondilig OK~ .spectra· coming on the 
next film ... It was necessary then. to .bring a~l· these- intensity 
measureme!ltS ·to_the same sca.le 1·thus giving a relative estimate o:f 
.. ~. 
:tfle inte~sities of all .the spectra recorded. We may call this proce.ss 
the standard~sing_ of all the films in terms of. one particular film 
chosen as standard. This process of standardising was done in two 
st.ages; 
!)Careful examination of the intensities observed so .far showed 
... 
that the int.ensi~;j.e~ -of spect:r.a Oltl and OKl wou;td agree well • but 
. for the .fact that they wer~not expressed on the same scale • .In other 
' ' ' ' ~ I .<1- ' • I t : .._ • : ' ' . (J;. . . . .,_ ·. ' 
words the intensities/\o:Kl· and OKl were the ~~e, as 1\1-was to· be 
e.xpected for a monoclinic crystal. Films were taken at 10 degree 
. ; "; .· .. 
·, t ·.\ 
(intervals) 
intervals through 180 degrees and there were always tl'lo correspon-
ding films with very nearly the same set of spectra on them, only 
if spectra okl occur on the L.H.S. of one film they occur on the 
R.H.S. of the corresponding film• Taking the films in pairs, 
corresponding films were expressed on the same scale of intensity 
simply by multiplying all the intensity values on one film by a 
calculated factor. 
2. The films were now standardised in pairs, and it was 
necessary to standardise all such pairs in terms of one particular 
pair chosen as standard. Suppose A, A' and B, B• are t~o such pairs 
that have been ·standardised. Suppose also A and B are two successive 
films taken at a 10 degree interval. The oscillation given was 
15 degrees, and so A and B will have some spectra in common. 
Similarly A' and B' will have some common spectra. From these 
common spectra a mean factor can be calculated, and the two pairs 
A, A' and B, B• brought to the same scale. Any one film, TTith a 
fair intensity distribution·of spectra on it, was chosen as standard, 
and in the w~ described above the intensities of the spectra on the 
rest of the films were expressed in terms of these standard values. 
Such 10_degree intervals between successive photograpbs gave a fair 
number of common spectra so that a reasonable mean factor could be 
calculated for standardising one such pair of corresponding films 
with the next. 
Choosing one such pair of corresponding films out of a set of 
nine an illus{ation is given to show 
a) How the intensities were determined from the photometer peaks, 
b) How such a pair of corresponding films ~as standardised, 
(c) 
c) The calculation of the mea1. factor for sta21dardising orw such 
pair of corl·esponding films with the next. In the illustration that 
follows filrns marked P20 and F21 were such a pair of corresponding 
films for which a mean factor F was calculated to express the inter.-
sitiea on the two films on the same scale. 
F ~'0 L .li • S • ~ 
ho h ho h (h-ho) (h-ho) x 1.£6 
Index ems. ems. eee. sec. sec. sec. 
o~h - - - - v.stro11g v. stror,g 
*0~2 + ~ 2.38 0.31 41 146 105 164 
04'3 - - - - v.strong v. strong 
044 2.3{; 0.2g 42 14.9 107 167 
*Ob4 just in 3.50 2.92 26 33 7 11 
0!:5 3.89 0.82 22 89 C7 104.5 
056 4.07 2.64 21 '/;7 16 25 
Ob7 4.45 4..10 1c 20 2 ., ..., 
or::? 4.73 4 .• 19 it) 20 4 6 
Ob9 4.73 3.74 16 24 8 12.5 
Ot10 4.80 4.05 16 21 5 8 
Ob11 4.88 4.30 15 1"' 4 6 .. " 
Obl~: 4.85 4.00 15 21 6 9.4 
OS13 4.78 2.70 16 36 20 31 
*0514 just in ~.75 4.43 16 1e 2 3 
0~13 4.77 4.30 16 19 3 4.7 
F 21 
Index F 20. L .!I.S. F 21. R.H.S. FTo 
044 107 179 1.67 
055 67 104 1.55 
056 16 26 1.63 
067 4 7 1.75 
059 8 12 1.50 
0510 5 8 1.60 
0512 6 10 1.67 
0513 20 27 1.35 
o511 4 7 1.75 
0613 3 5 1.67 
l....E! 
.Mean F 20 - 1.61 
* such spectra wore discarded as being uncertain. 
Factor for standardising F 20 in terms of F 21 
1.61 + 1.50 
2 
=-. 1.56 
. F 21. R.l!.S. 
In.de.x ho h ho h (h-ho) 
ems. ems. sec. sec. sec. 
021 - - - - strong 
031 4.10 2.80 20 34 14 
032 4.20 0.52 19 113 94 
042 3.70 0.42 24 . 126 102 
0~1:3 - - - - strorJ.g 
044 3.50 0.17 26 205 179 
054 4.60 2.20 17 44 27 
055 5.10 0.49 13 117 104 
056 5.60 2.64 10 36 26 
057 .. - - - - -
*058 or 066 6.12 4. 17 8 20 12 
067 6.23 5.22 6 13 7 
059 6.28 4.40. 6 18 12 
068 6.30 5.72 6 9 3 
0510 6.30 5.04 6 14 8 
0511 6.31 5.40 5 12 7 
0512 6.23 4.77 6 16 10 
0513 6.03 2.82 7 34 2"/ 
0514 5.80 5.20 9 13 4 
063 5.80 5.00 9 14 5 
F 20. R .B.S. 
Index ho h ho h (h-ho) (h·ho)k1.56 
ems. ems. sec. sec. sec. sec. 
010 2.10 o.so 46 91 45 70 
020 - - - - v.st:rong v.strong 
031 3.35 2.54 27 38 11 17 
041 3.58 2.02 25 47 22 34.3 
042 3.60 0.60 25 106 81 126.4 
052 3.75 2.92 23 32 9 14 
053 3.68 2.43 24 40 16 25 
064 3.68 2.06 24 47 23 36 
064 4.35 3.30 18 28 10 15.6 
065 4.51 4.02 17 21 4 6 
066 4.65 3.73 17 24 7 11 
067 4.75 4.20 16 20 4 6 
Index P 20. R.H.S. F 21. L.H.S. F 21 F20 
010 45 72 1.60 
031 11 16 1.45 
041 22 32 1.45 
042 81 125 1.54 
053 16 20 ? 
054 23 33 1.44 
064 10 13 1.30 
066 7 10 1.43 
067 4 7 1.75 
~lean 
F 21 F'2o - 1.50 
I 
F 21 L.!I.S. 
Index ho h ho h (h-ho) 
ems. ems. sec. sec. sec. 
oio 2.30. 0.52 42 114 72 
0~0 - ... - - strong 
o"Jt. 4.50 2.84 17 33 16 
041 4.70 2.00 16 48 32 
042 4.60 0.32 17 142 125 
*043 just in 4.30 2.81 19 34 15 
053 4.10 2.39 20 40 20 
oS4 4.50 1.91 17 50 33 
*OS5 just in 5.20 1.30 13 67 54 
064 5.40 3.63 12 25 13 
*OS5 just in 5.60 4.80 10 15 5 
0€!6~ 5.78 4.23 9 19 10 
067 5.98 4.80 8 15 7 
-068 6.04 5.70' 7 10 3 
*069 or 0'17 6.10 5.32 7 12 5 
The values in the last column represent the intensities of 
these spectra, al.l expressed on the same scale. In a similar wey 
the other pairs of corresponding films were standardised one in 
terms of the other. 
These corresponding pairs must now be· expressed on the same 
scale. To do this any one pair was taken as the standard. In the 
case under consideration films 19, 20 and 21, 22 were successive 
films which had certain spectra in common. Films 19 and22 were 
such a pair of corresponding films which had already beert standar• 
dised. To save space the values for 19 and 22 are not given here.J 
only tables giving the values of common. spectra are given. 
Index F 19 F 20 lP 20 -F 19 
064 12 15.6 1.30 
044 128 167 1.31 
057 2 3 1.50 
F 20 Yean T19 _ 1.30 
059 11 12.5 1.14 
041 27 34 1.26 
Index F 22 F 21 F21 
'F'2'2" 
og4 9 13 1.44 
032 79 94 1.19 
044 149 179 1.20 
F 21 
Mean F 22 = 1.25 
059 10 12 1.20 
0513 22 27 1 •. 23 
:Meatl factor F =. 1.30 + 1.25 1.28 
-2 
.F here is the mean factor between corresponding pair.s F 20, F 2L 
and F 19, 22. If all the intensity· values of F 19 and F 22 are now 
multiplied by this factor, then the values on F 19, 20, 21, 22 will 
(all be) 
all be expressed on the same scale, the initial values on F 21 being 
taken as a standard of measurement. Following a similar treatment 
f;7~s 
all spectra recorded on this set of intensity val~ee were expressed 
on th~ same scale. 
Very often two points on the reciprocal lattice :net were very 
nearly equidist·ant from the origin;· ( eg. 058, 066 and (>69, o'i7 on 
the films illustrated.) and measurements 011 the reciprocal lattice 
net made it d.ifficul t to de·cide in favour of any one spectrum. 
Fortunately this was not a frequent occurrence; and such spectra were 
usually separated on the next film taken, the position of the lu.:nes 
on the reciprocal lattice net making it impossible for one of them 
to occur. If there was any doubt; it v1as a comparatively simple 
matter to calculate the setting of the crystal such that only one 
of these doubtful spectra could occur when a rotation o£ 6, 10, or 
15 degrees was given to the crystal. 
When making these intensity observations it was found that a 
number of low order spectra were overexposed, thus making their 
intens.ity determinations impossible from the films taken. As a rule 
any peaks on the photometer curves that approached the zero line to 
within a distance h< 0.2 ems., corresponding roughly to an exposure 
greater than 180 seconds not taking background into consideration, 
were regarded as overexposed, and a redetermination of their inten• 
si ties made. The crystal was set so that these .strong spectra, 
together with other spectra of determined intensities were record.ed. 
The exposure was s~arranged that these strong spectra appeared as 
dark spots bu~ not overexposed. Comparing the intensity values of 
such spectra and those previously determined, ·-the. intensities 
(COUld) 
.could all be expressed on the . same scale. As a rule the necessary 
factors for this latter standardisation had values ranging between 
4 and 6. In a few cases where the intensities were high, such as for 
the 012, 013, 022 spectr·a, the value of this standardisation factor 
was as high as 16 • 
In thia manner relative i~tensity values were found for all the 
spectra recorded round this zone. Inspection showed that vlithin the 
errors of experiment Oil, Oil, OII and·Oii all had the same intensity 
values. On the average the intensity of ~very Oil spectrum was given 
by si~ind.ependent determinations. The agreement bet~een these indepen-
dent values was satisfactory if experimsntal difficulties and the 
urtavoidable errors during the process of standardisation were take11 
into account. The mean of all tnese velues for a certain Oil 
spectrum was taken to represent the final intensity of that spectrum. 
It must be pointed out at this stage that the way of arriving at, 
and expressing these intensity values is purely arbitrary, the inten-
sity values having no real meaning in the true sense of the word. 
What was measured was the density of a strip of constant width, 
governed. by the area of the circular aperture in front of the phOto-
electric cell, across the centres of the spots on the rotation photo-
graphs. The densit·Les of such strips were presumably proportional to 
the areas under the photometer peaks. What we measured was·the height 
of these peaks which in turn is rela:t~d to the area under the peaks. 
We can say that these heights represent the maximum density of the 
spots recorded, and is in some way related to the total density of 
the strips across these spots. As already pointed out the peaks 
measured never approached the £e.ro line on the photometer traces too 
(closely) 
closely, If this was the case a redetermination of such peaks was 
made giving a shorter exposure. In other words,all the density 
maxima 1neasured., given by the height of the peaks, were of the same 
order and can acco+rdingly be taken to give a measure of the relative 
density maxima. When determining the integrated reflection, the whole 
area of the spots is taken into account • instead of/.'>trips across the 
centre of the spots as in our case. It seems reasonable to assume that 
the density of such strips across the centre of the spots must be 
relat.ed to the density given by the entire area of the spots. :.ow 
the density of these spots is related to the intensity of the ref~ected 
beams giving rise to such spots on the photographic film. It appears 
then that the intensities we ha'\Te measured are related ir, some way 
to the integrated reflections, but exactly what this relation is, 
wlll be hard to a~·. Thro'U,J!;hou.t these observations the results were 
always consistent, strong spectra always giving dark spots and hence 
high peaks, which again led to high intensity values. It seems reason-
able to assume then that the intensity measurements made gave the 
same order of rising and falling off of intensity , as would have been 
given if absolute intensity determinations had been made, and that 
our relative values for the intensities gave a far better represen-
tation than a mere visual comparison o:f spectra on the films. 
t;3e. 
The following table gives the values of the :final intensities 
I, expressed in seconds of exposure, for all the okl spectra observed. 
·Index I Index I Index I Index I 
002 282 0110 15 037 44 054 24 
004 92 . 0111 19 038 7 055 78 
008 300 0112 - 039 10 056 21 
008 404 0113 3 0310 5 057 2.5 
0010 20 0114 .. 0311 15 058 3 
0012 - 0115 - 0312 7 059 10 
0014 12 021 212 0313 25 0510 6 
010 54.0 022 380 041 26 0511 5 
020 331.2 023 300 042 85 0512 8 
030 18.0 024 162 043 509 0513 22 
040 5.4 025 192 044 130 061 12 
oso "·& 
060 15,.0 026 25 045 69 062 17 
070 - 027 10 046 5 063 3 
080 121.2 028 22 047 4 064 10 
011 32 029 a 048 '7 065 5 
012 1232 0210 5 "049 29 066 8 
013 780 0211 5 0410 14 067 5 
014 66 0212 ~ - 0411 125 068 2 
015 7 031 12 0412 11 069 -
016 6 032 70 0413 15 071 ... 
017 9 033 195 051 18 072 3 
018 27 034 20 052 6 073 H>' 




STRUCTURE PACTOR CALCULATIONS. 
The crystal is monoclinic and be'longs to the space-group Pc. 
The (010) plane is a glide 
must come at intervals b/4 
plane with a glide 0/2. These glide planes 
• .. 
and !b • We assume the..,mol.ecule ·to have 
a centre of symmetry. This se.ems a reasonable assumption to make at 
this stage if we consider the chemical structure of the molecule, 
and other evi~ence of structures il'l soma way related to the one 
under consideration. If we take this centre of symmetry at the 
origin o, fig. 8, then any point ( x,y,z,) and its inverse will, 
by the operation of the glide plane, give th6 following equivalent 
points 
x, y' z t x,t - y, z + t 
- - -x, y, z, - ;l,. A. x, Y+ ~2, 2 - z or· ... ).. :1. lt' y - 2' -r£ -z • 
The latter set of co-ordinates comes simply by subtracting 2B! 
which brings us to a similar position in the next cell. The co-ordi· 
nates of the equivalent positions in the unit cell are ihen given by 
I 
~ .)rri,(~ ....... ,...,':J .... ej ~ 
! ( x, y, z) and '!::(x, {~ - y, z+-~). Now F(hkl) ~'-e.. 
the summation exte\nding over all the points in the unit cell. 
Substituting the va.lu~s::!"(x, y, z,);!(x, t- y, z+t) in the above 
expression for F{hkl), the sin terms vanish and we have 
F(HKL);; 2 cos 271(hx+ky-rfz)+2 cos 2rf(hx+k/2 -k.y+fz+f/~) 
k+-.f . _;. k+f) 
= 4 cos .2rr(hx+ fz+4) cos 2'' (ky- 4· 
Considering spectra of' the .form OICO only -
F( OKO) :=. 4 cos 2Tf ( k/4) cos 2:11 {ky ... .!) 
4 
= 0 if' I is odd. 
This is the condition governing a screw axis parallel to b; a con-
dition not observed, although the intensities for OIO, with I odd, 
(were) 
~-.q.. 
were found to be very small. If then we assume the molecule to have 
a centre of symmetry, it cannot be symmetrical about the origin chosen. 
The small intensity values for OIO, with I odd, suggested a small 
shift of the assumed symmetry centre of the molecule from the origin. 
From the glide plane condition such a shift can only be parallel to 
the y direction. 
In fig.9 we assume a shift b along the y direction. Agair!, 
assuming the molecule to have a centre of symmetry, the equivalent 
:points in the unit cell now have co-ordinates 
:t (X t Y + b t Z) j :!: (X, t • Y• b t l': + t) • 
( ) 
~rri.(h:x+J..v+lz) ~nC:.Kb~ 
F hkl =e ...,; e.. ~ e~"'- (hx+ky+ lz)e.~7fiK.b 
2 
~nC..I<.b -~,..:Kb k+l 
;: · e cos 2 rr (hx + ky + lz) + 2 e cos 2 rr (hx-ky+lz+T ) 
[ 
k+l )·~ 
:: 2 cos 2Tfkb cos 211 (hx+-kyt-lz)+ cos 21f(hx•ky+ lzt-2 'J 
+ i2 sin 27Tkb(cos 271 (hx + ky + lz)+ cos 21f(hx-ky+lz-« k.;~] 
( kt-1) -c k+l, = 4 cos 2Trkb cos 2fT! hx+ lz +-4 cos 211 k.y - 41 
k+l k+l ) - i4' sin 27Tkb sin 2rr{hx+lz+ -:r)sin 211(k.y- 4 
Vie mu.st now distinguish between two cases. 
(kr 1) even 
F(hkl):4 cos 2TTkb cos 2n (hx+lz) cos 2'ffky 
- i 4 sin 217 kb sin 21T (hx +-lz) sin 2 lrky. 
(k+l} oM 
F (hkl):- 4 cos 2 TT kb sin 2 rr (hx. + lz) sin 27T ky 
+ i 4 sin 2rrkb cos 211 (hx+lz) cos 2rrky. 
For this projection we are only interested in spectra of the type 
okl, and again we distinguish between two cases 
okl wit~ ( k + l) even 
~\okl)::. 4 cos 2 rr kb cos 2fi lz cos 27Tky 
+ i 4 sin 21T kb sin 211 lz sin 2 if ky. 
okl with ( k + 1) odd 
{okl) : -4 cos 2/7 kb sin 21T lz sir1 21Tky 
+ 1 4 sin 27ikb cos 2iTlz cos 21tky. 
If we now put in f, the atomic scattering factor appropriate to the 
planes (okl), then the structure factors finally take the form. 
{k+ 1) even 
A(okl) = -+4 cos 2rr kbL f cos 27712 cOS 2ffky 
E(okl) = -4 sin 2TT kbl. f sin 21f lz sin 2%'ky. 
~k+l) odd 
A( okl) = -4 cos 21i'kb L r sill 2ii1z sin 21rky 
B(okl) = 4 sin 21fkb 2. t cos 21rlz cos 21T"ky, 
the summation being over all the atoms in the unit cell. The 
numerical value of the structure factor is given by 
Spectra of th"' form oot are present or.ly with t even and so we have 
A( oof) - 4L f cos 2li1z 
B(eaf) == o 
For spectra. of the form OIO we again distinguish between. two cases 
A= 4 cos 2lr kbL£ cos 2llky 1 B = t) for I even 
A -= 0 
J B : 4 sin 21\ kb Lf cos 2Tky for I odd. 
Thase are all the structure factors nec~ssary for the calculations 
of this projecti~n. 
FOURIER SYNTHESIS OF THE be PROJECTION. 
Preli~nary Considerations. 
A method of measuring the total energy reflected, known as 
the inteerated reflection, was\devised at an early date by 
W.H.Bragg. Following a detailed treatment by A.H.Compton (16), 
the following expression for the reflection from a small crystal 
of volume v, completely bathed in radiation of intensity I
0 
per 
square em., can be derived 
~ 
·. Otl /~ 3 I± '-OS J.§ "'· J a..e = ( ~) Fc£Lr._e) A A(9) Io ~ s.;._ 3-e 
. cL$ 
where Ace) The integrated reflection ... J f\(e) 7o is the 
radiation reflected at an(, angle e , and the crystal rotates so 
that it has a chance of reflecting over the whole range of 
possible reflecting angles. The integrated reflection can also be 
writ ten in the form i~ , where E is the total energy refl euted 
when the crystal rotates with constant angular velocity ~through 
the reflecting position. The above expression only applies to 
very small crystals where absorption effects can be neglec.ted. 
Also, the expression applies only to "mosaic" crystals. The crystals 
under examination were very small and are assumed to be mosaic, so 
that the above expression can be applied directly without correc-
tion for absorption. 
Bw I for the 
0 
In the above expression if we substitute 
integrated reflection and put , then, since all 
the other terms entering the above expression are constants, 
If ·we assume that the intensities 1, measured for the various 
(okl) planes, are proportional to the integrated reflections, 
then we have 
F (okl) o<:. rr;¢ 
All subsequent calculations of the structure factors from 
the e.xperimentally determined intensities are based on the above 
assumption •. It is obvious that all we. can hope for is a relative 
set of F factore for the spectra recorded, related in some way 
to the integrated intensities of these spectra. ~~he values I were 
already knovm for all the okl spectra, and it was necessary now 
to calculate the factor ¢ for all the spectra concerned. 
Considering reciprocal axes, then for any reciprocal lattice 
we have 
where .2!", ."2*, and £.* are the prin:.iti ve vectors of the reciprocal 
lattice net. 
Also d(hkl) , and for a monocliliic lattice 
S'Q.bstituting in the wellknovm Bragg reflection formula ~aes~e·:...._>..j 
and considering the (okl) planes only, 
The above expression made it possible to calculate the value of 
for every (okl) plane. From tables compiled by R~W.James 
(and G.W.B.) 
and G.W.Brindley (20) for the atomic scattering factors, fo, for 
sine light atoms und ions, eraphs were plotted of - y: 
for oxyg~n, nitrogen and carbon atoms. From these graphs the 
(,o. 
values of f could be determined directly for any angle of scattering 
for all atoms giving rise to a diffracted beam. Using a set of 
valuesgiven in "lnternationale Tabellen zur rsestimmung von 
Kristallstrukturen", volume 2, page 588, a graph o.f sine against 
' 1+ cos.22e 1f1 ~ sin 2e ~ :: 'r was plot ted. This gave the valut. of <f directly 
for any okl reflection .• 
The intensities I, and the values ¢ were now known for all 
the okl spectra round this zone. Substituting in the formula 
F ( okl) o.c j I/cp , the F factors for all such spectra were 
calculated, and the values so obtained were ta.ken to represent 
the observed structure factors. 
The lack of knowledge of the relative phase constants of 
those reflections makes it impossible to apply the Fourier Series 
method directly to the solution of this structure, unless other 
sources of informatioqor assumptions about the structure are 
employed. The number and variety of atom~in the unit cell was 
determine~by preliminary X-ray method~togethcr with ~ chemical 
ar.alysis. The atomic scattering factors of the atoms present 
were fairly accurately known, a11d the problem which rcma.in.ed to 
be solved was that of finding the positions of the various atoms 
in the unit cell which wouLd account for the set of experimentally 
determined intensities. The positions of the atoms in the unit 
cell can 'be expressed by means of a geometrical struc't;ure 
(factor) 
..,~f. 
factor,,.three parameters for each atom. Various likely positions 
for the atoms, as indicated by the chemical strJcture, physical 
properties of the crystal (refractive indices; dimensions of the 
unit cell, size of the molecule etc.) and information from 
previous determinations of crystals in some ways resembling the 
one tt.hd.er investigation, can then be tested until agreement is 
obtaine~between the calculated and observed intensities. There 
., 
is no general rule eover11i.ng thi£ process, which may be called 
analysis by trial. Vihen a good measure of agreement is obtained 
an.d the main outlines of the· structure are clear, the calculated 
phase constants can be combined with the experimentally determined 
amplitudes, and. e. Fourier synthesis carried out. The results will 
generally lead to more precise values for the atomic co-ordinates. 
From these revised parameters the phase constants can be recalcu-
lated, bringing in some weaker reflections, previously omitted, 
and the process completed with a more complete Fourier series. 
In this way, by a method of successive approximation, the true 
structure can be obtained. 
Testine; the assumed Structure for the ool and oko Spectra • 
To etart with it was assumed that the molecule itself had a 
centre of symmetry, and that the two benzene rings wore in the 
same plane.From packing considerations, described earlier in this 
work, it appearee that the most likely way of packing the mole-
cules\to give a reasonably good fit, was with the long axis of the 
molecule making an angle of' O.Jlproximately 35 degrees with the 
b axis, an.d the N02 group twisted about this long a:xis\until t~he 
plallC containing the oxygen atoms made an angle of about 25degreos 
( l'li th) 
with the plane of the benzene rings. It was also assumed that all 
the C and N atoms in the molecule lay in the (I60) plane, so 
that the x co-ordinates of such atoms were zero. This was the 
structure assumed as a first approximation, and with the atoms 
· il1 these 'positions the y and z parameters -f.o~ the.. 9 Q.t-oms:con-
cerned were calculated. The parameter.s were expressed in angular· 
co-ordinates and as fractions of the unit cell edges. With these 
parameters it was now possible to calculate the F. factors, and to 
compare these ~ith the observed values of F(okl). This was a 
tedious :and long process\owi~ ~o the complexity of the structure 
fa~tor formulae. fo.r the (okl) planes,.· and the·large number of atoms 
in the unit cell. To save time and labour it was advisable first 
to' get good agreement betwe.en the celcuiated and observed values 
.of F(hkl) .for the more simple spectra, and then to extend t.he 
calculations ·to the more general ( okl) piane·s. 
Following this line of reasoning., attention was turned to the 
ool spectra., where th;e structure factor for such planes is given 
by the/comparatively. ·simple e.xpres·st.on 
: F (ool) 4 [.. fcos irr1z. · (see page ~-7. ) 
The b shift of the molecule frc:;>mthe origindoes not·enter into 
the above expres~ion~~ From packing considerations it was obvious 
that, to allow for the necessary space, this b shift parallel to 
. . 
the y directio.n had to be very small. The small intensity values 
of the.oko spectra,.with k od.d; seemed to confirm this.deduction, 
for. with· no shift such ol{o spectra vtould have been absent. As a 
first approximation then we can take the ce.ntre of symmetry of the 
(molecule) 
molecule at the origin, for, since we a1·e only dealing with the 
ool spectra, the z parameters will r~ot be affected by such an 
assumption. 
As we were trying to establish an agreement between only a 
few spectra to start with, it was necessary to know the relative 
intensities of these ool spectra as accurately as possible.In 
previous determinations these Sllect:ra came on different films, 
a11d during the process of .standardisation serious erY:'ors might 
have set in. Also because of the big c spacing (o = 15.39 A) it 
was ofte.n difficult to distinguish between spectra such as 
.060 and 061, so that in such cases an element of doubt was always 
present unless removed by setting the crystal so as to bring in 
only one of these spe.ctra. For accurate work itwas necessary 
then to get all the ool .spectra on the same film, with the same 
conditions .of.developing and exposure. A complete rotation of the 
crystal was out of the question, for, on account of the large 
number .of spectra round this zone,·considerable overlapping and 
confusion was· anticipated, aild other methods.· had to be tried. 
The a axis of this crystal was very small (a~3.77 A), and 
measurements on the a* C* net. indicated that, for· a crystal rotating 
about the b axis and given a suitable 50 degr~es oscillation, all 
the necessary ool spectra would be reco.rded on the same film 
without any possibilities of interference or overlapping.A 50 degree 
cam was carefully constructed and tested for uniform speed of 
oscillation until, within the errors of observation , the speed 
was uniform to within 2% • .A suitable crystal was cut and mounted 
(about) 
about the b axis. The outline of the crystal uaed was very nearly 
cubic, with the cube edee just under 0.2 mms. In this ~ay the 
mean path of the X-rays through this crystal was approximately 
the same as for the crystal used in the previous observations. 
With the adjustments carefully made, three different exposures 
were taken. The data from the corresponding photometer curves 
are given below. One such photometer trace, showing the ool 
peaks, is shown in fig 10. 
(tables) 
Inti ex ho h ho h (h-ho) 
ems. ems. sec. sec. sec. 
002 4.50 o.8o -1? .2 90.5 73.3 Film 1 
004 5~33 2.69 12.0 35.7 23.7 
006 5.23 0.92 12.8 83.5 70.7 
008 5.20 0.59 13.0 107.0 94.0 
0010 5.88 5 .• 02 a.o 14.0 6.0 
0012 - - - - -
0014 6.17 5.81 6.2 8.7 2.5 
002 4.14 0.87 20.0 86.0 66.0 Film 2 
004 5.13 2.79 13.3 34.3 21,0 
006~ 5.30 0.90 12.2 84.5 72.3 
008 5.22 0.51 12.9 115.0 102.1 
0010 5.85 5.10 8.4 13.5 5.1 
0012 ... - - - -
0014 6.20 s.ao 6.1 8,9 2.8 
002 5,.22 1.95 12.8 49.0 36.2 Film 3 
004 5.71 3.96 9.5 21.6 12.1 
006 5.88 1.96 8.1 49.0 40.9 
008 5.81 1.45 8.8 61.7 52.9 
001Q 6.10 5.72 7.0 9.2 2.2 
0012 .. - - - ·-
0014 ... - - ... - . 
' 
The measured intensities for films 1 and 2 are vel'Y nearl~ the same, 
(WITH~ 
with film 3 ubout half these values. The mean intensity of these 
spectra was taken as I = • To express these values 
on the same scale as the intensities previou.ely determined, it 
was found necessary to multiply by a factor 4.0, givi1~ the final 
values of I(oof)• expressed to the nearest whole munbcr, as 








,·.umerous calculations were made, varying the twist o:.. the 
r;o2 groups, and the angle that the long axis of the molecule 
made with the b direction, to try to establish agreeme1jt tetv.een 
observed and calculated values ofF (ool). It was at this stuge 
of the analysis thut the great help that would have beGn ~fforded 
ty absolute intensity t:lea.surem;.:.r.ts were fully realise a. 'J'he 
observed values of 1'' (okl) did not give more th<-.n a relative 
estimate of the rising and fa.lling off of the intemsities, G..nd 
a..:..,~ct-e:;~, 
the observed and calculated F factors could not be cornpart.d"as 
is the case when absolute inter.si ty ~·~easurements ar~ m~;;.de. It 
was therefore imrlossi t.Le to s~when the observed 1-... r.d calculated 
values of F agreed for any one spectrum, All that could be hoped 
(for) 
for was the same general way of rising and falling off in the 
intensity for F (ool) observed and calculated. The limitations 
introduced by adopting these methods of measurir1g intensities 
cannot be stressed sufficiently, when we compare them with the 
powerful methods .afforded by absolute intensity determinations. 
After many trials it was finally found that an angle of 
30 degrees with the b axis, ar1d a twist of 30 degrees for the 
N02 group gave the best agreement between observed ar;.d calculated 
valu~s ofF (ool). With this agreement it was found that the scale 
chose~or expressing the observed intensities was such that the 
values of F observed and calculated could be compared directly 
if the factor 4 in the expression F ( ool) = 4 ~, f cos 2 TT lz 
was left out. This was done in all subsequent calculations, 
rememhering to multiply the observed values of F (okl) by this 
.factor 4 when it finally camo to evaluating the Fourier series. 
The numerical agreement between F (ool) observed and calculated 
finally obtained is given in the following table. For comparison 
purposes the factor 4 has been omitted in the calculated values 
of' F {ool). 
(table) 
hkl }-} ~ F F calc. 
002 A82 ::. 5.3 2.5 9.85 
004 [ 92/4.? :. 4.4 3.5 
006 !300 2.9 
-::. 10.1 8.4 
008 !404 2.0 :: 14.2 12.2 
0010 !20 1.4 :. 3.8 4.3 
0012 - - 0.41 
0014 /12/1.0::. 3.5 4.0 
0016 .r 10/1.1 :;:. 3.0 3.7 
' 
The next step was to see how the structure factors calculated 
from these final y and z parameters compared with the observed 
values for the oko spectra, and secondly to .determine this b shift 
of the molecule which, for the first approximation, had been taken 
as zero, as this in no wa;v aff.ected the z pauameters for calculating 
F {ool). It was rlecessary again to have all the oko spectra 
recorded on the same fllm. This was done in a way simllar to that 
previously described for the ool spectra. The same crystal 
speciruen was used, mounted abou.t the c axis, involving the use of 
the a* b* reciprocal lattice net. Again all the possibilities of 
overlapping spectra or ambiguity were eliminated by using tho 
50 degree cam. The structure fe"ctors used are given by the 
expression 
F (oko) = cos 2rr kb L: f cos 2rr ky 
F ( oko) =. sin 2rf kb l f cos 2rr ky 
for k even 
for k odd, 
{again) 
again leaving out the factor 4. 
For every oko spectrum the expression under the summation sign 
was evaluated, giving the structure factor in the form 
( cos 2 7T kb or r . . t li' oko) = sin 2 rr kb 1 L e. numerical value dependlng on k.J 
These values were then directly compared with the observed values 
of F (oko) • and a mean value calculated for ( 271 b) to give the 
best possible agreement between F (oko) observed and calculated. 
Tl1e mean value for 2i7b was found to be 7 degrees, ar1d substituting 
this in the structure factor expressions, the following values 
for F (oko) observed ar!d calculated were obtained. 
' 
hkl .fjcp F (obs.) F {calc.) -
010 { 54/12.3 = 2.1 1.4 
020 m 8 = 7.5 9.4 
030 [1s;3.8 = 2.2 2.8 
040 Iff = 1.4 2.1 7 
050 JYs 1.8 1.7 --: ---
060 J 15/1.5 - 3.2 .43 ? . t -
070 - ' ... 1.3 -
080 ~1 10.7 8.9 5 --
Calculation of r (okl) from the ass~ed Struvture. 
Several further attempts were made to improve upon this 
agreement, by altering the angle that the long axis of the 
molecule made with the b axis, and by altering the tl'list on the 
N02 group, but all~fforts fa~led. To get better agreement it 
appeared thaysomcthing else had to be done to the molecule, 
such as a small tilt of the benzene rings, or a dishing of the 
Oxygen atoms in the N0
2 
group, as was found by R.W.James, 
G.King, and R.Horrocks (8) when examining the crystal structure 
of para-dinitrobenzene. The molecule had so many degrees of 
freedom that it was not considered advisable to attempt an,y other 
adjustments of the parameters at this stage. It was decided to 
calculate the F factors for the more general (okl) planes, and 
if there existed a Yeasonable agreement between the observed and 
calculated values, to evaluate the Fourier series, and determine 
any change of parameters from this projection. 
Before any further calculations were made, the validity of 
this assluncd structure was tested in a different way. If we 
inspect the measured intensities,given on page 5~h., we find 
that spectra 043, 008, and 0411 have the highest F values. The 
atoms must then be so distributed that they lie approximately 
in sheets on these (043), (008), and (0411) crystal planes. 
Traces of these planes were drawn on the be face of the unit 
cell. It was at once obvious that l'lith the molecules in the assumed 
positions, the various atoms in the unit·cell were roughly dis-
tributeqklong these parallel sheets, and would give rise to 
strong calculated F factors. This then seemed to ver:lfy that the 
(assumed) 
70. 
assumed :po.sitions of the. e,toms would give results consistent with 
those observed. Here again the advantages of absolute measurements 
' -
TIGre real;sed. We may· find, for instance, that the 0411 :reflection 
is so ,strong that its value of F (0411) is very nearly the maximum 
which could be given· if _all_ the atoms of the crystal were contri• 
'buting waves o£ the same phase along this direction, showing at 
. once that the atoms are so aaranged that they lie in sheets. on the 
crystal: plane.s,0411). The inte~'sity measurements made were 
e)rpressed entirely on an arbitrary scale, so that no -such simple -· . . . . 
relationship existed between F (o1)s .• .) and F (max.) for any one 
reflection~ lt was impossible to say what percentage of the 
possible maximum was· observed, and so get some hint as to the 
approximate distr:lbutio~ of the a~oms ·on these sheets. In the 
case under colfsideration a ttstrong" reflection did :not raean a:rl)'thing 
in the realr.sense of the word,, and Jnight-·qui~e easily be 40% or · 
less of the possible max.imum. All_ we could say was that a certain . 
spectrum was strong compared t·o others, and hence the atomic 
. . -
arrangement ·for such· a -strong reflection must· co.nform much more 
to distrib\ltion in parallel. sheets than will be the case for the 
-- weake.r r.eflections. 
So far the .assufil!d structure gave result.s that were consistent 
with those observed, and there was reason to believe that it could 
.not be very far from the truth. The more general F ( okl) factors · 
were .now calculated. The general agreement between F (obs.) and 
F (calc.) was -reasonable, taking all the experimental difficulties 
into account, particularly the way of measuring and standardising 
the intensities. Again leaving out the factor 4 coming in front of 
(the summation sign) 
..,, 
the summation sit;n for F (oK.t) calculated, the folloning table 
gives the results obtained for F (okl) observed and calculated. 
hkl 
sine F (obs.) F (calc.) 
~ 
002 .065 5.3 2.5 
004 .130 4.4 3.5 
006 .195 10.1 8.4 
008 .260 14.2 12.2 
0010 .325 3.8 4.3 
0012 .390 - 0.41 
0014 .455 3.5 4.0 . 
0016 • 520 3.0 3.7. 
010 .052 2.1 1.4 
020 .105 7.5 9.4 
030 .157 2.2 2.8 
040 .209 1.4 2.1 
050 .262 1.8 1.7 
060 .314 3.2 0.43 
070 .366 .. 1.3 
080 .418 10.7 8.9 
011 .062 1.8 1.g 
012 .083 12.8 10.5 
013 .111 11.9 13.9 
014 .140 3.9 2.3 
015 .171 1.5 1.3 
016 .202 1.5 o.s3 




hkl sine F {obs.) F (calc.) )\ . 
018 • 265 3.8 0.98 
019 ·.297 1.8 0.26 
0110 .329 3.3 1.4 
0111. .361 3.9 4.9 
0112 -.393 - 1.4 
021 .110 6.2 e.9 
022 .123 8.7 9.9 
023 •143 8.4 4.9 
024 .167 6•8 2.3 
025 .193 . 8;,0 6.7 
026 .221 3.2 2•5 
027 .250 2.2 0.79 
028 ··280 3;.5 3•6 
029 ·.311 2.3 0•41 
0210 •. 341 1.9 3•6 
0211 .372 2.0 1.2 
0212 .404 - 0.41 
031 .160 1.8 1.8 
032 .170 4.5 3.3 
033 .185 7•9 7.7 
034 .204 2.7 0•69 
035 .226 4.3 5.2 
036 .251 6~9 5·.9 
037 .276 4.9 1•8 
(cont.) 
(continued) 
hkl sine F ( obs.) F (calc.) j\ 
038 .304 2.1 1.1 
039 .333 2.7 3.5 
0310 .361 2~0 3.0 
0311 .390 3.8 2.2 
0312 .412 2.6 3.3 
0313 .451 5.0 8.8 
041 .212 3.2 1.1 
042 .219 5.8 4.5 
043 .231 14.6 12.3 
044 .246 7.8 5.0 
045 .265 8.0 1.03 
048 .281 1.7 1.9 
047 .309 1.6 0.65 
048 .334 2.3 1.7 
049 .260 4.8 5.9 
0410 .387 3.5 5.5 
0411 .414 10.8 12.4 
0412 .443 3.3 4.6 
051 .264 3.0 3.0 
052 .269 1.8 0.55 
053 .279 3.0 2.9 
054 .292 3.8 1.4 
055 .308 7.1 3.2 
056 .326 3.8 4.8 
(cont.) 
(continued; 
hkl sine F (o'ts.) F (calc.) ;;: 
057 .347 1.4 1.0 
058 .369 1.6 1.8 
059 .39~ 3.0 ''1 r? cJ.~ 
0510 .417 2,4: 1.5 
0511 .443 2.2 0.07 
051~ .470 2.7 1.7 
0513 .497 4.6 4.1 
061 .316 2.8 2.1 
062 .321 3.4 1.~ 
063 320 . ., 1.5 3.C 
064 .340 2.7 1.5 
065 .353 ;;;.o 4..5 
The calculated values of F (okl) are given as numerical 
values o:r1ly, the signs being left out for the _present. 
Summation Equations for the be Projection. 
It was neces5ary 1·.ow to make the actual Fourier summation. 
The method used was that eiver, in a paper ty H .Lipson and 
C .A .Beevers (21), but the summatio:r~ eq_uatior.s given by U.em 
wc,re modified to fit the particulu1 ca.se. il1 hand. 
(the swnmatior.) 
The summation to be made is 
+I L 
J(yz) = L L F(okl) exp i (ky -t lz) ••••••• (A) 
-I •L 
Here I and L arc the maximum values of the k and 1 indices 
for the planes to be used. This can be written 
+[ +L f J 
f{yz)-:::. L 2. L F(okl) exp i (ky+lz) + F(oki) exp-i (ky+ lz) 
-I 
..,r.. 
+ { [Roko) exp i (ky) +F(oko) exp-i (ky~i"F(ooo) •.• (B) 
I 
Since F(okl) and P(oki)are conjugate, we can put 
F(okl) - jF(okl)j e10 {kl) 
and F(oki) -= jr ~kl)j e-io(kl), and hence 
j(yz) -
Put /F(okl)j cos~ (kl) =- C(kl)• jF(ok.l)l sino (kl) - S(kl) 




+IC+L f I f ~ j{yz) = 2.:it F(okl) L cos{ky+ lz) cosS (kl) -sin(ky+ lz)sinO(kl~ 
+ 2 ~ IF( oko) I [cos ky cos~ (ko) - sin ky sind (ko0 + F ( ooo) 
K L 
'::' 2!i f f (kl) £cos ky cos lz - sin ky sin 1zj 
- s(kl) { sin ky CGS lz +cos ky sin lz }] 
+ 2~ t C(ko) cos ky - S(ko) sin ky} + F(ooo) 
j(yz) = 2 ~ f [ C (kl) [ cos ky cos lz - sin ky sin 1zJ 
-S(kl) l sin ky cos lz +cos ky sin lz} 
+ c(kl) [ cos ky cos lz + sin ky sin lz} 
-s(kl) {:-sin ky cos lz +cos .ky sin lzJ  
L 
+ 2~ t c(ol) cos lz- s{ol) sin lzj (extra term on" 
account of 5:. 
I 
which leaves out 
IC 
t- 2t L c(ko) cos ky - s(ko) _J X: =0 term.) sin k:Jf-F(ooo). 
j ( y z) = 2 ~ f [ £ c( kl) + c ( kl) j c 0 s ky c 0 s 1 z 
-f C (kl)- C (Il)} sin ky sin lz 
D) 
- [ s(kl)- s(kl)J sin ky cos lz 
-r s(kl)+ s(il)} cos ky sin lz.J 
- - (E) 
+2~tc(ol)' cos lz- s(ol) sin lzJ 
X: 
+ 2 ~ t C(ko) cos ky - S(ko) sin ky} + F(ooo) 
t· 
Put A(oz) =· 2L rc(ol) cos lz ... s(ol) sin lz} + F(ooo) 
1 
A(kz) = 2~ [<c(kl)+ C(kl)) cos lz ... (~(kl)+ S(kl))sin 1~}+2C(ko) 
L . 
B(kz)= 2~[ (C(kl)~c(ltl)) sin lz+(S(kl)~s(kl)>cos 1~-t-2 s(ko) •. 
These then are the ;preliminary summations to be rna.de, the final 
summations being giver! by 
I ., 
f'(yz) : A(oz)+!.. A(kz) cos·· ky ... .L B(kz) sin ky. 
~ , I · · I 
This represents.the Fourier summation in itsmost general form. 
We now 'apply ·the.se equations to the ~ctual case under consideration. 
Referring to the structure factor equations (page ~,~'7), the1·e are 
two cases to consider,, 1). when (k + 1) is even, and 2). when 
(k+l) is odd. 
0!1 1) ~ when (k, -+'1) is even. 
The A term does :not .change sign, but remains the same as for 
okl with (k+ 1) even •. 
The B. term changes sign tr;ice, in sin 2Tfkb and sin 2Trky, and so 
the ·sign remains the same. Doth A and B have the same .sign for 
okl as for okl, and therefore . ' , 
-1· B 
tan . '/A is the· same• 
~} (k tl) odd. 
The .A term changes sign once in si:ri 27fky 
The B term changes sign once in sin 271 kl. 
:both A and B change sign, but tan ... 1 B /A i·~ still the sarrm. 
{following) 
:following a similar line of reasoniLg we find 
I ) ( , -1 L/ I ok 1 k+ l) eve1"' tan A, ok has an OPl~ositu sitP· to okl, 
2) (k + 1) odd, tan-1 1/ A, ok! has an or·.rosite sig:r~ to old. 
oiT 1) (k+1) even, tart1 E/A,ok.e has an opposite sign to okl, 
2) (kt 1) odd, tar1-1 'b/A ok:e has an opposite sigr~ to ol"l· 
' 
.. ow IF( okl)/ = } A.:l-+ b~, ar•d E-::: tan - 1 :r /A 
Hor.ce JF{okl)J : fF(okl)f : fF(oki)I ~ JF(oki)f 
o (okl) = d (ori:l) e. -<S"(ok!) ~ -o(ok!) 
If we turl.i back ::.ow to our :prelimi.iiary summation cxpressioJ.s, 
h, (page 77 ) , we se6 that only spectra okl and okl occur. 'ii e have 
two cases to consider 
1) (k+ 1) even, then C(okl):::. C{okl), ar"d S(okl) = s(okl) 
2) (k+ 1) odd, ther. C ~okl)=- -c{okl), and S(okl)= -s(okl) 
Substituting these in the prelL'linar;y equations A( oz), A(kz) 
&.l'ld E(kz) {page 78 ) we have 
l''or (k+l) even 
1. [ 
lzj + f'{ooo) A(oz) = 22: C(ol) cos lz - s(ol) sir, I 
L 
sin lzj A(kz) =. 2~[ 2 C(kl) cos lz - 2 S(kl) + 2 C (ko) I 
E(kz) - 2 S(ko). -
F'or (k+l) odd. 
A(oz) = 2 ~ r C(ol) cos lz - S(ol) sin lzJ + F(ooo) 
A ( kz) = 2 C ( ko) 
I:(kz) =- 2 f L 2 C(kl) sin lz + 2 ~(kl) cos lz}+ ~: ~'(ko) , 
The expressions for A(oz) • A(kz), I:l{kz) can be further simplified. 
(k+l) even. 
A(oz) involves spectra of the form ool only. These occur only 
for l even; hence S(ol) is zero. The term 2 S(ko) can in this case 
be present only f'or even valu.es of k, hence S(ko) is zero. 
Finally then 
L 
A(oz) -=- 2 7- [ C(ol) cos lz} + F ooo 
A(kz) = 2 J;[ 2 C{kl) cos lz - 2 S(kl) sin lzj + 2 C(ko) 
B kz = 0 
(k -t 1) odd..!. 
Spectra of the form ool are absent for l odd,· and C{ko) is 
zero for odd values of k. J-lence-
A(oz) = 0 
A(kz) =- 0 
B(kz) = 2 ~ r 2 C(kl) sin lz + 2 S(kl) cos lzJ + 2 S(ko) 
To simplify, and.not to make the coefficients in the Fourier series 
unnecessarily large, we divide throughput by a factor 4, and finally 







~[c(kl) cos lz- S(kl) sin lzj 
J: [ C(kl) sin lz + S(kl) cos lz 
I. 
t C(ko) 
D2(kz) = t,S(ko) 
L 
-Ji; A(oz) = ~ { t qol) cos lz J + {:. F(ooo), 
A(kz) -=- 4 [ A1 (kz) + A2(kz)]. 
B(kz) -
for (k+ 1) even 
for (k + 1) odd. 
for k even 
for k odd. 
thus maldr.g 
'i}O. 
Evoluating tho two- dimoll:,sional Fourier §..S.ti2§.:. 
Boforo these Sutn.>nations could bo made tho values of C(kl) 
· and S(kl) had to be knonn. For this it was necessary to calc~lato 
·the phase. anglt!S of all the okl spectra recorded. These values of 
~( ) ~ -1 Bt u okl nero cal.cultl.i~cd from th·e formula, o (okl)::. tan 1 A, 
using tl1o calculated values of· A and B. Great care \-vas taken with 
r~gard to the sigl'ls of A and B for dotcrmlr.irlM in which quudrant 
o (okl) was. Using these calculated values of 8 • coso at~d . 
sin 8 were dote:rminod, and then comllirJOd with tho ox:porimontally 
dotorminod .valuos of F(okl). nero the observed values of F(okl) 
\'70re multiplied by a .factor '· to make tho scalo expressing these 
valuos the. samo as for tho true calculated F{okl) values. r;hcre 
tho factor 4. 'outside tho 5um.11f,ition sign has beon omitted so far 
81. 
for the· purposes of comparing observed and calculated F factors 
directly~ This will be .clear :i'f' we refer to page fo1 whoro this 
l)oint is discussed •. Those F(okl) observed values wero thon ox_pressod. 
to tb.o nearest whole n.umbor. Tho following tablo.s give the final 
·results obtained. keeping values of (k+l) odd and cvo11 sc:pnrato. 
(k_+ 1). ~Odd •• 
' Index F o'b.s. ·oQ F coso F sino 
010 8 270 0 -8 
030 9 2'/0. 0 , .. g 
050 7 270 0 •7 
' 0'10 ... 2"/CJ 0 0 
" 
01~ 61 171 -50 8 
014 • 16 357 16 3 
{ CO.t:t .) 
Index F o'bs. ~0 F coa 5 ., &i:a 0 
016 6 2 6 0 
018 15 205 -14 -6 
0110 13 149 -7 ~ ~" 7 .. 
01.12 - 0 0 
021 25 w 22 13 
023 34 209 -30 -16 
025 32 360 32 -6 
027 9 1 9 0 
029 9 115 
_, 8 
0211 8 299 ' -7 
032 18 103 
_, 18 
034 11 189 -11 -2 
036 28 194 -2:1 -7 
038 8 360 8 0 
0310 8 135 -6 6 
0312 10 212 -9 -5 
041 13 28 11 6 
043 58 188 -57 -8 
045 24 119 -12 21 
047 5 10 6 1 
049 19 183 -19 -1 
0411 43 183 -43 -2 
052 7 263 -1 -7 
I 
054 15 356 15 -1 
055 15 158 -15 5 
058 6 309 4 -5 
{cont.) 
Index F oba. 00 p COi ~ F aino 
. 0510 10 266 -1 -10 
0512 11 109 -4 10 
061 11 35 9 6 
063 6 164 -6 2 
065 8 15 8 2 
(k+-l) even. 
Index F obs. ao F cos~ F sind· 
002 22 0 22 0 
004 18 180 -18 0 
0.06 40 0 40 0 
008 57 0 57 0 
0010 15 180 -15 0 
0012 - 0 0 
0014 14 .180 -14 0 
0016 12 180 -12 0 
020 34 0 34 0 
040 6 0 6 0. 
060 13 0 13 0 
080 38 180 -38 0 
011 7 223 -5 -5 
013 48 357 48 -3 
015 6 170 -6 1 
017 8 178 -8 0 
019 7. 304 4 -5 
(CONT.~ 
Index F abe. ~0 F cos~ F sin!' 
0111 16 359 16 -0.3 
022 35 184 -35 -3 
024 27 175 -27 2 
026 13 146 -12 7 
028 14 354 14 -2 
0210 8 177 -8 1 
0212 - 0 0 
031 7 236 -4 -6 
033 32 9 32 5 
035 17 208 -15 ~ 
037 20 189 -20 -3 
039 11 354 11 -1 
0311 14 343 13 -4 
0313 20 196 -19 -6 
042 23 220 -18 -15 
044 31 283 7 -30 
046 7 75 2 7 
048 9 291 3 -8 
0410 14 248 -5 -13 
0412 13 289 4 -12 
051 12 ~36 -7 -10 
053 12 102 -3 12 
055 28 297 13 -25 
057 6 340 6 -2 
059 12 181 -12 -2 
(.cont.) 
' 
Index F' o1s 00 F cos~ F eino 
0511 9 54 r . 7 .., 
0513 18 317 ~ '1 .l.v -12 
062 14 313 10 -10 
OG4 11 332 10 -5 
For convenience two se1 arate tablea were made out for C (kl) 
and S(kl), keeping (k + 1) odd and even separate, which could be 
applied directly to the final preliminary summation expressio:r ... s. 
'ihis meant of course puttir!{; in the values -} C(ko), -;- S(ko) • ·~· C(ol), 
t F(ooo) directly with the values C(kl) and S(ki) given in ttc 
previous tv;o tables. The value F(ooo) represents the tota.l n0.mber 
of electrons in the unit cells, wbLch for this crystal comes to 
252, he11ce the value t F(ooo) used for compiling these two talles 
was 63. 
For evaluating these preliminary summations a set of strips, 
:prepared. by rt.Lipson and C.A.beevers, was used. The cosine strips had 
index values 0 to 20, and the sine strips 1 to 20 inclusive. For 
each index t1ere were strips of amplitudes 99 to 9~. The functions 
were plot ted at intervals of 6 deerees, so that a strip correSIJOr.dir~g 
to A sin hx, had printed on it the value of A sin 21f:nh 
€0 
, vvi:.ore 
n has values from 0 to 15. This division of the cell-edge into eo 
parts was found to be directly sui tatle if the maximum ir.de.l\ Y<as 
let ween 11 ami 20, as was the case far the l index. The maximum 
k index was or.lly 8, and so it was advisatle to rrJ.ake the interval 
of division of this edee ~· This was dor.e ,,;ost sim1:ly u;y consid~,;ring 
a synthesis of two unit cells to l& performed, tho short edge being 
{considored) 
considered as doubled, and one of the indices of each _plane, 
referred to . this ·doubled .cell, \vas/doubled. Thus ·all that was 
neCC$sary to obtain an interval h in the b direction,·was 
to double the k indices of the F(old)'s• f.U'ld then proceed in the 
usual way. The strips then gave the projoction over the-range 
y ::. 0 to 0.60 directly, instead of. from y = 0 to 0.25. During 
these preliminary summa:ti one, the values of 1 evon and 1 odd were 
,· ·.· ' 
kept separate, for the purposes of .extending the. summations. This 
extension can best be described by quoting an e'ample. Suppose we 
wish to S'+Ul the exp.ressioll A~(kz) for ?k = 2. 
L . . . 
A1 (kz) = E [c(kl} cos lz -,S(kl) ·sin lz) I . . . f.or (k+l) even• 
. . 
ne·re k = 1 and therefore 1 .is ·odd • 
The . numbers printed ·;on the· corresponding strips give the values of 
C(kl) cos lz and S(kl) :~in lz directly from . z-=- 0 to o.25,, or for 
the .interVal 'z:: o to TT"j2. MO.king the. nece,ssary additions -of the 
numbers given on the .strips to. be used here, then for this interval 
. . . . L 
(C.;. S), where C ==-1: C(kl) cos-lz, 
' . I 
the summation is . simply. gi vc<n )by'" 
L . . . . 
and s = .L. S(kl) sin lz. '· · 
I 
For 1' ·odd• cos lz is antisymmct~ical :.about ·7/'2,. so that the 
-·- ; 
summation for "the interval z ~ 0.25 to 0.50 is givet1 directly by 
-(c -r s). 
.m ) Similarly if we are ·· \:sum,..ing ·A1 (kz · ·for 2k =:--4, i~e. k ev~n and 
therefore 1: even,, the .sumniations for~ the intervals z = 0 to 0.25 
and z == 0 •25 to. Q .so • are give~ directly by (C - S) and (C + s) · 
_respectively. 
In this way the preliminary summations were completed and 
extended to half tho cell edge in the z direction;. The various·· 
{terms) 
8'=--
terms were collected ~d arranged., ready to be used in the final 
summation, given by .the expression 
J(yz) :::: . A(oz) + 
K · K . · 
Y. A(kz) cos ky - L B(kz) sin ky • 
I I · 
The k index·ha.d been doubled, hence for·this summation only even 
values .of· k ,occurred. This douhling of k imp~ied that the values 
;Printed on· 't.he str.ips gave the summation directly fcrr :the .interval 
y= 0 to 0.50, and it could easily be extended to give the range. 
'Y = 0 to 1.00.' This gave the projection on the be .I> lane for half the 
unit ceil, and using the glide p~ane condition the projection was 
extended to covctr the whole unit cell.. 
87. 
The plane be was .drawn accurately to scale (4 ems. representing. 
1 A) on a sheet of .drawing paper. The b and c axes we.re divided 
into 30 and 60 equal parts respectively, and through\ these points·. 
of division lines w.ere drawn parallel to 'the b and c directions. 
At each of these pointS.. o£ intersection a value o£ j(yz); as 
determined from the. Fou:de;- synthesis, \Yas writ ten, and by the 
usual method contour lines .were· ·drawn at levels. 100, 150 1 200, . . . 
250, 300, and 350 whe.re possible., 
.. 
The maxima in the projection were very clear and could be inter-
preted without any dif:fi~ultt. To e.xpress these contours in terms 
of elect~o:ns. per A2 .we proc.eed as follows, The actual final 
summation made in this case was 
. . . · K K. 
j(yz) .. · = t A(oz} + · t 2_ ·A(kz) cos ky - t L B(kz) siri k.y. 
· I . I 
The reasons for dividing throughby this factor.4 are given under 
the calculati·ons of· these summations, (see page go ) , Hence a contour 
at 100 on this projection really means one at 400 if expressed on 
the plloper) 
C·· 
the proper scale. We now have to divide this by the area of the plane 
on which the unit cell was projected. The area of the be plane is 
equaj; to (15.39 X 9.58)A2, so that the first contour line on this· 
projection represents 400 15.39 X 9.56 
· On this projection then the contours are at intervals of 1.36 
. 2 
electrons per A , the outer line being the 2.72 electron contour. 
The contour diagram drawn from the values of ](yz) for the projec-
tion on the be face, viewed parallel to a, is shovtn in fig. 11. 
This contour diagram may be interpreted with the help of the key 
diagram, fig. 12. which shows the structure projected on the be plane. 
Deduction from the be Projection. 
·r' 
When it came to determining the y aud z parameters from the be 
projection there was some. doubt as to the validity of this pro,jection. 
It was found that the y and z parameters determined from the ma~ima 
of the contour diagrams in fig.11. agreed very closely with tho 
.. 
parameters assumed for the probable structure. The agreement betTieen 
assumed and determined param~ters, expressed in A ~r~ts and 
considering only one half of, the molecule, is indicated in table A, 














y(assumed) A y(determined) A z{assumed) A z( determha:d) 
0.641 0.34 ? 0.370 0.38 
0.641 0.57 1.760 1.n:. 
1.844 1.75 2.4.55 ~;.46 
3.048 2.90 1.760 1.79 
3.0·t7 2.92 0.370 0.~7 
1.844 1.68 -0.325 -0.~8 
4.373 t.18 2.525 2.E·4 
4.377 4.15 3.598 3.60 
5.304 4.93 2.092 2.05 
It is evident from the above table t:tat the e..ssumed ar1d 
determined z parameters are in good agreement. The differences in 
the y parameters are explained as follows. Struoture factor 
calculations showed that there must be a shift of the molecule 
in the b direction from the origin chosen. It was evident from 
packing considerations that, to allow for the necessary space, 
such a shift could only be very small, and as a first approximation 
the assumed symmetry centre of the molecule was talter; at the origin, 
and the y aLd z parameters of the various atoms were calculated for 
the molecule in this position. The be projection, fig. 12, showed 
the shift of the molecule'from the origin clearly, and ox;. thj.s 
projection~he y and z parameters were measured from the origin 0. 
The mean value of the b shift of the molecule from the origin 




calculated b shift is subtracted from each of the assumed y 
parameters given in table A., we again get good agreement between 
the assumed and determined values of y for the rJ.ne atoms under 
consideration. 
It is evident from this agreement 'between ·the parameters 
that ·if. ~ ~econd projection were made using these· redetermined 
pa~amet.ers_,. the general outline of the structure would· not change .. 
',' 
appreciabl~ _and the. actual positions of the atoms, given a.s 
maxima ,on, the contour' diagram in fig. 11. t would hard.ly cha:nge at' 
all. The determination ·Of parameters from the projection could 
' . '< ' 
. not be pushed too far, always•· taking. the unavoidable experimental 
' ' I . ' ' •' ' 
e:rro.rs, and particularly the way of measuring intensities, into 
. ' -'.' .· ., : .•. ' ' . 
account, and· considering the way the determined parameters varied 
• ' ' l ~ • ' . . ' ' • ~ 
when,·ror.example, the sides. of·the benzene ring were measured, 
' ·, . .~ 
the benze~e ring. be.ing known to approximate very closely to a· 
regular hexagon.·· 
The be projection gave a. good outline of the molecules, and 
showed clearly how they packed. It suggested that the two benzene 
.• 'l • . . 
rings in the moleculewere co-plana.~; and that there may be some 
' • t ',. •.. . . . 
tilt of the, plano of the ri~s., relative to the be plane, but that 
··such a tilt is nc;>t -very large. It further .suggested that the line 
'• 
. ' 
joining the t1Vo Oxygen atoms in the nitro group was inclin.ed to 
' .. '. .' ' 
the plane b,c_, and it has. a.lrea..dy beenpointed out that, to pack · 
the molecul.es into the ava:J,lable space, the ~102 group had. to be 
twisted abo,ut the long axis of the molecule. 
A more detailed account of the measurements obtained from the 
/• 
be projectionyvill.be given unde;r the description of the molecule. 
(It must} 
qo. 
It must ·oe pciin~ed out that we are only dealing with projected 
distances, and the finer details of the structure cannot be 
determined from this·projection. Such finer details may be 
stated as 
1) A.determina.tion of the gegree and directions of tilt of the 
planes of the benzene rings and nitro groups relat.ive to the 
be plane_. 
2) A possible dishing·up.of the oxygen atoms in the nitro group 
as was fo.u.nd by R.W.James, G. ling and .H.florrocks (8) when 
~etermining the structure pf pa.ra-dinitrobenzene. 
3}. A possible c.ant of. the No2 · group with respect to the benzene 
ring planes. 
qt. 
4) A possible cant of tho benzene rings themselves, in other words, 
does· the long axis of the molecule lie .in the be plano. 
It is evident then that very little extra .:information could :have 
. ~ . 
been gained if a .. second projection were made using these redetermined 
parameters which, as we have. seen. agreed very closely with the 
assumed. parati!:eter.s. We can sum up and say that the qc projection gave" 
·a good determination of the y and z parameters., but very little idea 
of the .x parameters beyond the fact that these were not very larse 
because of the approximately re_gular form of the benzene ring.s in 
the projection. For further details about the· structure it was 
necessary to project ptuoallel to a second dir~tion. 
" 
Vfhen the be projection was completed and the maxima showed-up 
so clearly, with goodagreement between the assumed and determined 
parameters, :the projection was viewed with suspicion •• llany attempts 
were made to establish good agreement between F(ool) and F(oko) 
'bserved. and ) 
observed and calculat~d, but .this same measure of agreement did 
n.ot exist for the. more general ( oki) planes. It seomed at first 
that we were only getting back again what was assumed in making 
the projection. 1he obser-Ved vall1es of F(okl) were combined nith the 
calculated·phase angles when the Fourier series was evaluated,and 
it' seemed a:s if a lot of the dat.aused in rnaking the projection 
just came fr.om t~a. :provisionally assumed stru-cttire. This accounted 
for· th~ element· ·Of doubt as to how much of what was assumed in 
making the: projection. just . came back again when the F·o~ier 
· sorios··was ·evaluated.· This olement of doubt was removed when 
the.struuture was projected o:n the ac plane viewed parallel to 
. 
the·b dis and the two projections were ;found to be consistent. 
Testing for a snnmetry Centre of the L:olec.ule. 
With this clement of doubt still in mind at this stage of the 
work, it was decided to attempt an independent determination to 
see if the molecule itself had a centre of symmetry as assumed at 
tho outset of this work. If this turned out to be the case thon 
these determinations would to a certain extent confirm prov,ious 
results. If we assume the molecule to have a centre of symmetry. 
the structure factors, as previously calculated, are given by 
F(hkl) = 4 cos 2llkb cos 21\(hx+-lZ+k;l) cos 211(ky • k~ 1) 
. ( k+l) ( k-t-1) - 1 4 sin 21Tkb s1n 211 hx+lz-t- 4 sin 211 ky -~
Co~sidering the (hol) planes only, and remembering that such 
spectra are present only for even values of 1 
F(hol). =- 4 cos 211 (hx +lz). 
From this it follows that 
( F{hol)f is not equal to fF(fiol){ 
Assa~ing for the present that all the C and N atoms lie in the 
{166) crystal planes, an assumption first suggested from packing 
considerations and later from measurements on the be projection, 
where there was evidence of only a small tilt of the benzene ring 
planes with respect to the {100) crystal plane, then for such 
atoms our structure factor becomes 
F(hol) ,;: 4 cos 21f lz. 
The difference between IF(hol)\ and IF{fiol)l will, on these 
assumptions, be due to tho twist of the oxygen atoms only, the 
no2 groups being twisted in such a way that the oxygen atoms lie 
above and, or, below the (100) crystal planes. If no such tuist 
(exists) 
exists on the N02 groups it is obvious that IF(hol)j and \F(hol){ 
will then be identical. Such a possibility, however·~ has already 
been eliminaied. from packing considerations and an examination 
··of the hoo spectra. 
If fo.r the present we forget aey such information as was 
· obtained from the be projection, and again suppose the C and N 
atoms all to .lie in the (100) plane, a second possibility ar!Lses. 
The two uo2 groups o£ one molecule can now be tw~sted in opposite 
directions by the same amount, thus making the molecule non-
symmetrical. Working on these assumptions, the structure factors 
·ror the C and· N at' oms will be the same· as for the symmetrical · 
molecule; ~d it reme.i-ris to calculate the -F-factors for the . . 
oxygen atolls. Taking one such atom to haveco-ordinates (x, y, z) 
~. llf'iK 
we iu:'rive at the f~ll:owi:ng equivalent positions in the,..cell.,. 
.lx, y, z~ x., y, zJ and {x, Y+-t, z+i-; x, y~·, z-t} 
The b shift alo~ th~ y direction has .for the .sake of. simplicity ·. 
M o •' 
bee.n l,eft o·u't of' th~s~ calculations, for finally w~ are only 
concerned with the (hol}plan~.s~ For this· atom and its equivalent 
F(hkl) 
· Considering only spectra of' the form hoi, i.e~ k ~ o, and remembering 
that such spectra are present only for 1 even, 
F(hol) 2e. 2n i(hx + lz)· + 2e 2lT i(hx - l~) 
or. A = 4. cos 21Thx cos 2rrlz 
B - 4· i sin 2 7T hx cos 21T lz. 
(.similarly) 
Similarly for the second atom having co-ordiliates ('X, y t z 1,) , 
A - · 4 cos 271 hx cos 21f lz, 
· B = -4 i sin 211 hx cos 21f'lz 1 
Since jF:(hol)} 2 -== . { + B:t, it is evident that in the case of . 
the non-.syzmrietrical molecule . 
:If then ~e assume the banzcn.e. rings in· the molecule to be coplanar 
with all thee and Natoms lying in the (100) crystal planes, we 
' . ' 
have two cases to consider. 
1) The N02: ·groups are twisted by the same amount and in the same 
direction giving a symmetrical molecule. In th:is. case (F(hol)J. 
:and IF(hol)l are not ·equal.· 
2) The N02 groups are twisted by the same.atnount but in opposite 
directions giving, rise to:· a non-symmet~ical· molecule. In this 
latter. case ·jF(hol)) and /F(hol)j :~e 'identical.· 
. It was necessary now· to ·test for this agreement or difference. in 
structure. factors for corresponding hol and iiol reflections. The 
small crystal, previously used in the intensity dete.rminations 
• c '•,' •• 
· of the ool and oko reflectio~s~ was rotated about its b axis. It 
was at this stage of, .the work .that the only available Cu tube 
ceased to function, and all subsequent exposures with thi.s 
particular compound were taken with characteri~tic Fe radiation. 
The wavelength of Fe keiC,,· 1.932 A· and of Fe ko<..l-::. 1.936 A. 
The mean value ~·-: 1.934 A was used, and the reciprocal lattice 
nots modified accordingly. Using the 50 degree cam the position . 
for the crystal axes, relative to the incident .X-ray beam, was 
.c~culated to record all the spectra given below, i£ present, on 
(the same) 
the same i ilm. 
Io2, Io4, 2o2, 2o4, ~o6, 2o8, 2otn, 2o12, Ioro 
102, 104, 202, 204, 206, 208, 20IO, 2012, 101o 
on the L.H.S. 
on the R.B.S. 
It was found from the reciprocal lattice net determinations that 
all such spectra could be recorded, if present, when the X-r~s 
were parallel to the c axis of the crystal, and the crystal 
oscillated through 25 degrees on either side of the c axis. When 
this film was developed a mere visual inspection of the densities 
of the spots recorded was enough to indicate a very marked 
difference l;etween corresponding hoi and hoi spectra. 
In a few cases (102, 204, 206,) the difference in density 
between corresponding hoi and hoi spots was very great, and it 
seemed hardly possible for the oxygen atoms alone to cause such 
big differences. We have assumed all the C and N atoms to lie in 
the (100) crystal planes, that .is to say the x co-ordinates for 
all such atoms must on this assumption be zero, so that the 
difference between IF(hoi)\ and IF(ho!)j will be determined entirely 
by the scattering from the oxygen atoms. These differences, 
however, were so great for the above mentioned spectra that, even if 
the oxygen atoms scattered completely in phase with the C and rJ 
atoms in. the direction hoi and completely out of phase in the 
corresponding direction hoi, it seemed hardly possible to account 
for the big differences in the intensities of these corresponding 
reflections. 
The big differences.in the intensity of corresponding hot 
and hoi spectra suggested a tilt of the benzene rings so that all 
the C atoms did not lie in the (100) crystal planes. In other · 
( rtords) 
"---
words the x co-ordinates for the carbon, and probably the nitrogen 
atoms, were not zero, which meant that the structure factors of the 
(hoi) and (hoi) planes would be different t"or these atoms. Such a 
tilt of the .benzene rings raken together with a twist on the nitro 
groups may then account for the big intensity differences observed 
for corresponding hoi and fioi spectra. The above inte:nsi ty obser• 
vations seemed to confirm the results obtained from the be 
projection in so far as both gave indications of a probable tilt 
of the benzene rings. 
Vie can sum. up and say that although these experimel'lt.s give 
no absolute proof of the existence of a symmetry centre for the 
molecule, the results are not inconsistent with the assumptions 
that such a symr.netry centre exists. The observations show further 
that a twist of the N0
2 
groups only is not sufficient to account 
for the big intensity differences between certain corresponding 
hoi and hoi reflections, and suggest that the benze11e rings 
themselves are tilted out of the (100) crystal planes. In what 
follows we shall assume the existence of a symmetry centre for 
the molecule as all the observations so far are consistent with 
such an assumption. 
FOURIER SYNTHESIS OF THE ac PRO~ECTION. 
Intensity Determinations for .t~~-h~l Reflections. 
To obtain further details of this structure, and to serve as 
a check on the be })rojection, it was necessary to project the 
structure parallel to a second direction.· It is obvious from the 
be projection, fig.1.1., that neither along the b nor along the c 
direction can any clear resolution of the atoms be hoped for. fie 
have seen that the molecule itself probably has a centre of 
s~netry, which means that a possible twist on the two nitro 
groups in one molecu~e must be in the same direction. If there 
exists any appreciable twist on the N02 groups, atoms marked 08 
and 9
8 
in adjacent molecules in the be key diagr~ {fig. 12) will 
stand clear if we project the structure parallel to b, or as we 
shall call it, on the ac plane. If we project parallel to c then, 
on account of the b shift 6£ the molecule from the origin, such.a 
projection cann.ot possibly have a centre of symmetry, and the 
Fourier analysis in this case will follow lines similar to those 
described for the be projection. It is evident from structure 
factor calculations for the {hol) planes (see page qa.) that, if 
the molecule itself is centro-symmetrical, the str'!lcture projected 
parallel to b will have a. centre of symmetry and the Fourier 
analysis will be easier to handle. For the above reasons it was 
decided to pr.oject the structure parallel to b which for conveni-
ence we shall call the ac projection. 
To project the structure on the a..c face it was necessary to 
measure t~e intensities of all the hol spectra, occurring from 
(reflections) 
reflections of crystal planes round the zone (010]. The crystal 
used ~or these determinations was the one previously used for 
' 
determining the intensities of the ool an~oko spectra, and for 
testing. the symmetry of the molecule. This crystal had the shape 
of a small.cube with the edges less than 0.2 mrn., so that absorp-
tion effects could be neglected to the degree of accuracy with 
which the intensities could be observed. F'or the necessary 
oscillation photographs the 50 degree cam was very suitable, 
diminishing to a large extent the number of photographs to be 
taken. By choosing the proper directions of the crystal axes 
with respect to the incident X-ray beam, considerable overlapping 
of spectra on successive films 1was,6btained• An example of two 
such·successive films, giving the spectra that could appear if 
present, is given below · 
Film 11. L.!.S. all 20f:.' 302, 304, 306, 308, 100, 200, 
R .1! .S. all roe • 0012, 0014, ~06, ~08, 2010 
Film '~- L.ft.S. all 2oe, J 102, 1012 
R.II.S. all roe:., 2oe; ~ oo14 
Taking these two films together a good mean factor could be 
determined by ·using the common 20 t and Iof spectra, hence - '--
the intensitie.s of all spectra recorded on these two films 
10~ 
could be expressed on the same scale. Several films were taken 
until each hol spectrum was given by at least four independent 
determinations. By a method similar to that used for the okl 
spectra, all the intensities on these films were expressed on the 





Owing to ~he glide. plane only spectra of the ':torm hol with l 
even were present, and as the a axis of the crystal was small (3.77 A) 
and the wavelength used comparatively long, the highest value f·or h 
was only 3, and the number of spectra recorded was small. This small 
number of spectra must lead to serious imperfections in the density 
distribution of the el.ectrons on this projection. In representing 
~ crystal structure by means of a Fourier series, we must remember 
that the aeries is only convergent because the coefficients of the 
higher terms decrease in magnitude. At larger angles of glancing 
incidence there is greater interference among the scattered beams, 
and the values ofF, and so the co~fficients in the series, become 
smaller for terms .involving high indices. In practice we cannot go 
on me.asur.ing the coefficients of the series iD.definitely - a limit 
is set by the experimental conditions, part.icularly by the wavelength 
of the radiation used. If the coefficients of the Fourier series are 
st.ill large when terminated by experimental conditions, serious 
defects taking the form of false detail and regions of negative 
density which have no physical counterpart in atomie structures 
can be expected. Iron radiation has a comparatively long wavelength· 
for this kind of work and the P values must still have appreciable 
values when terminated by the experimental conditions, so that a 
certain amount of false detail was to be expected in this projection. 
The following table gives the values of the intensities, I, 
finally obtained for all the hol spectra. recorded. The big differen-
ces in intensity for corresponding hol and liol spectra in some cases 
is very str.iking. 
(table) 
!Of. 
Index l (sec.) Inde.~: I (st>o.) Index I (sec.) 
100 55.1 108 4.7 208 ;3,:3 
200 - 106 61.5 roB -
300 2.4 108 20.8 2010 3.8 
002 78.6 Ios 4,5 2010 -
004 28.9 1010 15.4 2012 -
006 ?3.3 i010 - 2012 3.3 
008 101.0 1012 4.4 302 3.2 
0010 s.o Io12 - ~(l2 1.5 
0012 - 202 2~1.1 304 8.3 
0014 4.8 ~02 18.4 ~04 -
102 700 204 36.7 306 10.1 
102 43.3 ~04 4.1 ~06 -
104 172 206 21.9 308 -
-104 79.4 ~06 3.1 ~(;8 -
The hal spectra gav~ an entirely independent set of ir.tensity 
values for the ool spectra. If these intensity values are compared 
with the previously determined values of ool from the(okl) planes 
(see page~~), it is clear th& if all the intensities of the hol 
spectra are multiplied by a factor 4, the two sets of inteusity 
values will then be approximately expressed on the same scale. When 
trying to establish agreement between F(hol) observed a:t1d calculated 
we can then compare the observed values of F(hol) directly with 
?(hol) calculated , as was done for the ao pruj...,otiu.u where spectra 
4 
of the type okl were used. '.i.'his multiplication of i.utt..:u;itius by a 
(factor) 
factor 4 was not done directly, the F factors were first calculated 
from the formula /F(hol)/ "'fl ~01), and then those F(hol) factors 
were multiplied by a factor 2. This will er.plain the presence ot 
the, factor 2 in a later table (page tOS) Vl!h1ch gives the observed 
and calculated values for F(okl). 
The Preliminary Summation Equations. 
Substituting h for k iz1 the equations derived earlier (page 7B ) 
we get 
A.(oz) = 2l \_c(ol) cos lz • S(ol) sin lz} + F(ooo) , 
A(hz) = 2~[[ C(hl)4- c(Iil)J cos lz - { S(hl)+ S(hl)} sin lz] + 2C(ho) 
B(hz) = 2~[ [ C(hl) • c(fil)j sin lz + ( S(hl) - S(hl)J cos lz] + 2S(ho) 
The ac projection had a centre of symmetry, and the origin of the 
co-ordinaten (x, o• z• ) was taken at this cen.tre of symmetry\when 
a probable .r>tructure was assumed. This centre of symmetry must then 
apply to each of the component waves \Vhich defil'iJ:l the structure in 
the two-dim(H1.sioneJ. Fourier aories given above. Either a peak or a 
trough of each of these component waves must coincide w·:i.th the origin 
which is now also a symmetry centre. The phase angle~ (hol), which 
measures the displacement of the peak of the wave from the origin·, 
is now limited to values rr or 9. and these two cases can be dealt 
with by making the signs of the coefficients, F(hol); either 
negative or positive. 
In the projection under consideration the~ all th s(bl)t~rma 
vanish; leaving us with simple preliminary sum~ation equations. 
If we substit.ute F(hl) £or C(hl) in these equations and divide 
throughout by a factor 4; to reduce the amplitudes of the waves~o 
(values) 
ve.lues within the ranges o£ the values printed on the Beevers 
strips • 99 to 99, we are left with the following summations to 
make 
.L 
t A(oz) = 2:. t F(ol) cos lz + t F(ooo) 
I 
L . 
2: l[F(hl)+F(Iil)} cos lz +t F(ho) 
I . . 
L 
2: -~ [ F(hl) - F(hl)j sin lz • 
I 
..!. 




A(oz) + 2:, A'(hz) cos hx - L: B(hz) sin hx. 
1 I 
Evaluating the Fourier Set;ies •• _ 
The preliminary summations were carried out as for the be 
projection. The cell edge corresponding to 1 was again divided . . . . - . ' 
into 60 equal parts, so that the values obtained from the strips 
gave the su.m111ation directly for the· interval z = 0. ' to .z = 0.26~ 
The ext.cnsion to cover the interval z -=-0.25 to .z ~o.50 can be 
done easily. if we .remember that cos l.z is symmetrical about 71j2 
and sin lz antisymmetrical about '0'2, for even values of 1 which 
are the only spectra .Present. in this case. It was not even 
.necessary to make this extension .as there were other centres of 
symmetry by means of which the extension could be accomplished. 
directly. The maximum h index in this summation was only 3, and 
'it was advisable tomake the interval or division along this cell 
edge -~ ~. Tbi~ 'ffft& don~ simply by considering a synthesis of 
four unit cells to be made, this short edge being considered as 
quadrupled. Hence all that was done to obtain an interval -f6:. in 
the .a direction, was to multiply the h indices of the F(hol) 
( facto•") · 
103./ 
104-. 
factors by 4, and then proceed ir; the usual way. The strips then 
gave the projection over the rall8e x = 0 to x -=-1.00 directly. 'I'he 
strips finally gave the projection over one c~uarter of the unit 
cell directly, and tht; area was extended by or:eration of t Lc 
symmetry centres in the projection. 
'l'he values of F(hol) as calculated from the formula ~' oc Jiirp 
are given in the following table. •: he i'ourth eolumn, F x 2, as 
explained before, will bring f(hol) and F(okl) on the same scale 
since it was found, t=.t,from consideratiuns of tho ool spectra,that 
I( okl) ·. 4 I(hol). The values of (F ><- 2) are then multiplied by 
a factor 4 and expressec' to the nearest whole awnber. This factor 4 
comes from the fact that in the be projection l',(ok.l) c~culated. • • 
4 F( okl) observed. 'J::hese vuues are those ar•pearing in the fifth 
column under / inal F'. VI hen carrying out the preliminary sununatio1~s 
Final F the,values user' were 2 • 
Index j:l 7 1'' (obs.) FX2 l"ir;al 
100 155.1 4.6 3.46 C.9:2 2b 
:200 - - - -
;sao J 2.4 
1.1 1.4E 2.96 12 
00<~ 178.6 9.85 2.82 5.64 23 
004 128.9 4.7 2.48 4. 9(; 
;_:() 
177. ·z 0(;() t,.J. t.i 5.03 1U.(Jc 40 --1!;"9 
008 1101.0 7.10 14.2(1 57 
2.0 
0010 J b.O 1.89 3. 'If. 15 
1.4 
.i:' 
Index 1-t F (obs.) Fx2 Final F 
0012 - - - -
0014 ji&. 1.0 2.19 4.38 18 
102 jWl 4.0 13.2 26.4 106 
102 !43.3 4..0 3.29 
6.58 26 
. 104 ;72.0 
3.1 7.45 14.90 60 
Io4 179.4 --a.1 5.05 10.10 40 
106 f!::!. 2.3 1.43 2.86 11 
Io6 161.5 5.17 10.34 41 2.3 . 
108 !20.8 1 .• 7 3.50 7.00 
28 
:roe !4.5 1.7 1.63 3.26 13 
1010. ps.4 1.3 
3.46 6.92 .28 
l010 - - - -
1012 ~~ 2.00 4.00 16 1.1 . 
I012 - - - -
202 !~ 1~85 3.96 7.92 32 
~02 !18.4 1.85 
3.16 6.3~ 25 
204 /36.7 1.6 
4.78 9.56 38 
204 ~~ 1.6 1.60 3.20 13 
206 121.9 1.4 3.96 
7.92 32 
~06 fb!:. 1.4 1.49 2.98 12 
(cont.) 
Index J-t F (obs.) F x. 2 Final F 
208 ft 3 1.66 3.32 13 1;2 
2o8 - - - -
2010 Ji.3.8 :OS 1.90 3.80 
15 
2010 - - - -
2012 - - - -
2012 1343 i;O 1.82 3.64 15 
302 Jhl 1.71 3.42 14 1.1 
So2 ~~ 1.17 2.34 9 1.1 
304 ;;._6.3 :OS 2.45 4.90 
20 
304 - - - -
306 ,0.1 3.17 6.34 25 1.0 
~6 - - - -
308 - - - -
~8 - - - -
To determine the signs of the coefficients a provisional 
structure was assumed, and the F factors calculated for such a 
distribution of Atoms. The signs of these calculated F's wore then 
used with the observed valuesof P(hol), and the series evaluated. 
As a first approximation it was assumed that the z co-ordinates 
were fairly accurately known from determinations o:r:.. tht> be projec-
tion. The be projection gave indications of a small tilt of the 
rob. 
( 'tvnzene rir.gs) 
benzene rings relative t.o the be plane, but as we were only dealing 
with the projected distances; it was impossible to determine from 
the be projection the direction of the tilt~relative to the crystal 
' 
axes. Similarly for any twist of the N02 groups the direction could 
not be determined,. As a first approximation it was assumed that all 
the C and N atoms .lay .in the ( 100 )plane, in other words the x 
co-ordinates for such atoms were zero. The N0
2 
group was assumed 
107, 
to be twisted thro\lgh an angle of 30 _degrees., and the x co-ordinates 
of the 0 atoms calculated for such a twist, taking the x co-ordinate 
of 08 (fig .12) as negative. With. these (x, z) cQ-ordinates the. 
values of F(hol). were calculated. The agreement between observed 
and calculated values of F(hol) WQ~ yer,y poor, if it could be 
called aereement at all. Using onl~ the stronger reflections the 
Fourier series was evaluated, and as was to_be expected the pro• 
jection so obtained showed no resolution of the atoms. 
Considering the ac projection so obtainea in conjunction with 
the already determined be projection (fig 12), it could, to a 
certain extent, be interpreted. It uas evident from these tv10 
projections that for one half of the molecule, that marked with 
the letters c1" c2; c3. c4. etc •• at one corner of the be projec-
tion (fig. 12) ., the bulk of the scattering material, indicated by 
the contour lines on the ac projection, was distributed along the 
positive c d~rection towards the negative side ofthe a direction. 
This will be clear if we refer to fig. 14 which represents the key 
diagram for the final ac projection shown in f'ig, 13. Even though 
no estimate of the values of the x parameters could be obtaine.d from 
(the ac) 
the ac p:rojectio;n1 j.t was evident that, probably most of the atoms 
.for the half. of the molecule itnder consideration had negative x co ... 
\ ' ., . ' 
ordinates. T~is new information. led to some interesting linea of 
reasoninge 
• . •• ~ l .• 
For a few of the more prominent .reflections an estimate was· 
.mad~. of the. vall,les of ·the F factors, assuming all the atoms in the 
- I 
:unit cell to scatter in phase in producing them. This was done by . . . '. ' . 
:.s~mPlY, ·.S.~mmi:ng ·the· atomic scattering fact-ors· (fo) ~ appropriate to-.·-
the, angles Q~ s .. catte:ring, for .all the atoms in the unit cell.· Of 
particular ~nt_erest was· the .102 ;spectrum which had by far the 
.greatest F of. all the hol and okl spectra measured, and lt w8:s .· 
~ . . .. . 
subs.equently £61-lnd that thi.s gave .the clue to· the ac projection;. 
Going back for a moment 1 to the bc·projection1 it was previously 
found that for th~ strong ooa,. 0411 and 043 reflections the atoms 
!O'i. 
lay nearly il:l sheets. on the corr~sponding crystal. planes. On this 
scale ~f 1nte~si ty measurem~nt, .·the (008), · ( 0411) and · (043) pl~~s 
were ca1culated to:scatter approximately 53• 57; and 51% respectively 
of the pos~ib~e maximum in.thes.e directions. Sere again the great 
adv~tages of :making absolut_e deter.minations ·cannot be overlo~ked. 
Such absolute intensity measurements will give a true value of the 
~· < 'i - . 
percentage,. o.f the possible maximum sc.att:ered." so 'that a much more 
direct .and sti:ng~nt comparison can be c-arried ·out.· We ·11:1ey find, far 
' ' 
instance, that a particular reflection l.s so strong that its valuer 
of F.(oltJ.) is v.ery nearly the ·maximum which could ·be given 'if all the 
at9ms were scattering. in phase .• This .shows at once that the atoms 
are so arranged that· 'they lie in sheets on the (okl) crystal. planes. 
(the percentage) 
toq. 
The percentage measurements made in the case under examination 
expressed the percentages ·on a. relative scale, and too much impor-
tance could not be attached to the actual numerical values of these 
scattoredpercentages. Absolute comparison could not be made.between 
. . ' ' ' ~. ' ' ' 
.P(okl) observed and calculated and the exact relationship between 
' . , . ' '. 
measured and observed intensities was unknown.·The. be projection 
gave ind~cations of this relationship, since. ,there was fair agree-
ment between F(okl} obseried and calculat~d if the observed okl 
•{,,, 
intensiti.es were multiplied by a factor 4. There is reason to 
,, ' ' 
believe then that the determi~ed intensities multiplied by a factor 
4 must approach the absolute bitensities, and guided by t.h.!s 
' ' • 0 : I • ' -~· ' ' ' ' ' • • ' • ' ' t 
relationship we can make the necessary comparison between the 
percentage scatte.red' of the po.ssible maximum for the ~arious planes,, 
without attaching too m~ch. i~ortance to the. actual numerical values . 
of the· scattered percentages.· If for example a certain okl reflec-
tion is found to scatt~r 5'1 fo of the 'possible maximum, and the 
atoms are found to be nearly arranged in ·sheets. on.these (okl) 
. ' . •. . . ·· .. 
. crystal planes, then if any (hol) reflection scatters, sey 60 %, 
.. L I 
of the possible maximum, we can infer that the atoms must again 
' ' 
be s.rr~ed to lie. nearly on these (hol) ·c:rystal planes. 
Calculations g.iving the percentage ,of the possible maximum 
.scattered by certain (hol) ·planes were made~ The. 102 reflection 
,. ' 
was of particular interest, and it was found to scatter 66 % on 
. .~ ,' . . . : ·, 
this scale of measuring intensitie.s. lf we compare this value 
with the values 53, 57, aild 51% given by. th~08, 0411 and 043 
'I. ' ' . • ' 
reflections respectively, it is reasonable to assume that in this 
ac projection the atoms are roughly distributed in sheets on the 
(102) 
,ro. 
(102) oryst~ planes. On the other hand the 100, 200t 300 
. . ' \... ' ' ' 
reflections only gave 16, o, 15 fa respectively of the possible 
maximum along these directions. Considering these facts it was 
at once obvious that the C and N atoms could not. possibl.Y all 
· lie in the (100) plane., which was the arrangement assumed fo;. 
the .first approximation. Even if thEre were complete interference 
between the waves scattered by the 0 atoms and those scattered by 
the C and N .atoms in the ~oo direction, t'ite F(hoo) ·values calcula-
ted fo~·such an:asswned .structure (i.e.;C ·and N atoms all in the 
' 
. (100) ~1~~ ) were 'very ~\u~h higher 'than the. co~responding observed 
'· ' .. ' ' . ·.. : . 
values. The·strong re:flf3ctions given by the planes (102) and (104), 
66 and. 44 % re~pectively, and the fact th~t .F(200) was absent., 
. . 
suggested a.heaty concentration of electrons between the (102) 
and (104) plane~ •. · in such a way that there was also a maximum 
. . ' - . -. . 
distribution: 'at .intervals o:f(t a) to account for F(200) absent. 
To test this line ·o£ reasonirJ8 a. second projection was made, 
the (x, o, z) ~a-ordinates being deter~ined. as follows. Qn a large 
P• ' ! ' 
sheet of graph paper the z.co•ordinates, as .determined from the 
. . 
be projection, of one molecule .and· its equivalent g'j.v.en by the 
. ' 
glide plane condition vtere plotted. The a and c axes were drawn 
' . 
to scale·, ~d :traces of the (102), (104) and (200) lattice planes 
. . . 
drawn on this plane diagram. It was at once apparent from this 
' ' .. 
diagram that if all the atoms plotted along the ~ direction with 
their proper z co-ordinates a.S d.etermined·from the be projection, 
. '· . '' . 
- . \ ,, \ 
were displaced along the a direction until they all came ":on:. : a . . . 
p.lane b~tween the (104) ·and (10.2) planes, but closer to the (102). 





at intervals of roughly t a. With all .the atoms lying in this plane 
their x co-ordinates were calculated .. graphically. It must be pointed 
out that ~uch an atomic distribution at once destroyed the hitherto 
assum.ed symmetry of. the molecule, and that ·the projection obtained: 
by usi.:ng these par.ameters vr1ll not be a true representation o£ the 
projection of the actual stiucture on this ac plane. The main aim 
in making this projectim was to test the validity of the· structure 
derived from .such considerations as previously gi\ren.· In other words 
does such an atomic.e.rrangement give better agreement between F(hol) 
,,, . 
observed and calculated,, in so .far as spectra calculated to be strong 
were really .observed to be strong. If this turned out to be the case 
theh the a:tomic distrib\J,t'ion must be ne?r the truth, and by making 
'redeterminations on the resulting projection ·a better. set of 
. ' 
parameters orui be. obtained. In a proje·ction of this :nature the signs 
of the Fourier coefficients .can only be positive or negative. If· 
then this· assumed structure is near the' truth, the signs fo.r the 
larger coefficie.nts will. be correct, and as we are using these 
signs with the observed F(hol} values· the projection. that follows, 
i:f' we use only these. larger coefficients,: will t'end to square things 
up automatically and give resul:ts nearer the truth. 
With such a:n atomic distribution as given above the F(hol) 
values were calciulated. The agreement between F(hol) observed and 
calculated was vel'y much bett~r th8l'l for -the fir.st approximation 
where all the Cand N atoms were assumed t~have zero x co-ordinates • 
. A. large number of the coefficients changed .sign, and the series was 
. evalue.ted for the se'cond time using these corrected signs. In the 
projection so .obtained· ·there was no rE~solution of any one atom, 
(but when) 
but when taken together with the be projection it col,l.ld be clearly 
interpreted and there were no inconsistencies. With the atoms as 
numbered in the key diagram,fig. 12., and considering only one half 
of a molecule at the corner of this projection; atoms 1 1 5, and6 
were overlapping near the origin, then followed a region. of 
comparatively low electron density, followed by an oval-shaped 
heavy distribution due to atoms 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9 all overlapping 
in the ac projection. Again there was a region of comparatively 
low electron density follo.wed by a third maxima which was inter-
preted as two oxygen atoms 08 and n8 from neighbouring moleciies 
coming exactly behind one another. The contour diagram gave no 
indicatio·ns of a pos.sible position for any one atom, but it was 
clear that, for this half,of the molecule, the scattering material 
was off the (100) plane in the x direction .. Further investigation 
showed that, taking the assumed symmetry of the molecule itself 
into account, such a distribution of atoms could not be accounted 
for by a tilt of the benzene rings so long as we assume th.e long 
axis of the molecule to lie in the ( 100) plane. The contour . 
diagram suggested a. small cant on the molecule as a whole in the 
i direction~ In other words the long axis of the molecule was 
inclined to the (:tOO) plane at a small angle. F'rom the be projec-
tion there was no evidence o.f such a cant of the molecule, which, 
11.2. 
if appreciable, should have been indicated as a shortening of the long 
axis on the be projection. For the ac and be projections to be 
consistent we must infer then that such a cant o.annot be very big. 
V/ith this information, and making our measurements from the 
o8 and o8 maximum on the ac projection, a probable position was 
(found) 
found for·e.tom N7 in the oval-shaped distributiom. This was done 
by using. the previously assumed .di.sta.nce 0 - N, taking the z co ... 
ordinate of n7 'as cJ,eter~ined .from the be pJ."oje·ction. Assuming the . 
molecule to have a centre ·Of symmetry ~~ .. that the benzene rings 
were co ... planGl', a plal}e model. of the molecule ,as cpnstructed to 
the 'same·. scale as u~ed i~ the ac and be, projections• the dimensions 
' . '• ' ' 
of the benzene rings·being those assumed in the preliminary structure. 
' ' ·.' ' 
This plan~ model vias ;placed ~n a position to coincide with a corner 
molec.ule of the, be projection (fig• 12) •. The model was then given 
v.ar.ious ·degrees of t~lt and cant until the x co•ordinates, calculated 
.from\the v~fous degrees of .til t\and cant .of .the plane model, when 
plotted on the ac. projection c~e at po.sitions likely to give an 
electron densi~y distribut~oh similar to that indica~ed by the contour 
lines on the a:c pr,ojac~ion~ The positions of the atoms were plotted 
for these cal_oul~ted x values using as z . c'o-ordinates the values 
determined 'f~om tl:t~ be projection. The atomtc Q.istribution obtained 
in this way _'suggested on1y .a' small angle between the long axis of 
the molecule and, the be plane, .ar•d it seemed as if the ac amd be 
projections wereconsistent as far as this.angle of cant was 
concerned.• : 
The (x, o, z) co-ordinates determined in this wa:y conformed to 
the assumed sylllln~try Qf the molecule keeping the benzene rings in 
the same plane' and mtght be expected to give an electron d'istribu- . 
tion .approximating to that indicated by the _c.ontour lines on. the 
second ac projection.' T_hese nevt pfl,l'ameter values. v1ere used to cal-
culate 'the signs of the Fo·urier ·COefficients, and the series was 
(evaluated) 
evaluated :for tie third time using all the observed reflections. 
A few coefficients changed sign and the agreement between F{hol) 
observed and calculated, although still far from satisfactory, 
Vias much tetter than ih the previous a.c projectiof!-• The plane 
model of the molecule was again used in a similar way with this 
third ~c contour diagram e.nd new estimations .of the x parameters 
~ 
were made. The x co-ordinates changed only slightly. The Fourier 
series was evaluated for the fourth ti~e., using these redetermined. 
parameters. Only a few of the weaker coefficients now changed. sign,, 
and the projection that followed was hardly any different from the 
previous one. 
""'· 
To obtain better agreement between.F(okl) observed and calcu-
lated, a fifth and final projection was made. Accurate determinations 
of the x parameters were made by c-onsidering the fourth projection 
and the plane model together as previously described. The parameters 
so determined changed very slightly, and when the F(hol) values 
were calculated- from these final parameters, only F(~08) changed 
sign, going from a small positive to a small negative value, but 
as F(208) observed was zero this made no difference i~ summing the 
series, so~hat the J~roj ections obtained for the fourth and fifth 
attempts were exactly the same. This final p:ojection showed that 
no resolution of any one atom could ever be obtained. Since the 
e.xact positions of the atoms would never show as maxima on this 
projection nothing more could be.done about it. We can go on 
guessing the parameters until final agreement is established 
between the values of F(hkl) observed and calculated, but the 
molecule has so many degrees of freedom and there are so many 
(possibilities) 
possibilities 'that ·this becomes an improfitable task, especially 
' 
when the exact relationship between calculated and e.xperimentally 
determined intensities is not accurately known. The be projection 
gave an approximate relation between F(okl) observed and calculated, 
in so far as there was general agreement when the observed values 
of F(okl) lllllltiplied by a factor 4 were compared ·with the calculated 
structure factors. This approximate relatim ship was a great help 
in makingthe ac projection. There was now something substantial 
to work ·o.n, ·and we could change our assumed structure until the 
:numerical values .of :F(hol) calculated ailproached the values 4 x F(hol) 
observed. 
When·the be ·projection was started the relation between f,(okl) 
observed and calculated. was not known, and the great difficulty was 
to establish an approximate relationship • This had to be done by 
~.taring the asstimed structure until there was the same general 
rising and falling of£ of inte11sities for the various (okl) planes 
in both the calculated and experimentally determined inteiusi ty 
values. This question of the exact relationship between calculated 
and observed intensities represents the f'undatuental difficulty in 
this work, and the advantages of ruaking absolute intensity deter-
minations, wher£J the exact relation between observed and calculated 
intensity values is known, cannot be stressed sufficiently. 
We can.' sum up and Say that the .final X parameters depend on 
agreeme11t between the observed and calculated intensities of the 
' . 
hol spectra, and a.re 11ot fixed by the ac projection. This serves 
rather as a guide to tl1e tilt .of the benzene ring e.nd nitro groups. 
(the assumption) 
I ffp • 
The ass~ption is made throughout the work on the ac pm jection 
that all the carbon atoms in the molecule lie in the same plane, 
and the best agreement between observed and calculated intensities 
consistent with this assumption is sought. The position of the 
nitrogen and oxygon atoms influence the hol i~tensities considerably. 
The degrees of freedom are the two anglos fixing the plane of the 
benzene rings, and the x co-ordinates of oxygen and nitrogen, and 
the number is thus still considerable • The varioUS degrees of tilt 
of the molecule necessary to give final agreement between F(hol) 
observed and calculated will be discussed under the section dealing 
with the. description of the molecule. 
The contour linea on the final ac lirojaotion were drawn at 
intervals 100, 150, 200, ru1d .250, the 275 contour being the dot ted 
line. Ai. in the case of the be projection the final summations 
made gave the va~ues tj(xz), and to express thes3 contour lines 
in eleotro:ns per A2 we must multiply .the values of J(xz) on this 
projection by ~. and divide by the area of the ac face. The outer 
400 -contour li~e will then. represent 3•77 >< 15•39 - 6.90 electrons 
2 . 2 
per A , with the contours at intervals of 3.45 electrons per A • 
The dotted line in this case is the 18.98 electron contour. The 
contour diagram drawn from the final values of j'(xz) for the 
projection on the ac face, viewed parallel to b, is shown in fig.13. 
This contour diagTam may be interpreted with the help of the key 
diagram, fig.14, which shows the structure projf.lcted on the ac fe.ae. 
The final parameters based on>but not fixed by,this ac pro-
jection are given below in table B. Then follows a table showing 
the agreement found between F(hol) observed and calculated. The 
(values) 
' 
values of F(hol) observed in this latter table aro given as they 
were determined experimentally, the F(hol) calculated values being 
divided by a factor 4 to make the comparison direct. 
TABLE B. 
Atom x in A z in A 
C1 ... 0.10 0.39 
C2 - 0.66 1.73 
C3 - 0.82 2.45 
C4 - 0 •. 40 1.78 
C5 0.17 0.47 
C6 o.34 - 0.28 
N7 - 1.16 2.55 
08 ... 1.63 3.60 
09 - 0.75 2.05 
Index sine F (obs.) F (calc.) ~ 
100 .133 6.9 11.9 
200 .265 - -1.2 
300 .398 3.0 -2.8 
002 .065. 5.6 2.5 
004 .130 4.9 -3.5 
006 .195 10.1 8.4 
008 .260 14.2 12.2 
0010 .325 3.8 -4.3 
0012 .390 - 0.4 
0014 .455 4.4 -4.0 
(con t.) 
Iff?. 
Index ·sine F (obs.) F (calc.) )\ 
102 .148 26.4 36.1 
l02 .148 6.6 -3.7 
104 .186 14.9 -8.5 
Io4 .186 10.1 3.4 
106 .236 2 .. 8 ... o.4 
Ice • 236 10.3 13.3 . 
108 .292 7 .o. 8.3 
-108 .292 3.3 -1.4 
1010 .351 6.9 7.9 
l010 .351 - -0.2 
1012 .412 4.0 -6.5 
l012 .412 - -3.1 
202 .273 7.9 9.5 
202 .273 6.3 -1.2 
204 .295 9 .. 6 16.1 
204 .295 3.2 9.0 
206 .329 7.9 -9.9 
206 .329 3,0 1.7 ' 
208 .372 3.3 2.3 
208 .372 - •0.5 
2010 .420 3.8 o .. s 
2010 .420 - -1.4 
2012 .472 - 2.5 
2012 .472 3.6 -5.7 
302 .403 3 .. 4 0 .. 7 
302 .403 2.3 4.0 
cont.) 
Index sine r (ols.) F (calc,) >. 
304 .419 4..9 7.4 
~04 .419 - 2.8 
306 .443 6.3 5.8 
~06 .443 - -0.1 
308 .475 - -0.8 
~08 .475 - 0.1 
Considerations from the ac and be iroj~ctio:ns. 
Considering th~ results obtained from t£ese two projections it 
is evident tha~ very little extra information can be gained by 
projecting parallel to c or on the at plun~. lf we view the tc pro-
jection along c, it is clear that in a projecti.Jn on the ab face 
there \7111 be considerable overlapping of the atoms. The area of 
this face is only (3.77X9.56) A?. ao compared to (3.77X15.39) A2 
for the ac face, so that we can e~pect even less resolution than 
in the ac projection. Not a single atom will st~d clear in this pro-
jectio:n, and, as in tht; case of the ac projection, th6re will be no 
way of determining the parameters directly from the coLtour diagr&m. 
Furthermore a projection of the strtic:ture on the ab face cannot 
have symmetry centres, and this will complicate matter& a gz·~d.t 
deal and further limit the degree of accuracy thut can be obtained. 
Also the only available radiation was from an Fe tube. Such radiation 
was found :r.ot to be V£;ry sui table ±'or this kind of work as th€ 
coefficients in the l'ourier series werG terminated by exp~rimental 




rea.sons .. it is evident that this was all that could be done to deter-
mine the structure of the crystal. 
No corrections for absorption-effects were made in the intensity 
determinations. With the tiny crystals used such e.ffects were calculated 
to be very small, and the degree of accuracy to which the intensities 
were measured did not justify making small corrections for absorption. 
The temper.ature factor does not enter the expressions used for 
determining the observed intensities. In making these projections we 
are chliefly concerned with the ·experimentally determined electron 
distributions which already include the thermal displacements. In the 
,;,\1_ 
ac projection the phase angles ar.e either 0 or rr and the zr&ignitude 
of the Fourier series coefficients are experimentally determined, 
e. 
hence for this projection no correction for the temprature factor 
1\ 
is necessai'y. In the be projection the magnitude of the Fourier 
coefficients are still determined by experiment, but the phase angles 
are calculated from an assumed structure and should accordingly be 
corrected for the thermal movements of the electrons. In a crystal 
of this nature the thermal movements will be mainly inter-molecular, 
the atoms in each molecule ere held by firm bonds so that intra -
molecular movements will be small. All our calculated structure 
factors came from parameter.s assumed for a single molecule so that 
the errore due to temperature effects are probably not greater than 
the possible errors in the intensity determinations. 
(~I; 
' ' ' 
D:escripti·on .of, tlle Molecule •. · 
Corresponding· atoms in the unit .cell are. marked in the same w~y ., 
in all key: diagrams .(fig.s 12 and 14) The carbon atoms linked ~to the 
nitro grou,ps a:re d~noted by C4. and C4· , the .CH units. by C2, c2; C3, · 
C'3; cs,·c5; cs, ce; the carbon to .carbon link.between the two benzene 
rings by C1, c1, the nitrogen at·oms by N7, N'7 and the OJcygen atoms! by 
08, 08; 09; 09. We assume each .molecule to have a symmetry centre 
midway between the two benzene ·'ri·ngs, · which are supposed to be ·oo-
planaP. ·The bar .in the ·above mentioned atoms·. denotes inversion across 
th~ · syniinetey .cent!re of the molecule·. Table C to. follow gives t·he values 
o£ the ·paraYneter_s as finally· determined from the ac and be projections 
ih the way already. ·described. The· be projectfon showed very clear 
maxima· and · th:e ·values of · y and· z in table C come· fr.om dete:tmil'lations 
' on this proje·ctio~, the· x paraineters being based on the ac projection 
which gave 'no check on the z. parameters. All the parameters in table ··c 
are expressed. 'in A units, tM.ill$ the corner of the unit cell marked 0 
in the key diagrams, fig•. 12' 14, as origin. 
TABLE·C. 
Atom X A y A z A 
C1 -0.10 0~34 0.38 
C2 -0.66 0.57 ·1.73 
C3 -0.82 1.75 2~46. 
" 
C4 •0.40 . 2.90 1.79 
C5 0.17 2.92 0.47 
cs· 0.34 1.68 -0.28 
N7 ·-1.16 4.18 2.54 
(cont.) 
Atom X A y A z A 
08 -1.63 4.15 3.80 
09 -0.75 4.93 2.05 
c1 0.10 -0.82 -0.40 
c2 0.66 -0.87 -1.68 
c3 0.82 -2.05 -2.43 
c4 0.40 -3.22 -1.71 
cs -0.17 -3.18 -0.44 
c6 -0.34 -1.91 0.35 
N7 1.16 -4.33 -2.50 
~8 1.63 -4.53 -3.65 
69 0.75 -5.42 -2.01 
The dimensions of the molecule as calculated from these parameters 
are as follows: 
C1 - C2 = 1.48 A, 
C2 - C3 -= 1.39 A, 
C3 - C4 = 1.40 A, 
C4 - C5 ~ 1.44 A, 
C5 - C6 = 1.47 A, 
C6 - C1 = 1.56 A, 
C1 - C1 ~ 1.42 A, 
C4 - N7 = 1.67 A, 
N7 - 08 ~ 1.16 A, 
N7 - 09 = 1.00 A, 
08 - 09 =- 1.95 A, 
C1 - C2 ~ 1.40 A. 
C2 - C3 = 1.41 A 
C3 - C4 = 1.44 A. 
C4 - C5 ~ 1.39 A. 
~5 - C6 : 1.50 A. 
C6 - C1 = 1.39 A. 
C4 - N7 = 1.56 A. 
N7 - cra = 1.2s A. 
N7 - U9 = 2.27 A. 
68 - cr9 =- 2.08 A. 
The molecule almost certainly has a centre of symmetry which 
implies that corresl?onding links as given. above should be equal. 
Considering the be projection (fig. i2) and following the dotted 
' . . . 
lin.es on it ; it appears as if atoms C1, C4, c·g· are displaced on 
the projection. These dotted lines are parallel lines drawn where 
possible through t~e centres of all.the carbon atoms represented 
ln this diagram by. ·~ircles. It is evident from the projection that 
the clisplacements· mentioned are .not symmetrical about the symmetry 
centre .of' the molecule, 'suggesting that such d~splacements of the 
atoms are not real e:ff'ect·s. It must be pointed'' out at this stage 
that f'.or both these· projections; an.d particularly ·for the be pro-
jection, there were· regions of: comp.aratively high negative density. 
Such regions of negative d.ensi.t.y have no physici:U meaning and show 
that a certain amount of false detail can be expeeted from the pro-
jections, and it w.ill be hard to sey whether ·a small displacement 
of any one atom in the projection is a real effect or simply an 
effect due to e~perime:ntal errors., or to the existence of false 
detail'round such reg.ions of the projection. It is significant to 
note that the c ... c links involving atoms c,; cl+ and ~" are. con-
siderably higher thah the values.of the C ... C links giyen by the 
\mdistorted atoms wliieh have ·values ranging fr.om 1.39 to 1.44 A. 
R.W.James, G.King. and· H.Horrocks (8) f.ound the benzene ring in 
para-dinitrobenzene .. to be slightly distorted, but it seems probable 
that the distortions of the benzene ring found in this work were 
not real effects as they lay near the limits ·Of experimental errors, 
lf we 6.iscard the values given by Ct .t Cii-, and l;'c, for the c - c links 
and t·ake a mean value of the rest of the C • C links which all lie 
(between) 
between 1.39 and 1.44 A, we get a value C - C ::::. 1.41 A. This value 
agrees well with·thevalue 1.42.A found by Dhar (12) for dipheJ'!Yl, 
and with values obtained by other worke.rs on aromat.ic compounds., in 
' . ' 
which the benzene ring alweys approaches a.regular hexagon of side 
1.40 A. In this work certain carbon atoms appeared to be displaced 
from their. positions in a regular hexagon. It has been pointed out 
that such displacements are almost certainly due to experimental 
errors and for further calculations we shall regard the benzene ring 
as a .regular hexagon of side 1·.41 A. 
The C .;.. C link between rings comes to 1.4! A as compared to 
Dhars (12) · v.alue of 1.48 A in diphecyl. Atom C:, appears to be dis- 1 
placed in the be projection, the distortion being in .such a direction 
as to shorten this c,, • Cr link, but we shall use this value of 1.42 A 
for our further calculations• 'The mean Clf- • N7 link comes to 1.61 A,. 
' . 
and is considerably greater than the value ·1.53 A found by R.W.Ja.mes·, 
G.King and B.Horro.cks· (8) forpara.;;dinitrobenzene. In the be projec-
tion, fig. 11,· Fh is clearly res~lved whereas N7 is not so clearly 
defined, and it will probably be better if we. take the value 1.56 A 
giyen by the distance fJ11- • N7 as our mean link. The distances N ·- 0 
are very different, probably again because N7. and 09 ars not clearly 
· resolved, and all we ·can do is. t6 take the mean values N7 - 0~: 1.21 A 
. . 
and N7- Oq·~ 1.14 A. This gives an effect similar to that found by 
. . 
James,.King.and HorrocRs in the.e.bove reference where such a shorten-
ing, amounting to the same order, was observed f.ar the distances 
~ ... o. For our final determinations we sh8J.l .consider the benzene 
rings to be regular hexagons with. the d.imensions of the molecule as 
follows 
C - C aromatic :: 1.41 ·A~ 
C C ~etween rings =.1.42 A. 
C ... N :=. 1;.56 A •. 
u7 - o g :. 1. 21 A •. 
N7 ... Oct ~ 1.14 A. 
08 • 0<1 :: 2.00 A 
The key diagram for the be proj:ection (fig. 12) indicates clearly 
the shift of the molecule from the origin o, tli'e symmetry centre of a 
molecule at the corner of this projection having co-ordi11ates 
(0, ... o.1a,o) with respect too. This shift of 0.16 A corresponds to 
a:n angular cq-ordinate of a degrees, which agrees well with the value 
7 degrees est.imat.cd in the provi.sional structure. Measurements on the 
be proj action show that the mole cues pack in such a way that the pro-
j actions of the long axes' c.~~- - c~, on the be plane m.ake angles of 
30. degrees with the b. axis. This again agrees well with the value 
30 degrees assumed in the provisional structure.· 
1 ··-
·The Tilt of . the P.lane .of th~ Benzene Rings. 
. I 
We consider o.ne of the two molecules in the unit cell, that whose 
centre of symmetry lies near the point o, fig. 12, chosen as origin of 
co-ordinates.· For considering the ·orientation of this particula-r 
molecule .it is convenient to. choose new co-ordinate axes fixed rela-. 
tive to the plane of the benzene rings:;· and to consid.er how these 
axes must be orientated with respect to the original a, b, c axes. 
We take the .new origin at I,· f.ig~ 15, the centre of symmetry of the 
molecule,· whose co,;:;ordinates relative to the a, b,c•"axes· are 
(0, -0.16, 0). l~et us call the netl' a:r.es, which ru.-e rectartgula.r, f , 
t • 2 • The e.xis f is ·nor.mal to tho plane of' the benzene r.illgs and. 
(i:n the) 
in the positive direction of the a axis. The axis t is the direction 
IC.Ift along. the long axis of the molecule, and the axis 2 is at right 
angles to IC.Lr and in the plane of the rings. Using the be projection 
{see .fig.s 12, 15) we may assume as a first approximation that the 
! axis lies p~allel to the a axis, ar1d the 2 and ·~ axes lie in 
the be plane, the ~ axis being rotated away from the b axis through 
an angle of 30 degrees towards the positive direction of the c axis. 
When it came to determining the ac projection it was found that 
this simple assumption could not account for the observed hol inten-
sities, the molecule had to be given various degrees of tilt and cant. 
to establish agreement between F(hol) observed and calculated. The 
angles ·Of tilt and cant, determined by trial in a manner already 
described in the ac projection, were found to be 24 and 7 degrees • 
. 
These angles of tilt on the benzene rings can best be described in 
the following way • ~irst .suppose the plane of the benzene rings to 
be rotated about the 2 axis, IC~, through an angle of 24 degrees 
in such a direction as to deprees the positive direction of the ~ 
axis below the be plane. Those po~ions of the benzene rings that 
are so depressed are shaded in fig. 151 the unshaded pontions lie 
above the be plane after this tilt. Secondly, suppose tho ~ axis, 
IC41 to be tilted about an axis through I lying in the be plane and 
perpendicular to the 2 axis through an angle of 7 degrees, in such 
a direction that the point c~. in the positive direction o£2 , is 
displaced below the be plane in the negative direction o£/a. The pro-
jection of IC~on the be plane is not altered by either of these 
tilts. The projection of lines such as c~c~, or C~C~ which are per-
pendicular to the ~ axis will be affected. The angle C~C3 should 
(be about) 
be about 93 degrees in th~ be projection if tho benzene ring is a 
regular hexagon. Those ~oFtions of. t~e molecule that are depressed 
relative to the plane of this figur~by the second tilt are shown 
''-1. 
with dotted outlines in fig. 15. In this figure throughout. the dotted 
outlines refer to depression produced by the tilt of the lone axis 
of the molecule relative to the plane be, and the shading to depression 
produced by the 24 degree tilt of the molecule ~bout the long axis. 
Since the molecule has a symmetry centre the unshaded portions and 
undottod outlines represent corresponding elevations. The depression 
and elevation of the second molecule in the unit cell are at once 
obtained by considering the action of the glide planes (010) at 
, intervals tb and !b and are also shown in fig. 15-;. The angle of tilt 
of the benzene ring planes about the long axis of the molecule can 
be determined independently from the be projection. It has already 
been pointed out that in this projection certain carbon atoms 
appeared to be displaced from their positions in a regular hexagon, 
such displacements being probably due to experimental errors. It is 
evident then that determinations of the angle of tilt from this pro-
jection cannot be accurate, and can only serve as an approximate 
check on previous results. The angle of tilt determined from the be 
( ~ol,e r:31) 
projection using the co-ordinates as given in table C~came to 21 degrees; 
which is consistent with the value 24 degrees previously described. 
In the be projection, fig. 12, the nitrogen atoms lie very 
nearly in the same line as the long axis C4c~. This will be evident 
if we study the dotted lines on this diagram. The nitrogen atoms 
therefore lie in a plane through c~c~ that is perpendicular to the 
be plane. Calculations from the x, y, z parameters for C~ and N7 show 
(that the) 
that the link C~ - N7 makes an angle of about 22 degrees with the 
t axis, or c~f~, tha deviation baing in the negative direction of 
the a axis. The line joining the two oxygen atoms Og and Oq is nearly 
parallel to the plane of the benzene rings but lies at a distance of 
about 0.44A below it in the negative direction of a. 
To describe the actual configuration of the molecule it is con-
venient -to express the atomic co-ordinates in terms of the axes t , 
2. , ? j i beinf perpendicular to the plane of the benzene rings and 
through the centre of syemetry I. 2 along the direction of the long 
axis IC~ and~ at right angles to this. If x'y'z' are axes parallel 
to xyz, or the ~~ ~. £ translations of the unit cell, but having tm 
point I (x= 0, y =-0.16, z:. 0) as origin, so that x'::. x, y'::. y+0.18, 
z'= z. 
The equations giving the transformation of the co-ordinates are 
t = x'cos(tx) + y'cos(1 y) + z'cos( tz) 
l = x•eos( l x) + y'cos{'2,y) + z•cos(yZ z) 
2 = x'cos(~x) + y'cos{~y) + z'cos(\]z) 
With the values of the angles of tilt and cant of the benzene ring 
planes previously given, tho numerical values of the coefficients 
are as shown in equations (A). 
! :: +0.9067 x• - 0.1094 y' + 0-4079 •• J 
'2 :::: -0.1219 x' + 0.8597 y' + 0.4963 z' ---- (A). 
~ ;:: -0.4037 x' - 0.4987 y' + 0.7670 z' 
Using the parameters given in table C (page 1~1 ) these equations give 
the following values, shown in table D, for the atomic co-ordinates 
with respect to the E , 2 , 2 axes. The '2 and ~values for the carbon 
atoms in the molecule are not shown in table D. It has been pointed 
(out at) 
out at an earlier stage that, within the errore of experiment, the 
benzene ring in the molecule approaches a regular hexagon of side 
1.41 A. Por our calculations we assumed the benzene ring planes to 
lie in the ~t2 plane, an assumption on which the agreement between 
F(hol) observed and calculated was based. On this assumption we should 
expect the i values for the oarbon atoms as give:n in table D to be zero. 
These !, valuos w~;re calculated from the atomic co-ordinates given 
in table C which again were derived from the ac and be projections. 
The deviation from zero for the {_ values of the carbon atoms in 
table D are small, auch deviations lying within the limits of experi-
mental errors. 
TABLL D. 













li 7 -0.491 5.1:34 0 .t:fi2 
N7 0.488 -4.007 -0.:301 
{cont.) 
130. 
Atom E in A units '2 in A units 2 in A units 
Os -0.481 5.691 1.271 
l'Ja 0.467 -5.768 -1.279 
0~ -0.401 5.484 -u.663 
Ciq 0.436 -5.612 0.778 
We have assumed the molecule to have a centre of symmetry, an 
assumption which was found to be consistent with the results obtained 
throughout the course of this research. On this assumption we should 
expect corresponding atoms, say Og and l'J8 , to have the same numerical 
t ,~, ~ co-ordinatea. The discrepancies found in tableD are proba~y 
mainly due to experimental errors, in particular the determinations 
of intensities. The displacements of certain atoms in the projections 
have already be~n pointed out. It seems reasonable to assume that 
the best values for the parameters in table D will be those giving 
the numerical mean between the values of corresponding atoms. 
Assuming the benzene rings to be regular hexagons of side 1.41 A, 
with their planes lying accurately in the '2 2 plane, that is to sa:y 
E, for all such atoms is zero, and using the mean E , C, 2, co-ordina-
tes for the corresponding nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the molecule, 
the results are plotted in plan (projected on the 22 plane), and in 
elevation (proj!!tc1o.,d on the tc plane) in fi~.s 16(a) and 16(b) 
respectively. 
The angles of tilt of the benzene rings, the E , "2, 2 co-ordinates, 
' together with the links previously given fix all the atoms in this 
molecule as a unit of the structure. 
131. 
PACKING OF !HE MOLECULES IN THE STRUCTURE. 
We must finally consider how a number of molecules such as the 
one we have described pack together to form the crystal structure. 
This we shall do in two stages. Firstly we shall consider the linkages 
between adjacent molecules lyi~ in the same be plane, and secondly 
the linkages between molecules in adjacent be planes. For brevity we 
shall refer to .linkages of the first type mentioned as p linkages and 
to linmages of the second type as Q linkages. 
ne must now refer to fig. 17 to study the linkages between 
adjacent molecules lying in the same be plane. The diagram represents 
the structure projected on the be plane viewed parallel to a. The 
projection of the unit cell is shown in the diagram, indicating the 
directions of the b and c axes. We shall refer to molecules at the 
corners of the unit cells as A molecules. The other molecules, derived 
from the A molecules by the action of the glide planes, we shall call 
B molecules. Two suchmolecules are marked A and Din this diagram. 
The closest distance of approach between neighbouring oxygen atoms is 
of the order 4.4 to 4.6 A; These links ere those given by the atoms 
Oa - ~. 0~ ... oq' Oq - Oq i.ri. this diagram (fig. 17). These distances 
are much greater than the distances of closest approach of oxygen atoms 
in inorganic structures, which are of the order of' 2.7 A, and th:.ts 
indicates at once that the linkages holding the structure together 
in the directions we are considering are not mainly oxygen to oxygen. 
Thera are, however, a number of close links between 0 and CH units 
in adjacent molecules and these probably represent the main binding 
of the structure. We must distinguish between two distinct types of 
(0 - CH linkages) 
0 - CH linkaaes, those between adjacent A or between adjacent B 
. - . 
molecules shown in this diagram by the dotted lines OqC", OqC!,-,. 
O'lC", OqCs 1 and those between adjacent A ~ B molecules indicated 
by the dotted lines 08C3 ., o8C21 08c3 , 08 C.2• 1fe shall first consider 
links of the type 09 ~ CB, i.e~ links between neighbouring A-~ 
neighbouring B molecules. Linkages of the type Oq ·~ c", Oq - l! s 
and their corresponding ~toms gave four different values, these 
four values all lying between 2.94 A and 3.20 A. We should oxpect 
corresponding links such as o<J .. U~and Gq - c~ to have the same 
value considering the symmetry of the molecule itself', and regarding 
the whole cry.stal structure as forming a static system on account. of 
these binding forces. ·The actual values found for Oq - C(;, and Oq ~ C10 
were 3.20 and 3.04 A respectively, giving the same order of difference 
ar; that found between\tinks of the type Oq - Cfc, and 0'1 - Us. We have 
already ~een that certain carbon atoms appeared to be displaced from 
their po.aitions in a regular hexagon in the be projection •. These 
displacements., as alre.ady pointed out, are almost certainly due to 
. I 
experimental errors, and may account for such differences as were 
· calculated for the 0'1 • CH links. It seems re>asonable to assume that 
the molecules in the structure will tend to pack so that all links of 
the type Oq - CH approach the same value. The fact that the difference 
between corresponding OCf - CH links and lill-.lts given by Oq - Cc, and 
Oq • C6- are of the same order of magnitude, while the actual values 
09- c~ ~~d oi .. e5-are also of the same order seems to strengthen 
the above assumption. It appears then that the four values given by 
the links 0~ - c" f o<J - e ~- and their corresponding atoms really all 
approach the same value, and we shall take the mean of these four 
(values) 
-
values to reprosent the d.istance of closest approach between 0 and CH 
units in neighbouring A£! neighbouring B molecules. This mean value 
comes to 3.,01 A. 
We must next consider the 0 - CH links between adjacent A and -
B molecules in the same be plane, i.e. links of the typo 01- C3 1 
Og- c~, Us- C3, 9a- C~ shown ~n fig. 17. These links have values 
ranging :f'rom3.36 to 3.64 A. The order of' difference between these 
links is the same as that for the Oq .. CB links between adjacent A 
molecule.s. Hare again corresponding links given by Os - c.,(, and Og - c~ 
have values 3.36 to 3.64 A and on account of the symmetry of the 
molecule we sh~uld expect such corresponding links to be equal. 
Following a similar line of argument as for the Oq -cH links we can 
again" sa,y that all such Og - CH links between adjacent A ~ B 
molecules will probably approach the same value. In this case the 
mean Og - CH value comes to 3.51 At and we shall use this value to 
represent the distance of closest approach between 0 and CH units 
in adjacent A and B moleculas. It must be pointed out that we are -
carrying' our observations and calculations beyond experimental 
evidenc0 in calling these links equal, even though there are certain 
arguments that seem to make this assumption reasonable. It is quite 
definite, however, that we axe dealing with two distinct types of 
0 - CH linkages, Since the difference between these two types of 
linkages appears to be greater than will be allowed by experimental 
errors. The 0 - CH links between adjacent A .51£ between adjacent B 
molecules in the be plane are shorter than the corresponding links 
between adjacent A. and D molecule£ in the same plane, the distances 
being given by 3.01 and 3.51 A respectively. This see~s to suggest 
(thaa) 
that the binding forces between molecu:les of tho same type are 
stronger than the forces holding the A and B molecules together. 
In addition to these 0 - CH links between adjacent A 2! adjacent B 
molecules we also have.a nwmber of close CH- CH linkages. Such 
links are indicat~d in this diagram (fig. 17) by the full lines 
between. ·atoms marked Cs and c~. These CH units approach to within 
3.60 A of ono another. This value c~~ be compared with the value 
3.60 to 3.72 A for na:phthe.lene, and 3.77 to 3.80 ll for anthracene, 
obtained by Robertson {22) t·'~·.t42 A obtained by !ball (23) for 
chrysene, and 3.63 A obtained by James,, King and Horrocks (8) for 
para-dinitrobm zene. Finally then if we r~fer to the :molec.ule marked 
B in this diagram, we see there are eight links of the type 0 - CH 
where such units approach to within 3.01 A of one another.There are 
also eight links of the type 0 - CH where the closest distance of 
approach is 3.51 A. In addition to all these 0 - CB links we have 
two links of the type CH - CH where S¥Ch units approach to within 
3.60 A of one another. Tho 0 - CH links appear to be the main forces 
holding the structure together in this be plane. Aey one molecule 
is linked to neighbouring molecules by sixteen such 0 - CH links, 
all such units approaching to within 3.51 A or less of one another. 
These values 3.01 and 3.51 A can be compared with the values 3.33 
and 3.42 A found by Jenies, King and Horrocks (8) for the distances 
of closes~approach between neighbouring 0 and CH units in pe.ra-
dinitrobenzene. 
The structure appears to be firmly held together by these 0 - CH 
links in the directions we have so far considered, and there remains 
to see what forces hold the molecules in adjacent be planes together. 
(For this) 
For this we shall' refer to f.ig •. 14 which represents the structure 
proj ectad. on the ac plane viewed p.a.rallel to b. Vle .shall again refer 
to A aud B molecules., twp such molecules are marked in the diagram • 
.We have already seen that the aspacing of the crystal is only 3.77 A, 
and from this it at once ~allows .that adjacent CH units in molecules 
of the type A or B approach to within this value of one another. - ' ' ·' 
Similarly the .tto2 groupe approach one another to within 3 •. 7? A. If 
. tor the moment we consider 'two such A molecule.s, lyi~ immediately. 
aboye one f.1:!1C>ther, indicated by the letters A; and A~ in this dia-
8rem, we find further po.ssible binding forces. The links we shall 
refer to now are not. joined by lines.as in the previous case, but 
we shall imply the same idea of closest app1~oach when referri'ng to 
. ' . . 
. . . 
a link SS¥, Og ... c~ .. ~he ,distance of closest approach between oxygen 
atoms in molecules A1 and A:t is given by the link O<t - 08 which comes 
to 3.37 A •. This value is greater than. the value· 2•7 A found in inor-
ganic structurea. The links Og - c3 , Oq - Cs- and their corresponding 
links .approach ;t.he v.alue 3.90 A which is greater than the values 
·.· .. ;.. 
3.01 ru'ld 3.51 A previously found. The links 08 "" C.2 and Oq - C" are 
of the order ·4.86 A. These differences betwee.n 08· - C3 and 0 8 .o.Cc2 
are to be ·expected from the way the molecules ·are. til ted about the 
Cq.C~+o axes. There are close links between N'7 and Oa and thE~ir oorres ... 
ponding atoms in two such .adjacent Ar, A:l molecules. The ~alues 
Og ... N7 come to 3.46 A\and these., with the other links mentioned 
above, pr,obably represent the main binding forces between adjacent 
' 
A/ and A-2 or adjacent Bt and B.,2 molecules. 
We must now examine :the existence of any close links between 
A and B molecules lying .in adjacent be planes. For this LWe shall 
(refer) 
refer to the two molecules mexked A~ and B1 in fig. 14. Here again 
we find close linkages between·O and CH units. The links 08- c~, 
Og - C3.t Os - Co2 and 0'8- C3 have values lying between 2.88 and 
3.42 A. Corres:ponc.ing 0 - CH links, given by 08 - e-.,. and r>'il - c:G, 
have values 3.24 and 2.88 A res:pectivelyp Considering the symmetry 
of the molecules and the fact that the order of difference between 
I 
these OB - en links is of the same magnitude as previously found for 
13(... 
the 0 - CH links betv1een molecules lying in the same be plane, we cari. 
again say that all such 0 - CH links between molecules marked A~ and 
B 1 (fig.14). probably approach the same value, and use as our distance 
of closest ~.pproach the mean of all the 08 - C:t, Os- C3, C)g - C-t. and 
l5~ - C~ links. This mean Os - CH value comes to 3.10 A which can be 
compared with the value 3.01 A previously calculated for links of the 
type Oq - CH between adjacent A or adjacent B molecules lying in the -
·same be plane. 
We return now to fig. 17 to see Whether there exist any clos~ 
0 .. CR links between two actjacent A molecules in this diagram when 
we consider one such mol~cl.lle to lie 3.77 A in the a direction above 
the other. Such linkages involve atoms Oq, C~; C~ and their corres-
ponding atoms in what we have called the Q linkages. These Oq-CH 
links were found to be of the order of 4.47 A. so that there exist 
no close 0 - CB links between such adjacent molecules. The reason 
for these rather long 0 - CH links lies in the various degrees of 
tilt and cant of the molecules packed in tho structure. The tilts 
of tm benzene ring planes and N02 groups are in such directions as 
to make close 0 - CH links between adjacent A ~ B molecules lying 
in adjacent be planes. The directions of the angle& of tilt then 
(imply) 
!31. 
imply that such close 0 - CH links cannot exist between adjacent A 
molecules situated at two near corners of th~ unit cell in the be 
plane but separated by 3.77 A in the a direction. This point will be 
clear if we refer to fig. 15 which shows the elevation and depression 
of certain sections of the molecule. 
It seems probable that these 0 - CH linkages, or as we have 
termed Q linkages, are mainly responsible, for holding the stru~ture 
together in the directions considered, i.e. between ruolecules in 
adjacent be planes. There are in addition a number of close links 
between CH - CB units and between 0 and N atoms which m~r be respon-
sible for a considerable part ·Of the binding forces in these directions. 
VIe have already seen· that tor molecules lying in the same be plane 
there are two types of 0 - CH linkages, those between adjacent A·~ 
B molecules where the link 0 - CH approaches the value 3.51 A, and 
those between adjacent A or adjacent J3 molecules where the link -
0 - CH =' 3.01 A. 'We have also seen that the 0 - CH linlt between A and 
'B molecules in adjacent be planes is of the order 3.10 A. These short 
0 .- CH links, i.e. 3.10 and 3.01 A., seem to be mainly responsibl~ for 
holding the A and B molecules together in the structure. It is 
perhaps significant to point out that in one case those short Q - CR 
links are between adjacent A .2!. adjacent .B molecules in the be plane, 
and in the other case between adjacent A a:nd :B molecules, the mole-
~-
cules in the latter case being separated by the a spacing. These 
short 0 - CH links form a system of zig-zag chains in the structure 
and are probably the main forces responsible for preventing the 
molecules from sliding or slipping in any direction. 
To sum Up; every oxygen atom of the type 0 ~approaches to 
(within) 
J3S. 
within 3.51 A or less of 6 CH units, two such close approaches are 
between molecules in the same be plane, and four are between mole-
cules in adjacent be planes. Every oxygen atom of the type Oq 
approaches to within 3.01 A of two CH units. Each N02 group,considered 
as a unit, thus makes eight such close contacts. 
ne have used the term link between 0 and CH in a purely geometri-
cal sense, as denoting the distance of close approach of the atoms. 
It seems likely that such 0 - CH links are responsible for a consider-
able part of the forces binding the crystal together. The whole 
structure is a very compact one, the crystal has a fairly high density, 
1.45 grm./cc. and is, for an organic crystal, comparatively hard, and 
it is tempting to associate these properties with this type of linkage. 
It is possible that there are appreciable forces between adjacent 




This crystal, 4 : 4' • Dinitrodiphenyl C1:t H 8(N0.2)~ , is a very 
interesting example of one which is structurally monoclinic but which 
can for practical :purposes be referred to orthogonal axes. The ortho-
gonal axes may n.ot be crystallographically the most suitable axes 
that could have been choserl. It will be clear if we study the wa:y 
the molecules pack in the ac projection (fig. 14.) that the a and e 
axes can be chosen in such a way that' the monoclinic angle will be 
mud1 greater than 90 degrees. Vie saw at the outset of this work that, 
although orthogonal axes could be chosen, sp'ace did .not allow two 
such molecules to pack into the unit cell so as to conform to ortho-
rhombic symmetry. To determine the structure the method of double 
Four.ier synthesis has been applied. Projections of the electron 
density rin two axial planes parallel to two axial directions have 
been made, and the 2:1 independent parameters have been measured. 
The space-group is Pc• and the unit cell contains two molecules. 
The space-group does not make it necessary for the molecule to have 
a symmetry centre, but such a symmetry centre almost certainly exists. 
Absolute intensity determinations could ~ot·be made and the disadvan-
. . . . 
tages that this entails have aiready been pointed out, and cannot be 
sufficiently stressed when accurate determinations of such a complex 
crystal without a symmetry centre are necessary. The fact that the 
. . . 
absolute· relatiCI'l ship between F(h~l) obse.rved and calculated was. not 
known can be regarded as the fundamental difficulty in this analysis~ 
and must be mainly responsible for ihe displacements~found in the 
projections. ·All such displacements have already been pointed out 
and discussed. 
{We can) 
We can sum Jlp. and say that within the er1·ors of experiment the 
benzene ring approaches a regular hexagon of side 1.41 A, the two 
r.ings in the molecUle· being co•planaP with a common axis. The C - C 
link between rings is 1.42 A. This value is probably on the short 
11.1-0. 
side as one of these atoms appear to be displaced on the be projection 
in sue~ Wa¥ as to shorten this li~. The C - N link does not lie in 
the plane of the benzene rings but is inclined to the long axis of the 
molecule at an angle of about 22 degrees., the projected distances of 
"the long axes and the C- N links on the be plane being along the same 
straight line. The N - 0 distances are not quite equal, being 1.14 
and 1,21 A. The 0 - 9 distance is 2.00 A. The line joining 0 and 0 
in the N02 group is nearly parallel to the plane of the benzene rings, 
The closest approach between 0 and CH units in adjacent molecules is 
3,01 A, and between CH and CB units 3,60 A. A discussion of the 
packing of the molecules in the structure has been given. 
, .,. '. 
THE UNIT CELL AND SPACE ~ GROUP OF LEUCODR~N (C,s- Hrb Os) 
Preparation and Crystallographz. 
Leucodrin was first isolated from the leaves of L.Concinnum 
by Meiring - Beck (24). The organic chemist at the Univer.sity of 
Cape To~, pr. W.S.Rapson, obtained very beautiful crystals on 
crystallisation. The crystals are transparent white in colour, 
most of them having a long dagger-shaped form. The smaller crystals 
wero very clear and free from flaws, with two brilliantly reflecting 
flat,convex faces. When examined under polarised l~ght they showed 
brilliant colours. On rotation of the nicols they showed straight 
extinction, showing at once that the crystal had orthogonal axes. 
As only the two convex face.s developed, no go~iometer measurements 
could be made. 
Determination of the Unit Cell. 
A series of rotation photographs with Cu koc radiation showed 
complete symmetry for the top and corresponding bottom layer-lines 
about the centres of the f;ilms. On the photographs both layer- and 
r.ow-lines were clearly defined. Measurements on the films gave the 
follow.ing values for the rectangular lattice-cell translations 
a :::: 25. 27 A, b ~ 8. 98 A, c -=- 6 • 06 A. 
The molecular weight of the molecule is 324.1 on the scale 
0::16, and the density was found to be 1.55- 1.56 gms./cc. 
Assuming the density, D, to be 1.55 gms./cc, then if n is the 
number of molecules per unit cell 
. ll X 324.1 X 1.65 
D : 25 • 27 X 8 • 98 X 6 • 06 1. 55 gms ./ c c • 
:. n = 3.98 
We therefore have four molecules to the unit cell which gives the 
true density as 1.557 gms./cc. 
From the above data the three recippocal lattice nets were 
drawn, and films· taken about the :.!t !• and .£ axes were indexed 
with the aid of Bernal charts. A very large number of spectra were 
/~. 
recorded on the rotation·photographs. All such spots could be identi-
fied, snd ·for every .spot there was a corresponding point on the 
reciprocal lattice net, and a set of Miller indices could be assigned. 
to each of these spots. To bring in the high order spectra, or spectra 
scattered through big angles, it was often found necessary to give 
long exposures. This resulted in the low order spectra being very 
strong and very often overexposed, with the (3 peaks showing up as 
strong spots, and this often caused a certain emount ·Of 8JI'lbiguity 
when indexing the films. these f-> peaks came on layer-lines themsel vas, 
falling below those given by theoC peaks e.nd :this ambiguity only 
arose when indexing spectra on the .zero layer-line. With experience 
such {3 peaks could generally be· identif.ied and discarded, but in 
cases of doubt they were identifi~d as follows. For Cu radiation 
the ratio :; · is 0.692. If a certain spot was suspected as being 
· tl& ~ peak of a strong ex: spectrum, the t value of this oc spot 
multiplied by the above ratio should then be equal to the E value 
of the ~ peak as measured w1 th the Dernal chart. Occasionally a 
f peak was present but not its corresponding oc , and in such cases 
extreme ·cere had to be exercised. This ambiguity can be removed by 
inspecting the positions of the lune.s dre.rm on the reciprocal net, 
where the reciprocal ~attice point corresponding to a certain~(~kt) 
spectrum fell outside the limes and so cannot be recorded, whereas 
(its corresponding) 
ll.l-3. ' 
its corresponding~ (hkl) fell inside the lunas. The necessary 
rotation can then be given to bring in both the oe and ~ (hkl) spectra 
and the film so obtained directly compared with the doubtful one. 
Fortunately such cases occurred very s.eldom, and with a little 
e.xperience the ~ peaks could as a rule be readily identified from 
their intensity, position and shape • 
. For crystals with a small spacing in a certain direction, say 
f~om 4 to 10 A units, s~ch ambiguity seldom occurred, for in general 
no reciprocal lattice point will ·correspond to the E value ,of a f 
·. 
peak. For .small reciprocal spacings, however, where several reciprocal 
lattice points were nearly equidistant from the origin, the f?, peaks 
often proved to be troublesome. 
The S;pace-Group Determination. 
The Mille~ indices (hkl)t assigned to all the spectra recorded 
on t'he rotation photographs, revealed no systematic abs~ces. All 
reflections of the general type hkl are present showins that the . 
structure is ba.sed on a primitive lattice. Screw axes and elide 
planes were tested for by examining spectra of the type ool and hol. 
Spe·ctra of the form okl, hol and hko were :present for all values of 
h, lt and 1, showing that the .space-group had no gllde planes. 
The .. operation of a two-fold screw axis is such that there is 
an apparent halving of the spacing along its direction. Suppose we 
have a. two-told screw axis parallel to the a t~alation of the unit 
cell. This: means the a axis .is effectively halved. If we start with 
a ;point (o,o.o), then by the operation of the screw axis we have 
another point at (t,o,o). The structure factor for these two points 
is given by 
F-= fo( 1 +e21i 1 h/2) 
fo( 1+- e -rrih). 
and this i& ze~o when h is odd. 
fo -= atomic scat taring factor 
For spectra of the type hoo then, the corresponding st~ucturc factor 
is zero when k is odd. This is the condition governing a two-fold 
screw axis. 
For the films indexed so ·far only a few spectra of the form 
oko were present, and these suggested strongly the presence of screw 
axes. It was necessary then to test this point properly. Using the 
~ b* net lunes were drawn to bring in the following spectra 
100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600. The corresponding setting of the 
crystal, rotating about the c axis, was calculated from the luncs, 
and an oscillation photogra»h taken with the crystal in this position. 
On the film so obtained spectra 200, 400 and 600 were strongly recorded, 
whereas 300 and 500 were definitely absent. On the film the 100 spec-
trum came too near the central hole in the film where the incident 
X-ray 'beam passed through, for it to be recorded if present.To test 
for this 100 spectrum the crystal was given a similar rotation, but 
the spectra were recorded on a flat film at a distance 6 ems. away 
· from the crystal as compared to the usual 3 ems. in the case of 
cylindrical films. With such an arrangement it was calculated that 
spectra 100, 200, 300 could be recorded if present. The point where 
the incident X-ray beam impinged upon the film was located, and a. 
thin strip of lead was stuck to the film at this point. This served 
to absorb the incident radiation, and so prevent splashing which 
would otherwise obscure spectra that came cloee in. The film when 
developed showed 200 recorded as a strong spot, but 100 and 300 were 
(absent) 
absent. We can say then that spectra of the form hoo are present 
only with h even, which means a two-fold screw axis parallel to a. 
In a similar manner spect.ra o:f the form oko and ool were 
examined. In this case there was no obscurity as none of these 
spectra came too close to the central hole in the film. Several 
films, however,, had to be taken to bring in the higher order spectm. 
Here again spectra of the form oko, ool were present only with k and 
1 even, showing the existence of two-fold screw axes parallel to the 
b and c unit cell translations. 
These observations determine the space-group of leucodrin 
uniquely. It is a prim&tive lattice with three two-fold screw axes 
parallel· to the unit cell translations. The symbol is P~,;~.1"'-1 in the 
Hermann-ttaugin notation, and the dimensions of tl'e unit cell are 
a= .25.27 A, b:. 8.98 A, c-=6.06 A • 
.Leucodrin is a complex molecule with a large number of parameters, 
and the fact that there are 4 molecules in the unit cell, and 3 
two-fold screw axes, makes the determinat:i.on of its final structure 
almost impossible, particularly as no absolute intensity determinations 
cotud be carried out. Other methods were indicated to decide upon a 
provisional structure. After consultation with the organic chemist 
it was decided to introduce two .bromine atoms into the molecule, 
hoping that the intensity of the x-rays scattered. by the heavy 
bromine atoms in certain directions might lead to some important 
information &s to the positions occupied by the bromine atoms in the 
molecule. I£ it is found that leucodrin and dibromoleucodrin have the 
.same crystalline structure then .important results m83' follow when 
comparing the intensities of certain spectra £rom these two compounds. 
(It turned) 
/q.(,., 
It turned out that leucodrin and dibromoleucodrin had the same space-
. group wi'th a strong resemblance in the unit cell dimensions. This 
will be clear if we study the space-group and unit cell o.f Dibromo-
leucodrin given in the next section of this work. • 
A rough comparison of the in:tensi ties of' certain coere.sponding 
spectra was .made. The structure, however 1 ap.peared to be too compli· 
cated,· and for the present the work.was abandoned at this stage • 
.. 
SPACE GROUP DETERMINATION O.F DIBROMOLEUCODRIN. (C,s fl,,.. OsBr~) 
Preparation and Cr1stallography. 
Leucod:tin (6gms.) in methyl alcohol (50 coe) was "treated in the 
_cold with bromine (6.5 gms.) in methyl alcohol (50 cc.). The mixture 
became warm, and the methyl alcohol and slight ·access of bromine were 
then distilled off. The residue crystallised from methyl alcohol in 
colourless prisms as dibromoleucodrin. 
' . 
These crystals showed brilliant colours under polarised light. 
14-1-
Their external :form resembled the long dagger-shaped leucod.rin crystals. 
~he crystals were not as .clear and free of flaws as the leucod.rin 
. crystals, and did not show any brilliantly reflectil'lg faces. The 
ext\onal appear.ance of these. crystals rather resemble& an accumulation ,.. . ' ' 
of a large numb~r of cryst.al plates packed together with their axes 
parallel to form the "main cry.st al 11 • The main crystals always gave 
single cry,stal rotation photograpls, even though they appeared to be 
' complex when examined under a microscope. 
Determination ot _the Unit Cell • 
. From the rotation photographs taken with the crystals an inter- . 
esting point ~as revealed, in that the crystals did not grow the same 
way as leucodrin. In this case the b axis was the long elongated ax.is 
of this dagger-shaped crystal; Whereas this corresponding elongated 
axis was the c axis in leucodrin. Measurements on the rotation photo-. ~· . . ' 
graphS 'indiCated that the. axes were 'Orthogonal, .the dimensions Of the 
Wii t cell being given by ·· 
' "'' 
As regards the unit cell then there is a strong resemblance between 
(the structure) 
tl1e structure of these two compounds. AssUming 4 molecules to the 
unit cell the density, ··n, comes to 
D :::: . 'f95.3.X 4. 1~98 gms./cc •. 23.42 X .10 .33 X 6.63 . 
'' a 
The density of the crystals was determined by the method of flo~ation • 
. Ethylene bromide of. density 2.178 gms ./ cc. at 20°C was diluted with 
chlo.ro:form of density 1.50 gms./cc.,until the crystals ,just floated 
. .. ~- ' . . 
\ . ' ' . 
in the mixture. ,The density ~f the llixture was determined and found 
' ' 
to b~ just ~der 2.00 gms ./ cc. 
The outstanding feature.of dibromoleucodrin is the beautiful 
r~tation photographs it gives. On account of the big spacing along 
' ' ' 
the a direction a large number of spectra were recorded-on some . . . . . ' . 
films. The layer-and. r9w-liaes · w·~re so remarkably well defined that 
,·· . ; ' 
' . 
these films can well be used as' reference films f'o~ future illustrations. 
· Fig. 18a and 18b show ~eprints of two such photographs taken about 
the a and c axes:respectively • 
. . Space - . Group . .Determination. 
To determine .the .space•.group, .the three reciprocal lattice nets 
·a* b*, -~ C*, .and a* C* were drawn to .. ~he ·scale 20 ems. represent 1A; 
and the films were indexed in the usual way •. Indib:ing ;films .for 
rotation about the ]l. and .s axes, involving . the. use of the a* o* and 
a* 'b* reciprocal nets res.pectiyely •. was a long and tedious process. 
A very l.arge number of spots were recorded on these films. The atcc 
axis was very small so that several reciprocal; lattice· points 
' I . • ' ' . • 
falling ins.i.de the lunes were very. nearly .the same .distance from the 
origin, .and it was o.ften very difficult to decide between two such 
nearly equidistant points when OnlY one ·of.them was recorded on the 
(film) 
film. Great care was necessary to assign the c~rrect indices to all 
the spectra recorded on such films. and the spotting took a compara-
tively long time. 
llf<f. 
An inspection of the Miller indices revealed no systematic 
absences for the general {hkl)refleotions, and there were no glide 
plane conditions.A few spectra of the general form hoo again suggested 
screw axes, and these were tested for in a w~ similar to that 
described for leucodrin. The experiments indicated the presence of 
three two-fold screw axes parallel to the ~' !, and ,g directions. 
The space-group of Dibromoleucodrin was then determined uniquely. 
It is based on a primitive orthorhombic lattice with four molecules 
to the unit cell, and three two-fold screw axes at right angles. 
Dibromoleucodrin 
Space-group P .:2,~, :l.t 
Unit cell a:: 23.42 A 
b:: 10.33 A 
c = 6.63 A. 
THE STRUCTURE OF AMMONIUM .. GALLIFLUOR.lDE (NH4)3 GaF6• 
PreParation ·and ·crxoStat._losraph_z. · 
!5o. 
· (NH4) 3 GaF f.S was p.repared by Pro£. Pugh of the Cape Town Unittersity. 
Hydrated' gallium fluoride prepared as described by Pugh (25)',freshly 
dfstii:Led e~onia., A .,R .Hydrofluor.ic acid. Exactly equivalent q_uanti ties 
of gallium fluoride and ammonia solution were measured out. The 
:ainmo'nia ··solution was neutralised, and then ~lightly acidified with 
hydrofluoric aeid. The gallium fluoride was dissolved in this solution 
' .. •• '>I- : • ' 
and ev8,porated 'to crystallisation. The· crystals obtained were re:O 
crystallised two' or theee times from water containing a trace of 
hydrofhioric acid. 
_The ,&reat. bulk of this crystalline deposit when examined under 
polarised light showed no colour, suggesti1'lg a.t once a cubic structure. 
Accurate observations, however, showed that some cry.stals had very 
tiny bits stuck to the.ir su:rt'aees giving brilliant colours on rota-
tion of the nicol·s. These observations sUggested the presence, in 
' . 
very small·proportions; ~£some other crystalline form not cubic in 
structure. The cryst.alline deposit, supposed to be pure ammonium 
gallif'luoride, was e:xamined.under a binocular microscope of magnifi-
cation ten.· Two distinct crystal forms appeared to be present in 
roughly equal proportions. Both f.orms assumed octahedra shape and we 
shall .refer to these two forms as crystals belonging to group 1. and 
group 2. 
Cryst.a.ls belonging to group 1. approached on the average ~ mm. 3 
in volume. They were covered with a whitish deposit, resembling a. 




disto.rted octahedral .s~apes. ,Crystals belongi.ng to the seoond group 
were chf;U'acterised by their perfect octahedral form; with brilliantly 
reflecting faces. All the .crystals falling under group 2. were very . ' 
small, approaching the limit .of the size that could be dealt with in 
the mounting proce.ss • 
. Determination of' the Unit Cell and. §E.ace-~roup of Crystals, .belonginj_ 
to .s:oup· 2~ .. " i .. ,, , . r 
.ft~.t~t~~n ~hot,ogra»hs t'*en with crystals )~elongi:ng to group 2•. • 
revealed that the "ast majority ·Of these crY.fitals were complex, giving . ·. . .. ' ~ . . .,. . 
. rise to ·double and triple groups of spots on. the ti].ms. Only after 
I, • ~ • • •. •• ' ' ,. . . • ' • ! ' . • 
' J • • 
.sever.al attempts a: suitable single crystal, free of flaws, was isola• . '• ,. . ' . ' ' . ~· ' 
ted. Th~s .crys.ta~ .. ~as ad~~~ted .~:o."rot·ate .about the [100] .zone axis, 
and a .seties of os<;i~~ation p~oto,g~a.phs. lV;ere. taken -i:o ,reGord: all the . 
- I ' t • "• ~ ' • ' • ' ' ,; ' 
spectra occurrif18 ;r:ound this. zon~ •. F.etr every ,film a fifteen degree 
OS(!illat~.on !fas .giye~ and 9 :f'.i~m~ we.re taken .in .al•l, mald,ng ·the 
n~eess&ry. allo~an~e. f'or :o.verlapping: ~f certain. spectra. . r . 
T:he. ~~stribU:t~on of ,the spots on thes.e fil~s. strongly res.embled 
that of the Ne.Cl film previo,u.sly take.n f·or .. cal,i.brating ·.the camera. 
' ,, ·' . ~; . ' ' ' . . ' . 
This regular (!~essbo.ard a.rrahgeme.nt of t}le ·spots, characteristic ·Of ... 
a fa~e-c~nt~ed ~att.i.ce, ~t. once suggested that wa were dealing :with 
a face-centred cubi.(! .~at:ti~e. A large: number of .. measurements on the 
film~ led ·to a mean va.~ue ~:: o .17~ Pt.. fpr t~e. leyer.o.U.nes. 
Bence " . . a_= · a* = 8.95 A. 
The. molecular weight of 
---, ' · .. ' ', .. ,, ' 
to be. 237 !~ on the. scale. 0 = 16;. hence 
·n·· . . 1. t _ 1.65 "237 .a x n. 0 5. A? I . e11s . ":f. - . . (8 •95). . · :::. . • ':1: xn· gms. cc. 
Whe.re n is the. number. of molecules in the unit cell. Assuming n = 4, 
(then D) 
then D-= 2.19 gms ./ cc, which is in good .agreement with the measured 
density of 2.18 gms./cc. 
IS,Z. 
A reciprocal net.of edge 3.44 ems., corresponding to a scale 
20 ems. = 1 A, was drawn.; All the films taken round this zone axis 
were indexed in turn, using the Bernal chart method. Every spot 
occurring on the films could be accounted for and a certain set of 
Miller indices was assigned to each spot. A systematic inspection 
of these Miller indices showed that, only spectra with hkl either 
all even or all odd were present. This is the condition for a face-
cent.red lattice. le conclude then that crystals belongine to group 
2. are based on a face-centred cubic lattice, with 4 molecules to 
the unit cell, the unit cell edge being given by a:::8.95 A. 
Crystals belo!JBiAA . to Group 1. 
A mere examination of the ,crystalline deposit under a microscope 
suggested the presence of. two distinct crystal groups. This was a 
rather hasty conclusion for during the course of this work it was 
:found that the external appearance of a crystal was often very mis-
leading. To draw any conclusions from purely external form considera-
tions was d~cidedly dangerous, and it was often found to give entirely 
wrong results. It was necessary then to make an X•rey investigation 
of the crystals belonging to the first group. 
A suitable crystal free from flaws was located and examined 
under polarised light to makesure that none of this third crystalline 
substance, that showed colour under polarised light, was present. 
The crystal was mounted about an important zone axis and a few 
oscillation photographs taken. Comparing the films so obtained with 
(those) 
those taken for crystals belonging to group 2, it was at once 
obvious that this crystal was also based on a face-centred cubic 
lattice with a different unit cell. Measurements of the layer lines 
gave a mean value ~ -=- .184, and hence 
1.539 a ::.: •184 = 8.37 A. 
Using these dimensions a reciprocal lattice net was drawn, and 
applying the Bernal method it was possible to assign a set of Miller 
indices to every spot recorded on these photographs. A systematic 
examination of the Miller indices again indicated that only spectra 
with hkl either all even or all odd were present. the crystal is 
then based on a face-centred cubic lattice, the unit cell edge being 
given by a = 8.37 A. 
The crystalline deposit supposed to be pure (NH4)3 Ga F6 was 
constituted then of at least two, and possibly three, c:r.·ystal forms. 
The two main forms were found to be present in more or less equal 
proportions, both forms having a cubic structure. Observations under 
a polarising microscope suggested the presence, in very minute quan-
tities, of a third crystalline form not cubic in structure. 
At this stage an attempt was made to determine the composition 
/~f3. 
of this second cubic crystal found to be present as an impurity in 
(NH4)3 Ga F6• Important conclusions followed when certain papers 
published by Pauling (26). Menzer (27) and Bozorth (28) were referred to. 
In 1924 Pauling determined the spacing for the (100) planes in 
(NH4)3 Al Fe and gave a0 :. 8.4:0 A, and for (NH4) 3 Fe F6, a0 ::::. 9.10 A. 
+3 Menzer pointed out thil big difference as the ionic .radii of Al 
+3 and Fe are nearly the same. Menzer gives the following values for 
· a 0 = 8.~4 A, D ::: 1.837 gms./cc. 
Pauling agrees· with these values of Menzer as the crystals he examined 
were no:t (NH4) 3 ~ F6 but. (NH4) 2 Si F6 • Pauling•.s values a 0 ==- 8.40, 
D ::.2.02 gms./cc, agree with Bozarth's values for (NH4) 2Si 1!\0 given as 
a 0 ,;,. a·.38 A, rr-::..2.01 gms./cc. 
Pauling further states' that the parameter determination is not affected 
by the incorrectly assumed composition and his value u... ::o 0.197 
accordingly substantiates Bozorth•s value LL ~ 0.205 .for (NH4) 2 Si F6 • 
These .results" for tle structure of (NH4) 2 Si F0 resemble very 
closely those of the impurity found present .in (NH4) 3 Ga. F6 • In what 
follows it is confirmed that the impurity present was (NH4) 2Si F6 • 
The spacing of the (100) planes for this impurity was found to be 
\ 
8.37 A. AssUming the crystal to be (NH4}2 Si F6, its molecular weight 
waa found to be 178.1 on the scale 0 = 16. There are 4 molecules to the 
unit cell, hence 
D 
.. ···t _ 1.65x178.1)C.4_ 
ensl. Y - (8.37)?; = 2.01 gms./cc 
These re.aults are in good agreement with those given by Bozorth. 
The inorganic che~st who prepared this compound was consulted 
as to the possibility tOf this impurity being present in the prepara-
tion of (NB4)3 Ga F6 • fhis turned out to be the case, the silicafluo-
:r?ide arising fr.om the silica present as an impurity in the hydrofluoric 
acid. A chemical analysis confirmed the impurity as (NH4) 2 Si F 6 , as 
previously interpreted by comparison of the results obtained with those 
given by Pauling and Bozarth. 
There still remained this third crystalline substance, present in 
minute proportions, to consider. 
The Monoclinic Crystal 
It was desirous to examine the third impurity; :presl-nt i:n .small · 
proportions, i:n the crystalline mixture of (nH4)2 SiF6 and {Iffi4)3 Ga .F6 • 
A fresh deposit was preva.red by the i.norganic chemist. The fre.sh crys-
talline deposit when examined under polarised light showed brilliant 
colours with a compl~te absence of ar~ cubic form. It appeared then that 
the compound (NH4)z ora Fs crystallised in two distinct forms, and 
that the latter form was the third one present in minute quantities 
. 
when the deposit ·was first examined. This assumption could not be 
tested by comparison, as the impurity in the first deposit was present 
in far too minute fragments to be handled for the purpose of rotation 
photographs. 
The latter deposit crystallised as very small, but well formed, 
hexagonal 6rystals with brilliantly reflecting faces.~ The hexagonal 
faces revealed a small.slant, suggesting a monoclinic structure. One 
such crystal, mounted about an a~is parallel to ths hexagonal faces, 
gave the following goniometer measurements. 
Vernier reading Angle between normals 
336° 30' 
30. o' 53° 30 1 
83° 33' 53° 33' 
156° 30• 72° 57' 
209° 57' 53° 27' 
263° 30 1 53° 33' 
336° 30' 73° o' 
Thesa cr.ystnl faces are represented diagramatically in fig. 19. 
Assuming the crystal to be monoclinic, then by inspecting the symmetry 
of. tho crystal, the a and b axes are as indicated in diagram, for 
these axes are at right angles in a.monoclinic crystal. The direction 
of the .crystal axes was verified by examining the crystal under 
polarised light. It was found that the a face, as determined from 
symmetry considerations, gave straight e~tinction when looking down 
on it through a ~olarising microscope. This means that the b axis of 
the crystal, if it is monoclinic, must lie in this (100) plane, 
showing that the axes. were correctly identified. 
The first rotation diagram was taken with the crystal rotating 
about the c axis. The setting was easily accomplished by using the 
method of reflected light. The crystal gave a very clear photograph. 
It was at once obvious that the film was not symmetrical about the 
zero l~er-line. revealing a monoclinic nature. Rotation about the 
a axis also g~ve a very clear non-symmetrical phot.ograph. For rota-
tion about the b axis a perfectly symmetrical photograph was obtained. 
From these photographs it was inferred that the crystal was monoclinic, 
and the next i~portant step was to determine the monoclinic angle. 
Determination of the Monoclinic Apale._ 
The (001) face never developed in these monoclinic crystals so 
that no direct goniometer measurements could be made to determine the 
monoclinic angle. Some other scheme had to be tried. One of these 
monoclinic crystals was mounted about the c axie in such a way that 
the a and b axes cou:ld be adjusted independently with the arcs on the 
camera. The necessary adjustmeftts were made until perfectly straight 
layer-lines were obtained when an oscillation photograph was taken. 
(With) 
With th~ cr:ystal in this position the ve.rnier readings on both arcs 
were taken. The position of the crystal was as .illustrated in fig. 20. 
By adjusting one arc o.nly the a direction could be changed wlthout 
altering the direction of the b axis. By trial and error the necessary 
adjustments were made until the crystal .rotated accurately about the 
c* axis. The resulting rotation photograp~ showed row-lines but no 
l~er•lines when a .Bernal chart was superposed on it. The readings on 
the two arcs were again t.aken for the crystal in the latter position. 
One are .reading was found to be ·unchanged., 'the other moved through 
13 degrees. Bence the angle between c . and c* is .approximately equal 
to 13 degrees, or the monoclinic angle~=:, 103°. 'rhis gave·an approxim-· 
ate estimate of the angle~, . and an attempt was .now made to determine 
this angle accurately~ 
The values ~a, }'b; ~~·were determined acqurately fr~lin the 
three .rotation photographs about the a, b 1, and c axes. The values 
wer·e calculated. For s. monoclinic lattice 
s.in~ 
~e ande*=··· ·.·. 
· · sin~ 
Taking the value ~ ~ 103°, the a*, c* axes were calculated, and the 
a*c* net drawn to scale. 
Suppose now the crystal is rotating. about the b axis, then for 





J ~::t··. ~g R . li aJt~ + 1 C* + 2hl a*c*cos r * 
.._ - , hence 
H.{hol)j;). - ~~tliollf..,t ( ) 
· 4hl ~ a ~c • • .. • • • • • 1 
On the a*c* net traces of the sphere of reflection were drawn, 
for a 15 degree oscillation, to bring in the two correspondir~ 
reciprocal lattice points, hol and hol, whose numerical distances 
from the origin differed by as la.-rge an amount as possible, that is 
to say two spots near the central region of the film with their ! 
values, as measured on a Bernal chart, very different. From the 
lune considerations the crystal was adjusted to reflect two such 
corresponding hol and Eol reflections. Two such spectra Viere the 
402 and 402 reflections, whose E values were 0.847 A and 0.717 A 
respectively. Subst.i tutin,g these values in equation ( 1) we have 
cos~* 
sin'-f.> * :::: 
.;i ~ 
(6.847) (0.717). 
4" 4 -"2" 0.175x 0.154 
Assuming values for~*• the equation was solved by trial. Three 
independent determinations of the value of~* were made, each time 
using a different set of corresponding spectra. The values were 
found to agree closely, the mean value being ~ * :: 77" 5'. 
This method gave a fairly accurate determination of the mono-
clinic angle, by first assuming an approximate value for~ to 
identify suitable hol and iiol spectra. The assumed value of ~ does 
not enter the f.inal calculations, all the measurements coming 
directly from tho films. The agreement between these calculated 
values and the value found by rotation about a reciprocal axis is, 
however, remarkably good. 
The size of the unit cell was finally determined to be 
a :: 8,79 A,_ b: 6.31 A, C :. 10._00 A, ~ -:::102° 55'. 
The monoclinic angle was t~en to be accurately known and. the 
&iC, 'b* and C* axes were calculated, and three reciprocal lattice nets 
drawn. Indexi.:ng films for rotation about the b axis was the usual 
straightforward process. For films taken about the other two axes 
a little. consideration was necessary. To keep the sa'lle reciprocal 
lattice net the direction of the incident radiation had to he changed 
for the successive reciprocal l_ayer.s. The process involved has been 
outlined briefly in the introduction to this work. In this way it 
was possible to assign a set of Miller indices to every spectrum 
recorded on the rotation photographs. The crystals were well formed. 
and gave very good and clee.x photographs. Reproductions of two such 
films, taken about tha a and b axes respectively, are shown in fig.s 
21a and 21b. Th.ey are typical of a monoclinic structure, indicating 
clearly the non-symmetrical layer-linea for rotation about the a ax:is. 
A systematic examination of the .Miller indices showed that only 
spectra for which (h+ k + l} is even were present. This is the con-
dition governing a body-centred lattice. For a mo11oolinic lattice 
the only possible planes of symmetry are those perpendicular to the 
b axis. 
To test for glide planes only spectra ~f the type hol were 
important. A system inspection o£ such spectra revealed that (hol) 
waa present only for {h+ k) even. This condition, how·ever, is 
already embodied in the condition (h+ k+ l) ~ 2n governing a body-
centred lattice, so that no new information· is gained. Similarly 
the condition £or a screw axis parallel to b, i.e. oko presentonly 
for even values of k, is a special case of the condition (h+k+l) 
(is even) 
is even. All we can sey is that this tnonoclinic crystal is based on 
a body-centred lattice, X-rey a.n.alysis giving no information about 
the symmetry planes or axes of the .space-lattice. 
When it oame to determining the density of this substance, ...... 
contradictory result:$\were .obtained. Assuming the compound to be 
(NH4) 3 Ga F 6, the molecular weight has been calcul-ated as 237.8 
·on the scale 0::. 16. 
Density 
= (0.726 x n) gms./ce. 
where n is the number of molecules per unit cell. 
The density of (NH4}3 Ga F6 , as calculated from the cubic 
structure, comes to 2.19 gms./cc, the experimentally det,ermined 
value being D=2.18 gms./ec. In the above case if n=3, then the 
density for this monoclinic form is D = 2.18 gms./cc, which is in 
good agreement with the other two deter.minations. 
A fac.e-centred monoclinic lattice with three molecules to the 
unit cell. is, however, an impossibility. No such space-group 
exists, and we must conclude that the crystailine substance present 
in this monoclinic form ~annot be (NB4) 3 Ga f 6 • Our earlier inter-
polation that (NB4) 3 Ga F6 probably exists in two forms is thus 
disproved. A possible explanation seems to be that this second impu ... 
rity, believed to be pure (NH4) 3 Ga F0 , is a hydrated form of 
ammonium ~allifluoride containing an unknown amount of water of 
cry.s tall is at ion. 
litJO. 
Probable Structure for {N,H4) 3 Ga F 6 • 
The compound (NR4) 3 Ga F6 is based on a face-centred cubic lattice, 
the edge of the unit cell being given by a= 8.95 A. There are four 
molecules in the unit cell. We must dispose of 4 Ga atoms, 12 NH4-
groups and 24 F atoms in a unit cell o:f dimensions as given above. 
The space-group on which' this st.ructure is based seems to be Fma. 
It further appears that the only possibility is for the Ga atoms 
and NH4-groups to be ~ranged on two interpenetrating face-centred 
cubic lattices, an arrangement similar to that of the na and Cl 
atoms in the rocksalt structure. Such an arrang~ment accounts for 
4 Ga atoms and 4 NH4-groups. From symmetry considerations the 
remaining 8 NR
4
-groups must com.e.at the centres of the eight small 
cubes into which the unit cell can be subdivided. The Fluorine atoms 
' 
are arranged as regular octahedra round the Ga atoms with parameters 
given by uoo, uoo, ouo, ouo, oou, oou. Such an arrangement will 
account for the 24 F atoms in the unit cell. The.only undetermined 
parameter in the structure is the distance F to Ga. 
Bozarth (28) giv~s the value 1.72 A as the shortest distance 
between F and Si atoms in the structure {NH4)2 Si F6• This value is 
the sum of the Goldschmidt radii for Si and F atoms (!he Crystalline 
State Vol.1. page 115 by W.H. and ~.1.Bragg.) This distance of closest 
approach leads to the parameter u::. 0.205 determined by Bozorth for the 
(NH4 ) 2Si F0 structure. It aeems reasonable to assume that the shortest 
distance between F and Ga atoms in the (NH4) 3 Ga F 6 structure will 
also be the sum of tho ionic radii, which comes to (0.62+ 1.33) = 
= 1.95 A, giving a value u = 1. 95/8.95 == 0.218. 
A probable value for the only undetermined parameter in the 
{NB4) 3 Gs.F6 structure seems-to be given by u:::.0.218. The order of 
magnitude of this ;parameter is the same as for other Ammonium-
fluoride compounds whose structures have been determined by Pauling, 
' ' . 
:Menzer and .Bozorth (26, 2"/, 28). Our .i,ntensity measurements., however, 
:. '' 
'~· 
are too inaccurate to determill.e this parameter with any great accuracy, 
and the structure described above, which seems to be the only Pc;»Ssible 
o~e, must suffice f'.o:r the present. 
In conclusion I wish to e;rpress my_ sincere thanks to professor 
R.w.;.rames of the Cape ·Town Univer.sity fc;»r hts invaluable .suggestions 
and constant encouragement throughout the . course of this res·earch, 
and in particular for the use of his yet unpublished manuscript which 
' ' 
deals with the whole ,p~oblem ·Of X-ray Diffraction and its· ·Applications 
to Crystal .Structures in a most elegant manner. I am also much 
.indebted to The Research Grant Board of the- Union of South Africa 
for the award of a research grant for part of tl:e time while this 
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